REVIEW OF REGIONAL NATURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT TARGETS
JANUARY 2021
Under the National Landcare Regional Land Partnerships Program, NACC NRM is facilitating an update to the Northern Agricultural
Region's natural resource management (NRM) strategy, NARvis. The NARvis Technical Working Group reviewed all of the goals,
targets and strategic actions listed in both the 2005 (Regional NRM Strategy) and 2015 (www.narvis.com.au) versions. The working
group searched for publicly available evidence for each target and consulted with technical experts under each theme in order to
assess whether it had been achieved, partially achieved or not achieved by 2020. The results are summarised here.
In total, we reviewed 524 goals, targets and strategic actions across the eight NRM themes.
Overall, in both the NARvis and 2005 NRM Strategy, the largest number of goals and targets related to Community Capacity. In
2005, relatively large numbers of goals and targets (>50) related to Water, Sustainable Agriculture and Coastal & Marine. In the
current NARvis, relatively large numbers of goals and targets (>15) relate to Aboriginal Custodianship, Coastal & Marine and
Biodiversity Conservation.
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The number of goals and targets listed under each theme decreased between 2005 and 2015 in all cases, except for Aboriginal
Custodianship, which increased by 61% over the period. The number of listed goals and targets decreased most for Sustainable
Agriculture (by 96%, from 70 to just 3) and Water (by 84%, from 83 to 13).
Most stated goals and targets related to implementing specific on-ground works, such as revegetation, weed control and dune
stabilisation. On-ground works made up almost half of stated goals and targets overall (45%) and a large percentage of those listed
in both the 2005 NRM Strategy (39%) and the current NARvis (65%).
Research goals, quantifying the impacts of various management practices and testing new techniques and technologies, and
Planning goals, developing management plans and strategies, accounted for the bulk of the remaining goals and targets (24%
Research and 15% Planning overall). There was a stronger focus on Research and Planning in the 2005 NRM Strategy (28% and
18% respectively) compared to the current NARvis (13% and 7%), which prioritises on-ground works. The remaining goals and
targets covered the development of Tools and Resources (5% in 2005, 9% in the current strategy), increasing Knowledge and
understanding of NRM in the region (4% in 2005, 5% currently), and accessing funding for NRM (6% in 2005, 1% currently).

Table 1: Number of stated goals and targets under each theme in the 2005 and 2015 regional NRM strategies
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Figure 1: The number of stated goals and targets by type of planned activity in the 2005 (blue) and 2015 (yellow) regional NRM strategies.
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We concluded that 345 (66%) of the stated goals and targets across both plans had been achieved and a further 61 (12%) had
been partially achieved by 2020. Only 57 (10%) of the goals and targets had not been achieved. There was insufficient evidence
available to assess the remaining 61 goals and targets.
In the 2005 NRM Strategy, 63% of goals and targets were Achieved and 11% Partially Achieved. Goals and targets in the Coastal
& Marine, Invasive Species and Sustainable Agriculture themes were assessed as >80% Achieved or Partially Achieved, and only
those under the Community Capacity theme were assessed as <60% Achieved or Partially Achieved.
Figure 2: Bar graph showing the percentage of stated goals and targets under each of the themes that were assessed as having been achieved (solid blue) and partially achieved (hatched blue)
in the 2005 regional NRM strategy.
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In the current NARvis, 75% of goals and targets were assessed as Achieved and 14% as Partially Achieved. Goals and targets
were assessed as >75% Achieved or Partially Achieved for all of the themes.
Figure 3: Bar graph showing the percentage of stated goals and targets under each of the themes that were assessed as having been achieved (solid yellow) and partially achieved (hatched
yellow) in the 2015 regional NRM strategy NARvis.

The case studies below give one example of a goal or target from each of the eight NRM themes, and present some examples of
the kinds of evidence that were reviewed in order to measure progress against the goals and targets. To view the full report, please
see Appendix 1.
CASE STUDY 1: ABORIGINAL CUSTODIANSHIP
NARvis Goal: "25 management activities undertaken on sites of cultural and heritage significance by 2020" AND related 2005 NRM
Strategy Goal: "Ensure priority places of cultural and heritage significance are managed for the benefit of future generations".
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Nearly 200 Aboriginal heritage sites are now registered on the Aboriginal Heritage Inquiry System. Site audits were completed for
65 priority sites and management plans developed for 6 sites by 2009. Works at priority sites have been undertaken through the
Midwest Aboriginal Ranger Program, Bundiyarra Environmental Health Program, Capacity-building for Indigenous Prison Inmates
Project and the Indigenous Ranger Programs run by home-grown Aboriginal Corporations including Kwelena Mamakort, Western
Mulga and Badimia Bandi Barna. Information on how to report an Aboriginal heritage site is now available on the DPLH website
and a government-funded small grants program focuses specifically on Preserving our Aboriginal Sites.
CASE STUDY 2: BIODIVERSITY CONSERVATION
NARvis Goal: "An additional 50 000 ha of high conservation value vegetation not on existing reserves protected by 2020".
The Department of Biodiversity, Conservation and Attractions added ~30,000 ha to its estate with the declaration of the Houtman
Abrolhos Island Nature Reserve in 2019. NACC NRM has implemented a range of programs in the region since 2015 focused on
the conservation of remnant vegetation, protecting a further 11,500 ha under management agreements with private landholders.
Although public records are difficult to track down, it is extremely likely that at least another 8,500ha has been conserved by DBCA,
other organisation and private landholders in the through region through conservation programs such as Land for Wildlife and the
Nature Conservation Covenant Program.
CASE STUDY 3: CLIMATE CHANGE
NARvis Goal: "Coastal hazard risk management and adaptation plans (CHRMAP) undertaken in LGAs for all coastal communities
by 2020" AND related NARvis Action: "Undertake and update risk assessments and incorporate outcomes into relevant
management plans and related policy".
Detailed coastal hazard risk management and adaptation plans (CHRMAP) were developed within all coastal Shires in the region.
The plans form the basis of climate resilient development in the region related to expected sea level rise. Plans were completed
plans for the Shire of Gingin (CHRMAP Gingin 2019), the Shire of Dandaragan (CHRMAP Dandaragan 2018), the Shire of Coorow
(Leeman to Green Head Coastal Strategy 2018), the Shire of Irwin (CHRMAP Irwin 2016), the City of Greater Geraldton (CHRMAP
Geraldton 2019) and the Shire of Northampton (CHRMAP Horrocks Beach 2020).
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CASE STUDY 4: COASTAL & MARINE
NARvis Goal: "Conservation of coastal, marine and estuarine ecosystem function, including fish stocks, in a changing environment"
AND related 2005 NRM Strategy Goals: "By 2015, marine fauna in the NAR will be managed to ensure no loss of metapopulations" and "By 2010, fish resources will be managed for ecological sustainability".
The marine resources off the NAR coast are amongst the best managed in the world. All major fisheries are WA Marine
Stewardship Council sustainability certified or in the process of becoming certified. The West Coast Rock Lobster fishery certified
for a record-breaking fourth time in 2017. The ecological sustainability development model (ESD) is standard practice (see State of
the Fisheries Report 2019), and island and offshore marine life are protected inside an extensive network of marine protected areas
including the Turquoise Coast Islands Nature Reserves; Houtman Abrolhos Island Nature Reserve; and Blue Holes Fish Habitat
Protection Area.
CASE STUDY 5: COMMUNITY CAPACITY
NARvis Goal: "Increased community participation and capacity in the conservation of the region’s natural resources" AND related
2005 NRM Strategy Goal: "Informed and experienced groups across the NAR with the capacity to understand issues and drive
landscape change".
There are currently at least 19 community-based organisations focused on community participation and natural resource
management along with several NGOs and a host of producer groups with very high technical capacity working with local
communities in the region on natural resource management. There are many community-led events in the region every year, and
active citizen science projects include Birdlife Australia’s Great Cocky Count; Conservation Council WA’s Fairy Tern Network and
Tending the Tracks Alliance and the efforts of the Geraldton regional herbarium group and the Jurien Bay regional herbarium
group.
CASE STUDY 6: INVASIVE SPECIES
NARvis Goal: "Reduce the impact of priority invasive species on native biodiversity" AND related 2005 NRM Strategy Goal: "A
reduction in the economic and environmental impacts of all priority animal and plant pests and diseases across the region by
2020".
Priority invasive species, including plants, animals and marine organisms, have been identified through the Regional Biosecurity
Groups, DPIRD and DBCA. Since 2005, at least 55 invasive species management projects were implemented under the Coastal
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Community Grants Program and a further 12 invasive species management projects funded under Coastwest Grants. The Batavia
Coast Maritime Institute’s Integrating Training and Biodiversity Conservation Project substantially reduced weeds on the Houtman
Abrolhos Islands and incidences of reported stock losses to wild dogs were lower in Jan 2020 compared to the same period in 2018
and 2019.
CASE STUDY 7: SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE
NARvis Goal: "Develop and implement programs to build community skills and capacity in sustainable land use management,
including the capture, documentation and dissemination of local and expert knowledge on appropriate practices".
Much progress has been made in promoting local sustainable land use in the region. DPIRD has produced a comprehensive
Report Card on sustainable natural resource management and a suite of tools and resources for farmers on a wide range of topics
relevant to the region including managing dryland salinity, wind erosion and water repellence. A very large number of decisionsupport tools are now available to farmers in the region including MyPaddock, MySoil, Seasonal Forecasting, Yield Prophet and the
Controlled Traffic Farming Calculator. Research and extension activities have included producing a Controlled Traffic Farming
Technical Manual and Testing Carbon Farming Opportunities for Salinity Management.
CASE STUDY 8: WATER
NARvis Goal: "Water resources are managed sustainably" AND related 2005 NRM Strategy Goal: "Equitable allocation of surface
water between social, environmental and economic requirements by 2020".
Water allocation plans are reviewed and updated regularly by DWER and focus on equitable and sustainable allocations of surface
and ground water between social, environmental and economic requirements. The process follows the Water Allocation Planning
guideline and the Environmental Water Provisions Policy, and takes climate change into account. Water Allocation Plans within the
NAR are the Arrowsmith Groundwater Allocation Plan 2010, the Jurien Groundwater Allocation Plan 2010, the Gingin Groundwater
Allocation Plan 2015, the Gingin Surface Water Allocation Plan 2011 and the Mid West Regional Water Supply Strategy, outlining
how water resources are distributed amongst agriculture, mining, urban areas and industry.
Way forward
The NRM community in the Northern Agricultural Region has made an extraordinary effort and much progress has been made.
Based on the publicly available evidence, a total of 109 goals and targets were assessed as Complete [11 in the current NARvis
(8%), and 98 in the 2005 NRM Strategy (25%)]. Completed goals included, for example, the development of coastal management
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plans for each of the coastal Local Government Authorities or a waste management strategy for the Houtman Abrolhos Islands. A
further 45 goals and targets (all from the 2005 NRM Strategy) were assessed as requiring no further action, primarily because they
are outside of the scope of the current regional NRM strategy. Examples include targets relating to NACC NRM's internal
operations or overseeing the accreditation of earthworks contractors. We cannot, however, afford to lose sight of the fact that there
is still much to do. More work is needed to achieve, maintain or extend more than 70% of the stated goals and targets (92% in the
current NARvis and 63% in the 2005 NRM Strategy).

Figure 4: Percentage of stated goals and targets by whether it was assessed as having been completed, requiring no further action, or as being an ongoing concern with further action required
in the 2005 (blue) and 2015 (yellow) regional NRM strategies.

Ongoing work is needed to monitor and maintain the excellent standards of management and the current sustainable status of
freshwater resources and of the marine environment in the region. Our performance in supporting Aboriginal Custodianship,
preparing for and responding to Climate Change and ensuring that ecologically sustainable development becomes standard
practice in the Agriculture sector has been weaker than our performance in other areas such as building Community Capacity and
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managing Invasive Species. Biosecurity and invasive species management nonetheless remains a major challenge in the region,
as does securing funding and providing support for community-led initiatives. Terrestrial and coastal biodiversity in our region
continue to face many unresolved challenges, notably habitat loss, fragmentation and the impacts of climate change. The updated
regional NRM strategy will include a smaller number of community-informed goals (3-5 under each theme) and will be designed to
address new and emerging threats alongside traditional pressures in the region while building upon the considerable work that has
preceded it.
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In January 2021, we reviewed all 524 goals, targets and strategic actions (390 in the 2005 NRM Strategy and 134 in the current
NARvis) across the eight NRM themes (Aboriginal Custodianship, Biodiversity Conservation, Climate Change, Coastal & Marine,
Community Capacity, Invasive Species, Sustainable Agriculture and Water). The figure below summarises our finding that, overall,
66% of the stated goals and targets had been achieved and a further 12% had been partially achieved by 2020. Only 10% of the
goals and targets had not been achieved and there was insufficient evidence to assess the remaining 12% goals and targets. The
table that follows present all evidence gathered to assess each target in turn.
Figure 5: pie charts showing the percentage of stated goals and targets under each of the themes that were assessed as having been achieved, partially achieved, not achieved or having
insufficient evidence to assess in the 2005 (blue) and 2015 (yellow) regional NRM strategies.
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NARvis
We aspire to be part of a vibrant community in a diversified economy with a healthy environment.
SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE
Agricultural production systems in the NAR are economically, environmentally and socially resilient, diverse and proactively
managed utilising environmentally sensitive practices.
NARvis Goal 1: All agricultural land managers are undertaking sustainable land use practices by 2020.
Partially
Achieved

Several grants over the years, ongoing investment through Landcare. Recent
examples include Smart Farms Small Grants and Growing Great Ground

No
baseline

Very
More
aspirationa to do
l
NARvis Goal 2: The area of cleared agricultural land (approx. 4 000 000 ha) managed using sustainable land use practices
increases by 20 000 ha per year for the five years to 2020.
Partially
Achieved

Several projects and grants over the years, ongoing investment through Landcare.
Recent examples include Smart Farms Small Grants and Growing Great Ground

No
baseline

More
to do

NARvis Goal 3: Develop and implement programs to build community skills and capacity in sustainable land use management,
including the capture, documentation and dissemination of local and expert knowledge on appropriate practices.
Achieved

Promote local success stories; Identify how sustainable practices can increase food No
More
quality; Reduce financial risk exposure through sustainable land use; Develop and
baseline
to do
promote appropriate technology, tools and practices for sustainable land use
management; Incorporate sustainable land use management in school curriculums.
2005 Plan Goal 1: Maintain or reduce the rate of groundwater rise and ensure that all salt affected areas are rehabilitated (by
2025).
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Not
Achieved

In areas cleared and developed for agriculture after 1960, most water tables
continue to rise, despite a decline in annual rainfall (DPIRD Report Card 2013).
Groundwater tables are expected to reach equilibrium within 25-75 years and may
begin to fall sooner than that as a result to decreased rainfall due to climate change.
Some salt affected areas have been rehabilitated, but not all and the extent has not
been systematically tracked. Some farmers rehabilitate their lands for continued
production, others expand into new areas to avoid salt affected paddocks on their
original farms.

No
baseline

Very
aspirationa
l

More
to do

2005 Plan Action 1.1: Identify and develop benchmarks of the existing area affected by salinity by 2009.
Achieved

About half of the region has a variable or moderate to high salinity risk (DPIRD
2013). Lands on the Dandaragan Plateau and the East Binnu Sandplain are at
greatest risk of expanding dryland salinity. The coastal areas of the NAR have a low
risk of expanding dryland salinity, and the remainder of the region has a moderate
risk. Also see Salinity on Australian Farms 2002 and Salinity Monitoring Data from
the 1980s and 1990s on Landgate Landmonitor; also see DPIRD Report Card
2013b
2005 Plan Action 1.2: Identify suitable indicators and methodologies for monitoring and evaluating soil salinity by 2009.

Don
e

Achieved

Don
e

Managing dryland salinity 2020; DPIRD Report Card on sustainable natural
resource management 2013

2005 Plan Action 1.3: Conduct research into the development of alternative agronomic and engineering options for managing
saline land by 2009.
Achieved

Managing dryland salinity 2020; Testing Carbon Farming Opportunities for Salinity
Management 2015

2005 Plan Action 1.4: Hydrological investigations completed for three priority areas by 2007.
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Don
e

Achieved

Wheatbelt drainage; groundwater trend analyses (2013) for Kalbarri, Northampton
Don
Block, East Binnu, Irwin Terrace, Arrowsmith, Dandaragan, Dalwallinu, Moora,
e
Coastal Plain
2005 Plan Action 1.5: Planning complete for all priority towns at risk of salinity and management options commenced by 2009.
Achieved Wheatbelt drainage; Managing dryland salinity 2020
Don
e
2005 Plan Action 1.6: Prepare and implement a salinity drainage plan for the region which endeavours to improve surface and
subsurface drainage over 20% of the poorly drained areas by 2007.
Achieved Drainage benchmarking in the Northern Agricultural Region 2008; Managing dryland
Don
salinity 2020
e
2005 Plan Action 1.7: Facilitate the development of a regional integrated catchment management plan for the control of
groundwater rise and salinity by 2009.
Achieved The Salinity Strategy 2000; Managing dryland salinity 2020

2005 Plan Action 1.8: Audit of regulations relevant to drainage to ensure greater accountability by 2009
Not done

Not
required

2005 Plan Action 1.9: Technical on ground support available for landholders to develop plans and investment proposals in
regards to rising groundwater and salinity by 2006.
Unknown

Don
e

No
more
to do

More
to do
2005 Plan Action 1.10: Appointment of accredited drainage coordinators and contractors for each sub-region in the NAR by 2006.
Unknown
No
more
to do
2005 Plan Action 1.11: A system of grants in place for on ground implementation of works that meet the priorities identified in the
strategy by 2005 (fencing, revegetation, surface water control).
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Achieved

several grants over the years, ongoing investment through Landcare. Recent
More
examples include Smart Farms Small Grants and Growing Great Ground
to do
2005 Plan Action 1.12: 10% of salt affected land revegetated with productive agriculture systems by 2009.
Unknown No recent publicly available data on the extent of salt affected land
No
More
baseline
to do
2005 Plan Action 1.13: Build the technical capacity of the region in salinity and surface water management by 2009.
Achieved Managing dryland salinity 2020; Testing Carbon Farming Opportunities for Salinity
No
More
Management 2015
baseline
to do
2005 Plan Action 1.14: Extension and financial incentives developed to enable the support of local and catchment scale salinity
management techniques by 2009.
Achieved Several grants over the years, ongoing investment through Landcare. Recent
More
examples include Smart Farms Small Grants and Growing Great Ground
to do
2005 Plan Goal 2: All farmers adopting profitable farming system practices that reduce the threat to agricultural land by 2025
Partially
Achieved

All farmers aim for profitability, and an increasing number aim to do so while also
No
More
reducing threats to agricultural land. Many apply a continuous expansion model,
baseline
to do
buying more land rather than investing in the health of existing land.
2005 Plan Action 2.1: 3 research projects supported by extension activities initiated by 2006 to assist with the development of
sustainable farming systems.
Achieved
Drainage benchmarking in the Northern Agricultural Region 2008; Testing Carbon
More
Farming Opportunities for Salinity Management 2015; ; Liebe Group 2020
to do
2005 Plan Action 2.2: A management package developed for herbicide resistance, by 2009.
Achieved Integrated Weed Management Manual 2019; Australian Herbicide Resistance
Don
Initiative; DPIRD Herbicide Resistance 2020
e
2005 Plan Action 2.3: A decision support model for new farming systems developed and available by 2006.
Achieved MyPaddock; MySoil; ROSA; Soil Water Tool; Seasonal Forecasting; Yield Prophet;
Don
Controlled Traffic Farming Calculator; CliMate; SoilWaterApp; SoilmAPP; Soil Water
e
Express
2005 Plan Action 2.4: Investigate the use of GMOs to create salt tolerant productive species by 2009.
Achieved Salt tolerant GM wheat since 2003; also 2011
Don
e
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2005 Plan Action 2.5: Develop robust sustainability and production indicators specific to the region that can be used in models
and EMS by 2009.
Achieved DPIRD Report Card on sustainable natural resource management 2013
Don
e
2005 Plan Action 2.6: 10% of farmers adopt EMS in the NAR by 2009.
Unknown no publically available data on number of farmers using environmental management No
More
systems
baseline
to do
2005 Plan Action 2.7: Identify suitable indicators and methodologies for monitoring and evaluating farming systems by 2009.
Achieved DPIRD Report Card on sustainable natural resource use in agriculture 2013
Don
e
2005 Plan Goal 3: Increase protection of soils at risk from erosion by 2020
Partially
Protection of soils has increased on some farms.
No
Achieved
baseline
2005 Plan Action 3.1: Identify and develop benchmarks of the existing areas affected by erosion by 2009.
Achieved The majority of the cleared lands in the region are at high risk (50% +) of wind
erosion and a low risk of water erosion; visualised by National Map.
2005 Plan Action 3.2: Identify suitable indicators and methodologies for monitoring and evaluating erosion by 2009.
Achieved DPIRD Report Card on sustainable natural resource use in agriculture 2013a;
2013b; Diagnosing wind erosion risk 2020
2005 Plan Action 3.3: Extension program operating to promote best practice for management of erosion by 2007.
Achieved DPIRD resources on managing Wind Erosion and Water Erosion

More
to do

Partially
achieved

More
to do

Don
e
Don
e

More
to do
2005 Plan Action 3.4: Four priority catchments to collaboratively source funding for the rehabilitation of riparian zones by 2008.
Achieved Chapman River; Hill River; Irwin River; Moore River. Ongoing work needed and
More
happening in this area.
to do
2
2005 Plan Goal 4: Soils (surface and subsurface – high priority = sandplains) affected by soil acidity to have a pHCaCl of 5.5 or
above by 2020
Management by liming is becoming standard practice
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2005 Plan Action 4.1: Identify and develop benchmarks of the existing areas affected by soil acidity by 2009.
Achieved Soil acidity is poor (more acidic than recommended) across the majority of the
region and very poor (much more acidic than recommended) along the southern
coastal plains. DPIRD Report Card on sustainable natural resource use in
agriculture 2013; Soil Quality 2013. Inland areas have a 30%+ chance of surface
acidity, visualised on NationalMap.

Don
e

2005 Plan Action 4.2: Identify suitable indicators and methodologies for monitoring and evaluating soil acidity by 2009.
Achieved DPIRD Report Card on sustainable natural resource use in agriculture 2013;
Don
Diagnosing soil acidity
e
2005 Plan Action 4.3: Extension program operating to promote best practice for management of soil acidity by 2007 (extend Time
to Lime program).
Achieved Liming is more or less standard practice across the region, although levels of lime
More
applied are often too low (DPIRD 2013). Developing a liming program; West
to do
Midlands Group Lime Incorporation; Liebe Group R&D; Mingenew-Irwin Group Soil
Acidity Management; Moore Catchment Council Lime Incorporation; NACC Farm
Demonstrations; SoilQuality Factsheets – chemical indicators
2005 Plan Goal 5: Increase in soil fertility in soils with identified problems and improvement of soils affected by low fertility by
2025.
Not
Most of the soils of NAR are also naturally low in nutrients and organic matter as
Achieved they are ancient and highly weathered.
2005 Plan Action 5.1: Identify and develop benchmarks of the existing areas affected by soil fertility decline by 2009.
Achieved Soil Quality 2013.

More
to do

Don
e
2005 Plan Action 5.2: Identify suitable indicators and methodologies for monitoring and evaluating soil fertility decline by 2009.
Achieved DPIRD Report Card on sustainable natural resource use in agriculture 2013a;
Don
2013b; Measuring and report soil organic carbon; Whole Farm Nutrient Mapping
e
2005 Plan Action 5.3: An education and awareness program established for soil fertility and appropriate nutrient requirements for
horticulture and broad acre agriculture by 2008.
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Achieved

Soil Carbon; Soil Nutrients; NACC Farm Demonstrations; Moore Catchment Council
Heavenly Hectares; RegenWA; West Midlands Group Bioassay; SoilQuality
Factsheets – biological indicators

Don
e

2005 Plan Goal 6: Increase in treatment of soils at risk from water repellence by 2020.
Partially
achieved

The extent and severity of water repellence appears to be increasing due to an
More
increase in cropping frequency and the use of some dry sowing techniques along
to do
with drier autumns (DPIRD 2020). Management by spreading ‘wetters’ when
seeding is standard practice. More work to do here as this does not address the root
cause of the problem, only treats the symptom
2005 Plan Action 6.1: Identify and develop benchmarks of the existing areas affected by water repellent soil by 2009.
Achieved Soil Water Repellence Overview; DPIRD Report Card on sustainable natural
Don
resource use in agriculture 2013; NationalMap
e
2005 Plan Action 6.2: Identify suitable indicators and methodologies for monitoring and evaluating water repellent soil by 2009.
Achieved Diagnosing Soil Water Repellence; DPIRD Report Card on sustainable natural
Don
resource use in agriculture 2013
e
2005 Plan Action 6.3: Extension program operating to promote best practice for management of water repellent soil by 2007 (on
farm demonstrations).
Achieved Managing Water Repellence; NACC Farm Demonstrations; Mingenew Irwin Group
More
Non-wetting Soil Amelioration; SoilQuality Factsheets – chemical indicators
to do
2005 Plan Goal 7: Increase in understanding in the efficacy of soil biological activity in farming systems by 2025.
Partially
achieved

Definitely increasing awareness of the importance of soil biological activity,
evidenced by the rise of regenerative agriculture and similar efforts. Still lots of work
to do here, and soil biology is not yet a theme on DPIRD’s Managing Soils page.
2005 Plan Action 7.1: Identify and develop benchmarks for the existing biological activity of soils by 2009.
Achieved Soil Quality 2013.

More
to do

Don
e
2005 Plan Action 7.2: Identify suitable indicators and methodologies for monitoring and evaluating biological activity of soils by
2009.
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Achieved

Measures of Soil Biology and Biological Activity; AgTrialsWA; Soil Quality Fact
Sheets: Biological Indicators; On-Farm Soil Monitoring Handbook

Don
e

2005 Plan Action 7.3: Facilitate research into the impact of agricultural practices on soil microfauna, supported by extension, by
2008.
Achieved AgTrialsWA; Soil Restoration Farming; SoilQuality Factsheets – biological indicators
More
to do
2005 Plan Goal 8: Manage nutrient loss and eutrophication to ensure that nutrient levels are below quality guidelines by 2025.
Not
Achieved

Excess nutrients from livestock waste and fertilisers are significant contributors to
More
eutrophication in the NAR. The extent of the problem is not well known – there is no
to do
baseline to measure progress against. No publicly available data on nutrient levels
in water or recommended levels.
2005 Plan Action 8.1: Identify and develop benchmarks of the existing areas affected by nutrient loss and eutrophication by 2009.
Achieved DPIRD Report Card on sustainable natural resource use in agriculture 2013a;
Don
2013b; Soil Quality 2013
e
2005 Plan Action 8.2: Identify suitable indicators and methodologies for monitoring and evaluating nutrient loss and
eutrophication by 2009.
Achieved Water Quality Field Sampling Guidelines; Monitoring and Assessing Water Quality;
Don
Healthy Rivers Program
e
2005 Plan Action 8.3: Develop and implement a monitoring program to assess load and movement of nutrient and chemicals in
catchments by 2006.
Unknown
More
to do
2005 Plan Action 8.4: Implement an integrated research and extension program into management options for nutrient loss and
eutrophication by 2009.
Achieved Healthy Rivers Program; Evergreen Farm Demonstration; SoilQuality Factsheets –
More
chemical indicators
to do
2005 Plan Goal 9: Land managers adopt best management practices to reduce impact of waterlogging by 2025.
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Not a big
This is fast becoming a non-issue due to declining rainfall. It has historically mainly
problem in been an issue in the Moora area, but is less and less of a problem now, with Moora
the
being some of the best farmland in the region now.
region.
2005 Plan Action 9.1: Identify and develop benchmarks of the existing areas that are prone to waterlogging by 2009.
Achieved Waterlogging in Western Australia 2020; NationalMap

No
more
to do

Don
e

2005 Plan Action 9.2: Identify suitable indicators and methodologies for monitoring and evaluating waterlogging by 2009.
Achieved Diagnosing waterlogging in South West Western Australia

Don
e
2005 Plan Action 9.3: Conduct research into alternative solutions for managing waterlogged areas specific to the region by 2009.
Achieved Managing waterlogging in crops and pastures 2020
Don
e
2005 Plan Action 9.4: Develop an integrated catchment management plan to reduce the impact of waterlogging over 30% of
heavily waterlogged areas by 2009.
Unknown
No
No
baseline
more
to do
2005 Plan Goal 10: Decrease in the area of soils (priority = coarse, medium to heavy textured soils) affected by soil structure
decline by 2020.
Partially
Also see 3. Erosion and 11. Compaction
achieved
2005 Plan Action 10.1: Identify and develop benchmarks of the existing areas affected by soil structure decline by 2009.
Achieved SoilQuality 2020: Soil Bulk Density

More
to do
Don
e

2005 Plan Action 10.2: Identify suitable indicators and methodologies for monitoring and evaluating soil structure decline by
2009.
Achieved Soil Quality Factsheets – physical indicators; AgTrialsWA
Don
e
2005 Plan Action 10.3: 10% increase in farm businesses implementing appropriate management practices to stabilize and
improve soil structure by 2010.
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Unknown

No baseline. No publically available data on number of farmers using soil stabilising
approaches. Is increasing though (anecdotally).

More
to do

2005 Plan Goal 11: Increase uptake of appropriate management practices for sub surface compaction by 2025.
Partially
achieved

controlled traffic farming (CTF) is an established and relatively common practice in
More
the region that is increasingly used by farmers in the NAR (along with other
to do
precision agriculture approaches – NACC 2018). See case studies in the Controlled
Traffic Farming Technical Manual 2013. And there are ongoing demonstrations and
investments in CTF in the region (e.g. GRDC 2017; Liebe Group 2020; NACC
2020). Other responses include no-till or minimal tillage farming and switching to
permanent pasture. However, it has not become the standard practice. Other ways
of managing soil compaction, including deep ripping, spading and delving and doing
nothing, remain widespread. There are no data at the scale of the region on number
/ proportion of farmers implementing CTF. Evidence that the use of CTF has
increased is anecdotal.
2005 Plan Action 11.1: Identify and develop benchmarks of the existing areas affected by sub surface compaction by 2009.
Achieved In 2013, 100% of paddocks sampled in the NAR had a soil penetration resistance of
Don
2.5Mpa (enough to slow root growth by 70%; DPIRD 2018), 80% had a penetration
e
resistance of 3Mpa, severely restricting root growth; Soil Landscape Land Quality
map for Subsurface Compaction Risk shows that about a quarter of the region has a
50+% susceptibility to subsurface compaction (National Map 2017); also see Soil
Quality: Soil Bulk Density.
2005 Plan Action 11.2: Identify suitable indicators and methodologies for monitoring and evaluating sub surface compaction by
2009.
Achieved Identifying soil compaction 2018; Subsurface compaction: a guide for WA farmers
Don
and consultants 2011
e
2005 Plan Action 11.3: Research and extension program operating to promote best practice for management of sub surface
compaction (tram lining) by 2007.
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Achieved

Tramline Farming Systems Technical Manual 2004; Subsurface compaction: a
guide for WA farmers and consultants 2011; Controlled Traffic Farming Technical
Manual 2013 and two CTF reports by NACC & DPIRD in 2013 available for
download from DPIRD’s CTF page; Developing a controlled traffic (tramline) farming
system 2017; Deep ripping for soil compaction 2017
2005 Plan Goal 12: Priority risk areas identified and management plans prepared for flood control by 2009.

More
to do

Not a big
This is fast becoming a non-issue due to declining rainfall. It has historically mainly
problem in been an issue in the Moora area and the Greenough Flats, but is less and less of a
the region problem now. There have been no major floods in the region since 1999. Flooding
occurs periodically in the Murchison River Gorge, but not in locations where it
causes significant damage.
2005 Plan Action 12.1: Identify and develop benchmarks of the existing areas prone to flooding by 2009.
Achieved Western Australia Floodplain Mapping

No
more
to do

2005 Plan Action 12.2: Identify suitable indicators and methodologies for monitoring and evaluating flooding by 2009.
Achieved BoM Rainfall and River Conditions
2005 Plan Action 12.3: Technical on ground staff supporting flood control in priority risk areas by 2006.
Achieved Chapman River Foreshore Assessment; Chapman and Greenough River Flood
Project; Irwin Flood Study; Wheatbelt Flood Management Plan; Moora Flood
Management Study
2005 Plan Goal 13: Soil contamination levels are below relevant quality guidelines by 2025.
There is a lot of regulation about contaminated sites but they don’t appear to have
been mapped on the public databases. See Contaminated Land.
2005 Plan Action 13.1: Identify and develop benchmarks of the existing areas affected by soil contaminants by 2009.
Achieved Acid Sulphate Soil Risk Map; Contaminated Sites Database
Unknown

Don
e
Don
e
Don
e

More
to do

Don
e
2005 Plan Action 13.2: Identify suitable indicators and methodologies for monitoring and evaluating soil contaminants by 2009
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Achieved

Contaminated Sites; Guidelines for Assessment of Asbestos-Contaminated Sites in
Don
WA
e
2005 Plan Action 13.3: On ground monitoring programs established in 2 priority catchments which assess chemical load and
movement through the soil profile.
Unknown
More
to do
BIODIVERSITY CONSERVATION
Biodiversity and ecosystem integrity are maintained and improved at a landscape scale.
NARvis Goal 1: An additional 50 000 ha of high conservation value vegetation not on existing reserves protected by 2020 (Refers
to native vegetation in priority landscapes, with listed species and threatened ecological communities particularly in riparian
vegetation. Protected as per IUCN guidelines, a ten-year management agreement, covenant etc).
Achieved

Addition of Houtman Abrolhos Islands National Park and the conservation of
remnant vegetation through NACC programs totals ~ 40,000 ha. It is likely that a
larger area has been conserved by DBCA and private landholders through other
conservation programs not listed below.
~30,000 ha in Abrolhos Islands National Park
https://www.dbca.wa.gov.au/parks-and-wildlife-service/plan-for-ourparks/houtman-abrolhos-islands-national-park
~1,560 ha via Malleefowl project
~2,400 ha of management agreements protecting remnant vegetation in
2014/15 Under Protecting Priority and Threatened Species project; ~1,300 ha
under Rivers and Wetlands Project https://www.nacc.com.au/annual-report2014-2015/
~4,400 ha protected via NACC biodiversity projects in 2015/16
https://www.nacc.com.au/annual-report-2015-2016/#biodiversity-highlights2015-16
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More
to do

~1,700 ha of remnant vegetation protected through NACC biodiversity
projects in 2016/17 https://www.nacc.com.au/annual-report-20162017/#biodiversity
~140 ha of remnant vegetation protected through NACC biodiversity projects
in 2017/18
NARvis Action 1.1: Implement and promote targeted incentive programs to support the protection and sustainable management
of priority native vegetation.
Achieved e.g. Protecting Priority and Threatened Flora and Fauna Project and Malleefowl
More
Recovery Project run by NACC NRM https://www.nacc.com.au/
to do
NARvis Action 1.2: Build the capacity of local community and LGAs to undertake conservation actions to protect native
vegetation.
Achieved e.g. African Boxthorn Control Project and Pyp grass Control Project and Abrolhos
More
Island Restoration Project run by NACC NRM https://www.nacc.com.au/
to do
NARvis Action 1.3: Develop and implement a vegetation monitoring program in collaboration with all regional stakeholders.
Achieved

e.g. Jurien Bay Herbarium Group, Geraldton Herbarium Group; Aboriginal Ranger
Programs, DBCA
NARvis Action 1.4: Support and undertake acquisition for the National Reserve System
Achieved

e.g. Houtman Abrolhos Islands National Park created in July 2019.

More
to do

More
to do
NARvis Goal 2: Appropriate fire regimes for biodiversity conservation adopted and maintained in areas of native vegetation by
2020.
Achieved Fire management is a strong focus of DBCA and the department exceeded 4 million
More
ha of controlled burns in WA in 2017/18 for the second year in a row. Planned fire is
to do
used to protect communities and natural assets. Highly skilled and well trained
bushfire detection and suppression workforce as well. DBCA staff attended to
14.314 ha of bushfires in the Midwest region in 2017/18.
https://www.dbca.wa.gov.au/sites/default/files/DBCA%20Annual%20Report%20201
7-18.pdf
DBCA Fire Management Strategy
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NARvis Action 2.1: Develop and implement fire management zones with principles to guide appropriate fire regimes (DBCA;
includes excluding fire through the use of fire breaks, buffers, etc. Overall aim is to ensure that fire occurs at the right time, scale,
frequency, intensity and seasonality).
Partially
DBCA has defined Prescribed Burn Land Management Zones within their estate at
More
achieved
specified distances from the edges of populated areas in Gingin.
to do
https://catalogue.data.wa.gov.au/is/dataset/land-management-zones
NARvis Action 2.2: Provide generic guidance (mapped) with triggers, criteria and guidance notes to consider when undertaking a
burn.
Partially
Guidance on prescribed burns is available here
More
achieved
https://www.dpaw.wa.gov.au/management/fire/prescribed-burning but is not
to do
mapped.
NARvis Action 2.3: Take into account the impacts of external factors such as weeds, weather and pests.
Partially
Prescribed burns are planned using weather forecasts and an understanding of
More
achieved
weather conditions and patterns (2013) and fire is used as a tool to manage weeds
to do
(2013). However, the DBCA Fire Management Strategy does not currently discuss
weather, weeds or pests in any detail.
NARvis Action 2.4: Undertake additional research to determine which species are present and identify the appropriate fire regime
for fire management zones.
Partially
DBCA has extensive fire ecology research ongoing throughout WA, although most
More
achieved
of this effort is concentrated to the south of and outside of the region in the forests of
to do
the southwest and the banksia woodlands of the Swan Coastal Plain. The team in
the Geraldton and Jurien Bay office undertake regular flora surveying and fire
monitoring. It is unclear from the publicly available data how these efforts are linked
to fire management zones.
NARvis Goal 3: Populations of all threatened plants, animals and ecological communities are maintained or increased (including
TECs, priority ecological communities, State and Commonwealth listed threatened species).
Achieved Maintained in most cases, some improvements (rock wallaby population at KNP –
More
DBCA Annual Report 17/18, new breeding population of Carnaby’s Cockatoo
to do
discovered near Kalbarri; some effective plant conservation e.g. new population of
Scaly-leaved Feather Flower were identified – NACC Annual Report 18/19,
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successful Foote’s Grevillea translocations); not always improved (ongoing weed
invasions, access control problems and other disturbance, clearing).
NARvis Action 3.1: Facilitate the planning and implementation of priority actions for threatened species across all regional
stakeholders.
Achieved Projects have been implemented in the region on Carnaby’s Cockatoo (NACC,
More
BLA), Malleefowl (NACC, Bush Heritage, DBCA), Foote’s Grevillea (NACC, DBCA),
to do
Scaly-leaved Feather Flower (NACC, DBCA), Blank-flanked Rock Wallaby (NACC,
DBCA), breeding seabird colonies (CCWA, DBCA, BLA), migratory waders (NACC,
BLA, DBCA), Australian Sea Lion (DBCA), Golden Gudgeon (DBCA), Dibbler
(DBCA), Chuditch (DBCA), endangered and critically endangered plants (DBCA).
NARvis Action 3.2: Improve knowledge about species for which conservation status is inadequate.
Achieved Improved knowledge for some priority listed and data deficient species e.g.
More
Stylidium wilroyense which is now recommended for listing as critically endangered
to do
and at least 7 other plant species. Levels of knowledge are good for birds and
mammals. Plenty more to do however – for example, for plants, there are more than
700 priority listed and data deficient species in the region. Lots of data deficient and
understudied invertebrates and fungi, as well as few reptiles where more information
is needed.
NARvis Action 3.3: Identify and undertake conservation activities for at least five threatened species.
Achieved Projects have been implemented in the region on Carnaby’s Cockatoo (NACC,
More
BLA), Malleefowl (NACC, Bush Heritage, DBCA), Foote’s Grevillea (NACC, DBCA),
to do
Scaly-leaved Feather Flower (NACC, DBCA), Blank-flanked Rock Wallaby (NACC,
DBCA), breeding seabird colonies (CCWA, DBCA, BLA), migratory waders (NACC,
BLA, DBCA), Australian Sea Lion (DBCA), Golden Gudgeon (DBCA), Western
Spiny-tailed Skink (NACC), Prostrate Flame Pea (NACC), Dibbler (DBCA), Chuditch
(DBCA), endangered and critically endangered plants (DBCA).
NARvis Goal 4: 10 000 ha of revegetation undertaken in the NAR by 2020 (considers connectivity, endemism, buffering, climate
resilience, etc. Includes protection for both biodiversity and carbon capture, preferably both).
Achieved ~4,000ha of revegetation undertaken by NACC NRM biodiversity and coastal
More
programs since 2015. Likely achieved as NACC NRM agriculture program and
to do
MARP also do some revegetation and partners like DBCA and Bush Heritage also
do revegetation over large areas (e.g. Bush Heritage has committed to revegetate
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1,350 ha on Eurardy over the next ten years https://www.bushheritage.org.au/getmedia/8d02e20e-c383-4d42-807c858b92bb7a17/impact-report-19-20).
NARvis Action 4.1: Undertake research into revegetation techniques including provenance, climate change resilience, etc.
Achieved Advice for Revegetation of Midwest’s Harsh Landscape; Revegetation Techniques
More
and Timelines.
to do
NARvis Action 4.2: Identify, promote and undertake strategic protection and revegetation works (buffers, corridors, riparian
areas).
Achieved e.g. Protecting Priority and Threatened Flora and Fauna Project and Malleefowl
More
Recovery Project run by NACC NRM https://www.nacc.com.au/; Carbon Neutral’s
to do
Yarra Yarra Biodiversity Corridor project https://carbonneutral.com.au/yarra-yarrabiodiversity-corridor/; Bush Heritage revegetation commitment on Eurardy
https://www.bushheritage.org.au/getmedia/8d02e20e-c383-4d42-807c858b92bb7a17/impact-report-19-20; creation of Houtman Abrolhos Islands Nature
Reserve.
2005 Plan Goal 1: Maintain and increase native vegetation extent (other than approved clearing applications) by a yet to be
determined % for each IBRA sub-region by 2025.
Achieved Baseline is either 24% of original vegetation remaining (Native Vegetation
24% or
More
Management Plan - This is below the threshold of 30% of vegetation remaining at
44%
to do
which severe ecosystem perturbation is expected according to Bennet and MacNally
2004) OR 44.09% remnant vegetation (DPIRD Native Vegetation Extent). Native
vegetation extent has been maintained overall, probably not meaningfully increased.
2005 Plan Action 1.1: Establish baseline for native vegetation extent by 2005.
Achieved Native Vegetation Extent Data Set; NRInfo; Landgate LandMonitor – vegetation
Don
extent has been largely stable or improving in the west (more coastal) and north of
e
the region since 1990 and stable or declining in the central inland parts of the region
since 1990 (LandMonitor vegetation history 1990-2004-2019).
2005 Plan Action 1.2: Identify indicators and methodologies for measuring change in native vegetation extent by 2005.
Achieved Satellite imagery mapping of vegetation extent. DPIRD Native Vegetation Extent;
More
NRInfo; Landgate LandMonitor.
to do
2005 Plan Action 1.3: Priority remnants identified for inclusion in Comprehensive, Adequate and Representative (CAR) system
annually, with 10 000 hectares purchased by 2010.
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Achieved

The National Reserve System is underpinned by a scientific framework with a clear
More
objective to develop a 'comprehensive, adequate and representative' system of
to do
protected areas. Land acquisitions well exceeded target e.g. Bush Heritage acquired
Eurardy in 2005 (30,500 ha), DBCA acquired Houtman Abrolhos Islands Nature
Reserve (30,000ha) in 2019.
2005 Plan Action 1.4: Native vegetation plan for biodiversity conservation developed by 2006.
Achieved The Northern Agricultural Region Native Vegetation Management Plan was
Don
completed in 2008.
e
2005 Plan Action 1.5: Develop incentives for biodiversity protection and management by 2008.
Achieved e.g. Protecting Priority and Threatened Flora and Fauna Project and Malleefowl
More
Recovery Project run by NACC NRM https://www.nacc.com.au/
to do
2005 Plan Action 1.6: Options for carbon credit trading investigated and promoted by 2010.
Achieved e.g. report on Testing Carbon Farming Opportunities produced in 2015; Carbon
More
Neutral enterprise established focused on carbon offsets, carbon credits and
to do
biodiversity
2005 Plan Action 1.7: Extension and financial incentives for on farm biodiversity management developed and promoted by 2006.
Achieved e.g. Current Growing Great Ground project at NACC NRM; Carbon Neutral’s Yarra
More
Yarra Biodiversity Corridor project https://carbonneutral.com.au/yarra-yarrato do
biodiversity-corridor/; Birdlife Australia’s Birds on Farms project; NACC NRM’s
Malleefowl Recovery Project and Carnaby’s Cockatoo projects; Land for Wildlife.
2005 Plan Action 1.8: Improved accessibility, availability and awareness of funding for biodiversity protection leading to at least
10 biodiversity focused projects by 2008.
Achieved e.g. Current Growing Great Ground project at NACC NRM; Carbon Neutral’s Yarra
More
Yarra Biodiversity Corridor project https://carbonneutral.com.au/yarra-yarrato do
biodiversity-corridor/; Birdlife Australia’s Birds on Farms project; NACC NRM’s
Malleefowl Recovery Project and Carnaby’s Cockatoo projects; Land for Wildlife;
Nature Conservation Covenant Program.
2005 Plan Action 1.9: Clearing of native vegetation only occurs through legislative processes over the next 5 years.
Unknown No publicly available data.
More
to do
2005 Plan Action 1.10: Options for best practice for road and rail vegetation reserves with vegetation management actively
promoted to reserve managers by 2005.
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Achieved

e.g. Roadside Conservation Committee has produced several factsheets;
More
Management Guidelines for biodiversity in road and rail reserves were published in
to do
2000 and 2011; new works require a permit to clear native vegetation.
2005 Plan Action 1.11: 2 000 hectares of off-reserve remnant vegetation over 10ha protected by fencing by 2008.
Achieved Probably been substantially exceeded by now. Although records going back that far
More
are not available now, NACC programs alone conserved ~ 40,000 ha by fencing
to do
between 2014 and the present. It is likely that a larger area has been conserved by
DBCA, the conservation programs of other organisations in the region, and private
landholders through other conservation programs.
2005 Plan Action 1.12: 1000 hectares of off-reserve vegetation over 10 ha under a management agreement by 2008.
Achieved Land for Wildlife (non-binding voluntary management agreements with private land
More
holders) reports are not available for the region, but the DBCA annual report from
to do
2009 indicates that, across the state, they had registered 2,000 properties totalling
nearly 2 million ha (306,000 ha for conservation as the primary landuse). They
added 54,681 ha of dedicated wildlife habitat in 2008/09 financial year alone. NACC
NRM continues to review several Land for Wildlife applications in the NAR each
year.
2005 Plan Action 1.13: 500 hectares of off-reserve remnant vegetation protected under a legal mechanism (e.g. conservation
covenant) by 2008.
Achieved Nature Conservation Covenant Program (legally binding voluntary protection of
More
private land for conservation) reports are not available for the region, but the DBCA
to do
annual report from 2009 indicates that, across the state, they had registered 121
properties totalling 9.681 ha. 20 titles totalling 1,509 ha were added to the
conservation estate in 2008/9 financial year and a further 36 covenant across 3,881
ha were under negotiation at the time. At least some of these are likely to have been
within the NAR.
2005 Plan Action 1.14: 500 hectares of strategic revegetation planting for biodiversity completed by 2008.
Achieved

Probably been substantially exceeded by now. Although records going back that far
are not available now, ~4,000ha of revegetation have been undertaken by NACC
NRM biodiversity and coastal programs since 2015. NACC NRM agriculture
program and MARP also do some revegetation and partners like DBCA and Bush
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More
to do

Heritage also do revegetation over large areas (e.g. Bush Heritage has committed to
revegetate 1,350 ha on Eurardy over the next ten years https://www.bushheritage.org.au/getmedia/8d02e20e-c383-4d42-807c858b92bb7a17/impact-report-19-20).
2005 Plan Goal 2: A yet to be determined increase in protection and condition by 2020 of a) poorly represented vegetation
associations (less than 10% and 30% remaining of original statewide extent); b) restricted vegetation associations (less than
2000 and 10000 hectares remaining of original statewide extent); c) biodiversity hotspots (i.e. areas of high species diversity and
/ or endemism); d) other ecosystems at risk.
Partially
18.2% of remnant vegetation was protected in 2009 (DPIRD Native Vegetation
Baseline
More
Achieved Extent); this has now increased to ~21% in 2020 (DBCA Legislated Lands and
2020
to do
Waters), not including the Island nature reserves. This represents a 15% increase in 21%
protection.
protecte
Not possible to assess vegetation condition – no data are systematically collected
d
on vegetation condition at scale.
2005 Plan Action 2.1: Establish baseline for condition of above mentioned ecosystems by 2008.
Not
No data are systematically collected on vegetation condition at scale.
More
Achieved
to do
2005 Plan Action 2.2: Locations of priority areas for biodiversity conservation identified via GIS by 2005 with ground truthing
ongoing.
Achieved Hidden Treasures Report was produced in 2008; The National Reserve System is
More
underpinned by a scientific framework which is used consistently around the country
to do
for prioritising land for conservation; the Northern Agricultural Region Native
Vegetation Management Plan was completed in 2008.
2005 Plan Action 2.3: A system for benchmarking and measuring condition of identified vegetation associations / ecosystems
developed by 2007.
Not
No data are systematically collected on vegetation condition.
More
Achieved
to do
2005 Plan Action 2.4: Mapping of disease risk to native flora / vegetation to be completed by 2007.
Achieved

Impact of Phytophthora dieback report; DBCA Forest Disease Risk Areas map.
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More
to do

2005 Plan Action 2.5: Poorly represented and restricted vegetation associations are targeted in greater than 70% of biodiversity
conservation projects for protection / rehabilitation by 2005 and on-going.
Achieved The National Reserve System is underpinned by a scientific framework which is
More
used consistently around the country for prioritising land for conservation and it
to do
prioritises poorly represented and rare habitats
2005 Plan Action 2.6: Up to three representative landscapes of high biodiversity value and medium to high threat identified for
landscape biodiversity conservation planning by 2006 with implementation of on-ground works commenced by 2008.
Achieved e.g. Bush Heritage acquired Eurardy in 2005 (30,500 ha), DBCA acquired Houtman
More
Abrolhos Islands Nature Reserve (30,000ha) in 2019.
to do
2005 Plan Action 2.7: 500 hectares of special ecosystems / ecosystems at risk off reserve protected by legally binding
conservation mechanisms by 2009.
Achieved Nature Conservation Covenant Program (legally binding voluntary protection of
More
private land for conservation) reports are not available for the region, but the DBCA
to do
annual report from 2009 indicates that, across the state, they had registered 121
properties totalling 9.681 ha. 20 titles totalling 1,509 ha were added to the
conservation estate in 2008/9 financial year and a further 36 covenant across 3,881
ha were under negotiation at the time. At least some of these are likely to have been
within the NAR.
2005 Plan Goal 3: No major losses of meta populations of threatened species and communities from 2003 and to increase and
improve populations by 2020.
Achieved Records aren’t clear but according to DBCA staff it is unlikely that there have been
More
any major losses of meta populations of threatened species within the region in the
to do
last 20 years.
2005 Plan Action 3.1: Critical threatened species with Recovery Plans (RPs) or Interim Recovery Plans by 2008, with priority
actions implemented within 12 months of RPs and IRPs being completed.
Partially
For fauna: 100% of critically endangered and endangered fauna in the NAR
More
Achieved have/had Recovery Plans or Interim Recovery Plans in place where these plans are
to do
required. No way to assess whether actions were completed.
For flora: 68% of critically endangered and endangered flora in the NAR have/had
Recovery Plans or Interim Recovery Plans in place where these plans are required.
No way to assess whether actions were completed.
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2005 Plan Action 3.2: All threatened species to have appropriate management actions implemented by 2015.
Partially
Achieved

No reports on management actions. There have been plenty of projects to conserve
threatened species and ecological communities so there have been some gains.
Projects have been implemented in the region on Carnaby’s Cockatoo (NACC,
BLA), Malleefowl (NACC, Bush Heritage, DBCA), Foote’s Grevillea (NACC, DBCA),
Scaly-leaved Feather Flower (NACC, DBCA), Blank-flanked Rock Wallaby (NACC,
DBCA), breeding seabird colonies (CCWA, DBCA, BLA), migratory waders (NACC,
BLA, DBCA), Australian Sea Lion (DBCA), Golden Gudgeon (DBCA), Dibbler
(DBCA), Chuditch (DBCA), endangered and critically endangered plants (DBCA).
2005 Plan Action 3.3: No further conservation dependent species to become listed as threatened within 5 years.

More
to do

Not
Achieved

But that is OK! A few plants were added to the threatened species list after 2005;
More
e.g. Androcalva adenothalia listed as critically endangered in 2016. Acknowledge
to do
that this may be a perverse outcome because sometimes it is a ‘win’ to have a
species that needs protection be added to the threatened species list.
2005 Plan Goal 4: A yet to be determined increase in the protection and enhancement of key habitats by 2020 including a) key
habitat for populations of threatened species and communities; b) granite outcrops; c) natural saline ecosystems; d) cave
systems; e) key vegetation habitats e.g. woodlands, heath.
Partially
21% protected area (DBCA Legislated Lands and Waters) (18.2% in 2009) = ~16%
More
Achieved increase
to do
2005 Plan Action 4.1: Establish baseline for key habitats by 2006.
Not
Achieved
2005 Plan Action 4.2: Identify indicators and methodologies for measuring level of protection for key habitats by 2006.

More
to do

Not
Achieved
2005 Plan Action 4.3: Protect and revegetate in locations that protect habitat and provide linkages via corridors and
neighbourhoods (including threatened species and threatened communities) by 2010.
Achieved e.g. Current Growing Great Ground project at NACC NRM; Carbon Neutral’s Yarra
Yarra Biodiversity Corridor project https://carbonneutral.com.au/yarra-yarrabiodiversity-corridor/; Birdlife Australia’s Birds on Farms project; NACC NRM’s

More
to do
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More
to do

Malleefowl Recovery Project and Carnaby’s Cockatoo projects; Land for Wildlife;
Nature Conservation Covenant Program.
2005 Plan Action 4.4: Research and development completed for regeneration and revegetation techniques in low rainfall areas
by 2008.
Achieved Advice for Revegetation of Midwest’s Harsh Landscape; Revegetation Techniques
More
and Timelines.
to do
2005 Plan Action 4.5: At least 20 areas of key habitat identified for strategic habitat management by 2007.
Achieved

Hidden Treasures Report was produced in 2008; The National Reserve System is
More
underpinned by a scientific framework which is used consistently around the country
to do
for prioritising land for conservation; the Northern Agricultural Region Native
Vegetation Management Plan was completed in 2008.
2005 Plan Goal 5: A yet to be determined reduction of biodiversity assets at risk from secondary salinity by 2015.
Partially
There has been a reduction in risk to biodiversity as a result of secondary salinity.
More
Achieved This is chronic issue and a very slow process, so it does remain a major threat. In
to do
areas cleared and developed for agriculture after 1960, most water tables continue
to rise, despite a decline in annual rainfall (DPIRD Report Card 2013). Groundwater
tables are expected to reach equilibrium within 25-75 years and may begin to fall
sooner than that as a result to decreased rainfall due to climate change.
2005 Plan Action 5.1: Identify high value biodiversity assets at risk from secondary salinity with a high feasibility of management
success by 2007 with planning for mitigation running concurrently and completed by 2009.
Partially
DPIRD has identified areas at risk from secondary salinity (DPIRD Report Card
More
Achieved 2013) but it is unclear to what extent addressing salinity has been included in
to do
biodiversity conservation planning in the region.
2005 Plan Goal 6: Assets of high biodiversity value (yet to be determined) are not at risk from inappropriate fire regimes by 2020.
Not
Climate change results in elevated fire risk for the region’s conservation estate and
More
Achieved there is no good information on most suitable fire regimes to implement.
to do
2005 Plan Action 6.1: Research on the impact of fire on NAR ecosystems completed by 2008.
Not
Cannot find any research reports on the impact of fire on ecosystems in the NAR.
More
Achieved
to do
2005 Plan Action 6.2: Ecologically appropriate fire management plans implemented for 10 reserves at highest risk of biodiversity
loss from fire by 2009.
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Partially
Achieved

Fire management is a strong focus of DBCA and the department exceeded 4 million
More
ha of controlled burns in WA in 2017/18 for the second year in a row. Planned fire is
to do
used to protect communities and natural assets. Highly skilled and well trained
bushfire detection and suppression workforce as well. DBCA staff attended to
14.314 ha of bushfires in the Midwest region in 2017/18.
https://www.dbca.wa.gov.au/sites/default/files/DBCA%20Annual%20Report%20201
7-18.pdf; DBCA Fire Management Strategy. There is little publically available
information on fire management in the NAR beyond the DBCA Fire History map.
Prescribed Burn Land Management Zones within the DBCA estate only extend to
Gingin.
2005 Plan Action 6.3: Extension material developed for the promotion of best practice fire management of off-reserve native
vegetation by 2006.
Achieved DFES Guide to Constructing and Maintaining Firebreaks; DBCA Guiding Principles
Don
for Fire Management in WA Rangelands; DPIRD Factsheets on Fire Management
e
on Farms; DBCA Fire Management Strategy; FES Model Bushfire Management
Plan.
2005 Plan Goal 7: Scientific knowledge of biodiversity increased by identifying and implementing the top five research priorities
by 2020.
Partially
More
Achieved
to do
2005 Plan Action 7.1: Increase the scientific knowledge of biodiversity by identifying and implementing the top five research
priorities by 2020.
Achieved At least five biodiversity research projects have been completed. E.g. within NACC
More
alone: Beach Wrack quantification study 2014, Shorebird monitoring, Seabird
to do
Tracking, Aquatic Pest Research, Healthy Estuaries Water Quality. Many other
organisations (DBCA, Bush Heritage, AWC etc.) have conducted research in the
region, as well as several universities (Curtin, UWA).
2005 Plan Action 7.2: 20% of high priority native vegetation mapped to NVIS standard across all tenures by 2010 (supported by
community based surveys).
Not
Was recommended again in the Northern Agricultural Region Native Vegetation
More
Achieved Management Plan which was completed in 2008.
to do
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ABORIGINAL CUSTODIANSHIP
Aboriginal cultural heritage is protected and valued by the broader community.
NARvis Goal 1: 25 management activities undertaken on sites of cultural and heritage significance by 2020.
NARvis Action 1.1: Undertake recommendations listed in Yamaji and Noongar site audits.
Achieved

Nearly 200 registered heritage sites on the AHIS; Works at many sites undertaken
through MARP and MARP-adjacent activities, and the Capacity-building for
Indigenous Prison Inmates project (420 ha across multiple sites) at NACC.
NARvis Action 1.2: Set up and support an ongoing regional ranger program to undertake management at sites.

More
to do

Achieved

MARP and AWCT, with all MARP partners (Western Mulga, KMAC and DBCA)
undertaking additional works outside the MARP; YMAC Caring for Country Unit
(2009) now Community, Environment and Economic Development Projects; DWER
and BBBAC planning to introduce indigenous ranger programs in 2021.
NARvis Goal 2: Undertake five traditional knowledge projects by 2020.

More
to do

Achieved

#SolidScience in NACC Notes (click here for a recent example); Sharing Yamatji
Knowledge education resource for schools; Sharing Noongar Knowledge education
resource for schools; Corridors for Climate Change project; Kwelena Mambakort
Aboriginal Corporation Annual Cultural Day; Aboriginal Women’s Retreat; CSIRO
Our Knowledge Our Way; Return to Country campout; AWCT mural; KMAC mural;
Western Mulga tool-making training and smoking ceremony training; Bush Heritage
Return to Country open days.
NARvis Action 2.1: Establish and maintain partnerships with relevant regional stakeholders.

More
to do

Partially
Achieved

More
to do

Established and maintain partnerships with DBCA, DWER, KMAC, Western Mulga,
DPLH, and some Southern Yamatji. Relationships with YMAC and SWALSC and
Bundiyarra are less well developed. Some potential partnerships have not been
explored in detail yet (MAOA; MEEDAC) and some are relatively new (BBBAC).
NACC Reconciliation Action Plan ‘Reflect’ lists all partners engaged to date.
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NARvis Action 2.2: Capture and / or share traditional ecological knowledge (TEK) and oral history in a culturally-appropriate
manner.
Achieved #SolidScience in NACC Notes (click here for a recent example); Sharing Yamatji
More
Knowledge education resource for schools; Sharing Noongar Knowledge education
to do
resource for schools; Corridors for Climate Change project; Kwelena Mambakoort
Aboriginal Corporation Annual Cultural Day; Aboriginal Women’s Retreat; Little
Footprints Big Future exhibition; Ranger program installation a Boola Bardip
museum; ; Coastal Plants App.
NARvis Action 2.3: Incorporate TEK into existing publications.
Achieved

#SolidScience in NACC Notes (click here for a recent example); TEK section on
NACC website; Aboriginal Engagement section on NARvis.
NARvis Action 2.4: Develop and maintain an Aboriginal resource contact directory, to include land tenure, listed sites and
potential partners.
Partially
Established and maintain to some extent, needs regular updating and extending.
Achieved
NARvis Action 2.5: Develop a regional engagement plan.

More
to do

More
to do

Partially
NACC Reconciliation Action Plan ‘Reflect’; Aboriginal Participation Plan.
More
Achieved
to do
NARvis Action 2.6: Develop a guidance resource that details what has already been done, to promote sharing of information,
partnerships, and to prevent repetition.
Not
More
Achieved
to do
NARvis Action 2.7: Support the development of Aboriginal enterprises utilising TEK.
Partially
KMAC, Western Mulga, BBBAC; also caterers and artists and cultural interpretation
More
achieved
/ training.
to do
NARvis Goal 3: The most significant heritage sites protected by 2020. Protection needs to be site specific and may not always
include fences.
Unknown No recent prioritisation so hard to assess if the most significant sites were protected.
More
Also no records of what activities were undertaken.
to do
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NARvis Action 3.1: Build partnerships with regional stakeholders.
Partially
achieved

Established and maintain partnerships with DBCA, DWER, KMAC, Western Mulga,
DPLH, and some Southern Yamatji. Relationships with YMAC and SWALSC and
Bundiyarra are less well developed. Some potential partnerships have not been
explored in detail yet (MAOA; MEEDAC) and some are relatively new (BBBAC).
NACC Reconciliation Action Plan ‘Reflect’ lists all partners engaged to date.
NARvis Action 3.2: Maintain list of acknowledged heritage sites, both registered and proposed.

More
to do

Achieved

Don
e

Nearly 200 registered heritage sites on the AHIS, updated daily.

NARvis Action 3.3: Promote process of how heritage sites can be registered or recorded.
Achieved

Information on how to report an Aboriginal heritage site or damage to a site is
available on the DPLH website; NACC Western Mulga Heritage training.
NARvis Action 3.4: Determine and prioritise regionally significant sites based on threat and significance.

Don
e

Not
Not done recently – last in 2007
Achieved
NARvis Action 3.5: Support and undertake protection and/or restoration works on priority sites.

More
to do

Achieved

See DPLH Preserving our Aboriginal Sites grants program; Works at many sites
More
undertaken through MARP and MARP-adjacent activities, and the Capacity-building
to do
for Indigenous Prison Inmates project (420 ha across multiple sites) at NACC.
NARvis Action 3.6: Establish a custodian program to undertake ongoing monitoring and maintenance activities on priority sites.
Achieved

MARP

More
to do

NARvis Goal 4: Increased knowledge and respect of Aboriginal heritage and culture.
Unknown Not measured. Attempts made include NACC Notes articles; Bush food workshop;
More
Moore Catchment Council Bush medicine workshop; Heritage training.
to do
NARvis Action 4.1: Capture / gather and distribute (where appropriate, and in a culturally sensitive manner) information on
Aboriginal heritage and culture.
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Achieved

#SolidScience in NACC Notes (click here for a recent example); Sharing Yamatji
Knowledge education resource for schools; Sharing Noongar Knowledge education
resource for schools; Corridors for Climate Change project; Kwelena Mambakort
Aboriginal Corporation Annual Cultural Day; Aboriginal Women’s Retreat.
NARvis Action 4.2: Seek cultural interpretation services for events, workshops and projects.

More
to do

Achieved

NACC regularly seeks cultural services for large events. Most organisations in the
region practice Welcome to and Acknowledgement of Country. Also see Return to
Country camp-out event; Kwelena Mambakort Aboriginal Corporation Annual
Cultural Day; Aboriginal Women’s Retreat; Reconciliation Action Plans of NACC,
DBCA, CGG etc. Much more to do here to seek cultural services for smaller events
and for projects (full implementation). Do not know what the process is at other
organisations.
NARvis Action 4.3: Map areas, sites and plant species of cultural significance.

More
to do

Partially
Achieved

Nearly 200 registered heritage sites on the AHIS, updated daily. Plant species not
done formally, but all Ranger Program staff conduct vegetation surveys and record
plants of cultural significance. Heritage Act being update to allow registration of plat
sites (food or medicine resources).
NARvis Action 4.4: Develop and implement regionally specific Aboriginal language and education resources.

More
to do

Achieved

Sharing Yamatji Knowledge education resource for schools; Sharing Noongar
Knowledge education resource for schools; Little Footprints Big Future exhibition;
Coastal Plants App
NARvis Action 4.5: Facilitate learning on country to create opportunities for intergenerational sharing of knowledge.

Don
e

Achieved

e.g. Kwelena Mambakort Aboriginal Corporation Annual Cultural Day; Aboriginal
Women’s Retreat; Return to Country campout; AWCT mural; KMAC mural
NARvis Action 4.6: Community communication and awareness strategies.

More
to do

YMAC resources; NACC Reconciliation Action Plan ‘Reflect’; Sharing Yamatji
Knowledge education resource for schools; Sharing Noongar Knowledge education
resource for schools; NACC Notes articles, #SolidScience
NARvis Action 4.7: Promote successful Aboriginal leaders and role models.

More
to do

Achieved
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Achieved

Some profiles in NACC notes and on Facebook, e.g Aboriginal women in NRM
during a NAIDOC week; Ranger program installation a Boola Bardip museum.
NARvis Action 4.8: Incorporate Aboriginal information into communication to landholders and community.

More
to do

Achieved

More
to do

#SolidScience in NACC Notes (click here for a recent example).

NARvis Action 4.9: Promote awareness and application of protocols / processes for working in heritage areas.
YMAC resources; DPLH resources; NACC Reconciliation Action Plan ‘Reflect’;
More
Heritage training.
to do
NARvis Action 4.10: Support the creation and implementation of Reconciliation Action Plans (RAP) for organisations within the
NAR.
Achieved NACC Reconciliation Action Plan ‘Reflect’. DBCA and CGG also have RAPs
More
endorsed by Reconciliation Australia. Other organisations have Aboriginal Strategic
to do
Plans or Engagement Plans or Partnerships Plan (e.g. Bush Heritage).
2005 Plan Goal 1: Ensure priority places of cultural and heritage significance are managed for the benefit of future generations.
2005 Plan Action 1.1: Identify places of high significance to Aboriginal people and prioritise these for management
Achieved

Achieved

Nearly 200 registered heritage sites on the AHIS; 65 sites prioritised in 2007 (printed
More
YMAC report ‘Audit of Priority Heritage Sites in the Yamatji Region’).
to do
2005 Plan Action 1.2: Review the level of knowledge amongst land managers with respect to managing areas of high Aboriginal
significance.
Not
More
Achieved
to do
2005 Plan Action 1.3: Develop management plans for high priority Aboriginal heritage places.
Achieved

Site Audits completed and 6 management plans (Ellendale Pool, Bootenal Springs,
More
Flat Rocks, Noondamurra Pool, Koolanooka Springs, Willi Gulli) developed by 2009
to do
(printed YMAC report ‘Audit of Priority Heritage Sites in the Yamatji Region’); more
recently KMAC implements management plans at several sites and Western Mulga
at at least 2.
2005 Plan Action 1.4: Facilitate the preparation of management plans including human impact for recreational and tourism areas
that have high cultural values.
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Achieved

Site Audits completed and 6 management plans (Ellendale Pool, Bootenal Springs,
Flat Rocks, Noondamurra Pool, Koolanooka Springs, Willi Gulli) developed by 2009
(printed YMAC report ‘Audit of Priority Heritage Sites in the Yamatji Region’); more
recently KMAC implements management plans at several sites and Western Mulga
at at least 2.

More
to do

2005 Plan Action 1.5: Identify places of cultural and historical significance in each local area and support prioritised development
of management plans
Achieved Nearly 200 registered heritage sites on the AHIS; 65 sites prioritised in 2007 (printed
More
YMAC report ‘Audit of Priority Heritage Sites in the Yamatji Region’). Site Audits
to do
completed and 6 management plans (Ellendale Pool, Bootenal Springs, Flat Rocks,
Noondamurra Pool, Koolanooka Springs, Willi Gulli) developed by 2009
2005 Plan Action 1.6: Work with the local government and heritage organisations to encourage proactive management of high
priority sites of significance.
Achieved Installation of interpretive signs at 5 sites, removal of woody weeds from 5 sites,
More
remedial work at 9 sites along Kalbarri River Road and installation of fencing at 5
to do
sites (printed YMAC report ‘Audit of Priority Heritage Sites in the Yamatji Region’).
Works at many other sites undertaken through MARP and the Capacity-building for
Indigenous Prison Inmates project (420 ha across multiple sites) at NACC.
2005 Plan Action 1.7: Introduce training to ensure NRM staff and organisations are able to manage issues and places relating to
Aboriginal heritage.
Achieved Printed YMAC report ‘Audit of Priority Heritage Sites in the Yamatji Region’ refers to
More
an NRM engagement strategy that was completed in 2009 to assist NACC staff to
to do
appropriately engage with TOs on NRM projects; NACC Reconciliation Action Plan
‘Reflect’; also many other resources available such as Ask First: a guide to
respecting Indigenous heritage places and values; NACC Western Mulga Heritage
training; Aboriginal Liaison role created at NACC NRM; Aboriginal Engagement
Manager role created at Bush Heritage; Reconciliation Australia ‘Share Our Pride’
cultural training a required part of staff induction at NACC.
2005 Plan Action 1.8: Spiritual values of natural resources understood and knowledge in this area has grown.
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Unknown

Not measured

No
Baseline
2005 Plan Action 1.9: Implement management plans for high priority places of Aboriginal significance.

More
to do

Achieved

Nearly 200 registered heritage sites on the AHIS; at least 65 Site Audits completed
and 6 management plans (Ellendale Pool, Bootenal Springs, Flat Rocks,
Noondamurra Pool, Koolanooka Springs, Willi Gulli) developed by 2009 along with
installation of interpretive signs at 5 sites, removal of woody weeds from 5 sites,
remedial work at 9 sites along Kalbarri River Road and installation of fencing at 5
sites (printed YMAC report ‘Audit of Priority Heritage Sites in the Yamatji Region’).
Works at many other sites undertaken through MARP and the Capacity-building for
Indigenous Prison Inmates project (420 ha across multiple sites) at NACC.
2005 Plan Action 1.10: Implement management plans for recreational areas with high ecological value.

More
to do

Achieved

Nearly 200 registered heritage sites on the AHIS; at least 65 Site Audits completed
and 6 management plans (Ellendale Pool, Bootenal Springs, Flat Rocks,
Noondamurra Pool, Koolanooka Springs, Willi Gulli) developed by 2009 along with
installation of interpretive signs at 5 sites, removal of woody weeds from 5 sites,
remedial work at 9 sites along Kalbarri River Road and installation of fencing at 5
sites (printed YMAC report ‘Audit of Priority Heritage Sites in the Yamatji Region’).
Works at many other sites undertaken through MARP and the Capacity-building for
Indigenous Prison Inmates project (420 ha across multiple sites) at NACC.
2005 Plan Goal 2: By 2010, have produced a measurable increase in visitor and resident knowledge of coastal Aboriginal
heritage.
Unknown Not Measured, no baseline. Lots of materials produced and installed to promote
No
increase in knowledge e.g. Yamatji Drive Trail tourist route; interpretive signs at
baseline
Ellendale Pool and Wedge Island; Walgu Trail.
2005 Plan Action 2.1: By 2006, identify and document indigenous cultural and spiritual values.

More
to do

Achieved

More
to do

#SolidScience in NACC Notes (click here for a recent example); Sharing Yamatji
Knowledge education resource for schools; Sharing Noongar Knowledge education
resource for schools; Corridors for Climate Change project; Kwelena Mambakoort
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More
to do

Aboriginal Corporation Annual Cultural Day; Aboriginal Women’s Retreat;
Reconciliation Action Plans.
2005 Plan Action 2.2: Reduce barriers to groups’ involvement in planning.
Partially
achieved

Lots of progress on Native Title Determination and establishment of PBCs; protocols
More
now in place requiring that project are developed in consultation with or co-designed
to do
with Traditional Owners. System is new and so lots of work to do here to enable the
system to work effectively, including being ready to financially support the Aboriginal
community to co-design NRM projects.
2005 Plan Goal 3: By 2010, the Aboriginal heritage of our marine environments will be recognised and promoted.
Unknown Not measured. No baseline
No
More
baseline
to do
2005 Plan Action 3.1: By 2005, support two events / promotions that increase awareness of cultural, natural and maritime
heritage.
Achieved Kwelena Mambakoort Aboriginal Corporation Annual Cultural Day and Shipboard
More
Safety training for rangers; Aboriginal Women’s Retreat; kids camp-out event; Bush
to do
Heritage open days and lots of other events; Coastal Plants App.
2005 Plan Action 3.2: By 2008, initiate one program to increase the capacity of Aboriginal people to be involved in management
of marine resources.
Achieved Shipboard Safety training and seabird surveys for rangers at KMAC in recent years;
More
no connection to Abrolhos Islands.
to do
2005 Plan Action 3.3: By 2010, there will be a measurable increase in the awareness of visitors and residents of the marine
cultural heritage of the region.
Unknown Not measured. No baseline
No
More
baseline
to do
CLIMATE CHANGE
Communities in the NAR (urban and rural) are able to maintain economic and population viability, through effective adaptation to
and mitigation of our changing climate.
NARvis Goal 1: Coastal hazard risk management and adaptation plans (CHRMAP) undertaken in LGAs for all coastal
communities by 2020.
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Achieved

CHRMAP Gingin 2019 see also Coastal Inundation Plan Gingin, Lancelin Coastal
Erosion Hazard Map, Ledge Point Coastal Erosion Hazard Map, Seabird Coastal
Erosion Hazard Map;
CHRMAP Dandaragan 2018 see also Cervantes Coastal Hazard Map, Jurien Bay
Coastal Hazard Map;
Leeman to Green Head Coastal Strategy 2018;
No major coastal settlements in Carnamah or Chapman Valley
CHRMAP Irwin 2016;
CHRMAP Geraldton 2019 see also Coastal Adaptation Report 2019, Point Moore
Inundation Study 2014, Town Beach to Drummond Cove Inundation Study 2016,
Cape Burney to Greys Beach Inundation Study 2017.
CHRMAP Northampton Horrocks Beach 2020

Don
e

NARvis Goal 2: Increase adoption of climate adaptation and mitigation activities in the region.
Achieved

WA Climate Change Policy; WALGA Climate Change Policy; Adapting water supply
More
to climate change in the Midwest; Water allocation plans take climate change into
to do
account; Shift to renewables in WA main grid power supply; WA Adapting to Our
Changing Climate
NARvis Action 2.1: Promote recognition of the benefits of sustainable NRM practices, incorporation of natural assets and
assessment of environmental risk into business practices.
Partially
See Sustainable Agriculture and Biodiversity Conservation and Water
More
Achieved
to do
NARvis Action 2.2: Undertake and update risk assessments and incorporate outcomes into relevant management plans and
related policy.
Partially
See CHRMAP above, City of Greater Geraldton Climate Change Adaptation Action
More
Achieved Plan and Climate Emergency 2020; Victoria Plains Strategic Resource Plan,
to do
Dandaragan Strategic Community Plan, Three Springs Strategic Resource Plan,
Chapman Valley Strategic Community Plan, Mingenew Strategic Community Plan
briefly mention climate change;
Most plans and risk assessments do not account for climate change e.g.
Northampton Bushfire Risk Management Plan, most Shire strategic community
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plans e.g. Gingin Strategic Community Plan, and no Shires have climate adaptation
or mitigation strategies
NARvis Action 2.3: Investigate, promote and implement the use of alternative species / varieties, technologies and practices in
agricultural production to encourage diversification and flexibility as a means of managing climate-related risk.
Achieved DPIRD resources Climate Change and Horticulture, Climate Change impacts and
More
adaptation for agriculture report 2016; Climate Change and Broadacre Livestock
to do
Production; Climate Change and Broadacre Cropping.
NARvis Action 2.4: Decrease atmospheric carbon emissions through implementation of a range of practices, such as reduction in
consumption of fossil fuels, increase in the use of renewable energy, capturing emissions from waste facilities for reuse and
promoting and implementing low emissions and carbon capture practices.
Not
Emissions continue to rise – in 2017, emissions were 24% higher than in 2005
More
Achieved (every other state in Australia reduced it’s emissions over the same time period).
to do
WA Climate Change Policy; WALGA Climate Change Policy; Adapting water supply
to climate change in the Midwest; Shift to renewables in WA main grid power supply
NARvis Action 2.5: Undertake awareness raising and capacity building activities to increase the willingness and technical
capacity of the community to undertake climate adaptation and mitigation activities.
Not
Emissions continue to rise – in 2017, emissions were 24% higher than in 2005
More
Achieved (every other state in Australia reduced it’s emissions over the same time period).
to do
Most plans and risk assessments do not account for climate change e.g.
Northampton Bushfire Risk Management Plan, most Shire strategic community
plans e.g. Gingin Strategic Community Plan, and no Shires have climate adaptation
or mitigation strategies
NARvis Action 2.6: Support sustainable innovations in key industry and community sectors to address climate change.
Partially
Achieved

WA Climate Change Policy; WALGA Climate Change Policy; Adapting water supply
to climate change in the Midwest; Shift to renewables in WA main grid power supply;
WA Adapting to Our Changing Climate; DPIRD resources Climate Change and
Horticulture, Climate Change impacts and adaptation for agriculture report 2016;
Climate Change and Broadacre Livestock Production; Climate Change and
Broadacre Cropping
NARvis Action 2.7: Promote and implement climate change tools, policies and guidelines.
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More
to do

Partially
WA Climate Change Policy; WALGA Climate Change Policy; WA Adapting to Our
More
Achieved Changing Climate; Climate Change in NRM regions; Climate Kelpie
to do
2005 Plan Goal 1: By 2008, information and tools will be available such that stakeholders in the NAR can manage the impacts of
climate change and seasonal variability and reduce associated environmental, social and economic risks.
Achieved Climate Change in NRM regions; Climate Kelpie; BoM climate outlook; DPIRD
More
Seasonal Climate Outlook; DPIRD resources Climate Change and Horticulture,
to do
Climate Change impacts and adaptation for agriculture report 2016; Climate Change
and Broadacre Livestock Production; Climate Change and Broadacre Cropping.
2005 Plan Action 1.1: By 2007, a broad assessment of the likely impacts of climate change on natural resource management in
the NAR will be completed.
Achieved Climate Change in NRM regions
Don
e
2005 Plan Action 1.2: Processes for completing a risk assessment of the effect of climate variability on agricultural production will
be developed by 2007.
Achieved Climate Change in NRM regions; DPIRD resources Climate Change and
Don
Horticulture, Climate Change impacts and adaptation for agriculture report 2016;
e
Climate Change and Broadacre Livestock Production; Climate Change and
Broadacre Cropping; Impacts of Climate Change on Wheat; Wheat and Sheep
Production in a Changing Climate; Climate projections for WA; Climate Change, Soil
and Water;
2005 Plan Action 1.3: A program for extending climate risk management tools to agricultural producers will be implemented by
2008.
Not
Are resources available through DPIRD and Climate Kelpie and BOM and Farm
More
Achieved Table Farm Risk Management. Not much evidence of systematic extension of these
to do
tools other than NACC Carbon Farming workshops (not really risk management).
2005 Plan Action 1.4: By 2006, NACC will develop partnerships with greenhouse / climate change researchers and organisations
to develop a better understanding of the long-term impacts of climate change on natural resources in the NAR.
Partially
Climate Change in NRM regions; an independent local carbon zero group was
More
Achieved established in Geraldton (Midwest Carbon Zero) but as far as I can tell they don’t
to do
have anything to do with NACC
2005 Plan Goal 2: Maintain the quality of air in the region.
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Achieved

Air quality in Geraldton is Fair to Good and relatively stable around 25mg/m3
(DWER 2021). Not monitored in other parts of the NAR but likely to be Good to Very
Good across the region except for during fires and high winds.
2005 Plan Action 2.1: Develop baselines for the quality of air in the region by 2006.

Don
e

Achieved

Don
e

DWER Air Quality Index provides hourly updates of air quality in Geraldton, as well
as historical data
2005 Plan Action 2.2: Develop benchmarks for acceptable levels of emissions by 2008.
Not
Achieved

Emissions continue to rise – in 2017, emissions were 24% higher than in 2005
(every other state in Australia reduced it’s emissions over the same time period).
Most plans and risk assessments do not account for climate change e.g.
Northampton Bushfire Risk Management Plan, most Shire strategic community
plans e.g. Gingin Strategic Community Plan, and no Shires have climate adaptation
or mitigation strategies

More
to do

2005 Plan Action 2.3: Identify suitable indicators and methodologies for monitoring and evaluating air quality by 2008.
Achieved

DWER Air Quality Index provides hourly updates of air quality in Geraldton, as well
as historical data
2005 Plan Action 2.4: Research and development and extension into the pros and cons of burning stubble.

Don
e

Achieved

Farm Table on Stubble Burning; DPIRD on Windrow Burning; Soil Quality Factsheet
- Benefits of Retaining Stubble WA; GRDC on Windrow Burning
2005 Plan Action 2.5: Develop and implement a program to routinely monitor emissions from industry by 2008.

Don
e

Not
Achieved

No transparent, consistent routine monitoring of emissions from industry in the
public domain, although see article on how in 2017, emissions were 24% higher
than in 2005
2005 Plan Action 2.6: Education and awareness about wood heaters in areas of high population e.g. Geraldton

More
to do

Unknown

No
more
to do
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2005 Plan Action 2.7: 80% of farmers with 50% soil cover to reduce the risk of dust storms during the summer / autumn months
by 2007.
Partially
Likely some increase in number of farmers with 50% soil cover, but this has not
More
achieved
been systematically measured. DPIRD resources on managing Wind Erosion and
to do
Water Erosion
2005 Plan Action 2.8: 70% of farmers not burning or burning windows by 2007.
Achieved

Total fire bans in effect for large parts of the year across the region – see DFES

Don
e

COASTAL & MARINE
Coastal and marine biodiversity and ecosystem integrity are maintained and improved at scale.
NARvis Goal 1: 500 ha of coastal and island vegetation protected and enhanced (e.g. infill planting, stabilisation, invasive species
control) by 2020.
Achieved

e.g. African Boxthorn Control Project and Pyp grass Control Project and Abrolhos
Island Restoration Project run by NACC NRM https://www.nacc.com.au/ and DBCA;
projects under the Coastal Community Grants Program
NARvis Action 1.1: Conduct community awareness raising and education programs.

More
to do

Achieved

e.g. NACC Coastal & Marine program; 55 projects under the Coastal Community
More
Grants Program; Shire-led Coastal Info sessions; Greenhead Coastal Carnival
to do
NARvis Action 1.2: Provide support for coastal local government authorities (LGAs) and community groups to undertake
management activities.
Achieved e.g. 55 projects under the Coastal Community Grants Program; 12 projects funded
More
under Coastwest Grants
to do
NARvis Action 1.3: Plan project evaluation prior to commencement of coastal NRM projects and develop indicators of success
that include ecosystem benefits.
Unknown
NARvis Action 1.4: Identify target areas for development of Off Road Vehicle (ORV) areas.
Achieved

See Shire of Gingin Off-road Vehicle Information; Turquoise Coast 4WD tracks;
Track Care WA; Tending the Tracks Alliance
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More
to do

NARvis Action 1.5: Identify priority areas or ‘hotspots’ for invasive species control and revegetation works.
Achieved

DBCA prioritised weeds and locations for weed management internally at both the
More
Geraldton and Jurien Bay office. Report is not published online.
to do
NARvis Action 1.6: Conduct base line assessments and demonstrate connections between past projects and current or future
projects.
Not
No systematic publicly available baseline or assessment of past projects linked to
More
Achieved planned projects
to do
NARvis Action 1.7: Implement on-ground works and activities to control invasive species particularly weeds, revegetate with
native species, reduce or eliminate marine debris, control the impacts of off-road vehicles.
Achieved e.g. 55 projects under the Coastal Community Grants Program; 12 projects funded
More
under Coastwest Grants; Tending the Tracks Alliance; African Boxthorn Control
to do
Project and Pyp grass Control Project and Abrolhos Island Restoration Project run
by NACC NRM https://www.nacc.com.au/ and DBCA and TAFE
NARvis Goal 2: Conservation of coastal, marine and estuarine biodiversity ecosystem function, including fish stocks, in a
changing environment.
Achieved

The fish stocks and aquatic resources off the coast of the NAR are amongst the best
More
managed in the world and fisheries are strongly focused on long-term sustainability
to do
and adaptive management – see DPIRD State of the Fisheries Report 2019; Island
and offshore marine life are protected inside extensive marine protected areas
including the Turquoise Coast Islands Nature Reserves; Houtman Abrolhos Island
Nature Reserve; and Blue Hole Fish Habitat Protection Area. Coastal and estuarine
environments are vulnerable to disturbance due to uncontrolled access, pollution
and invasive species. These are being addressed to some extent: e.g. 55 projects
under the Coastal Community Grants Program; 12 projects funded under Coastwest
Grants; Tending the Tracks Alliance; African Boxthorn Control Project and Pyp
grass Control Project and Abrolhos Island Restoration Project run by NACC NRM
https://www.nacc.com.au/ and DBCA and TAFE
NARvis Action 2.1: Establish baseline data and address knowledge gaps by conducting research and monitoring activities (for
example identification of ‘focal’ or indicator species).
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Achieved

DPRID undertake regular monitoring of fish stocks and aquatic resources see
More
DPIRD State of the Fisheries Report 2019; DBCA undertake regular monitoring of
to do
weeds along with community groups such as the Geraldton regional herbarium
group and the Jurien Bay regional herbarium group and Aboriginal ranger programs
(e.g. MARP). Birdlife Midwest-Geraldton undertakes regular shorebird monitoring in
Geraldton, Greenough-Cape Burney, and Hutt Lagoon.
NARvis Action 2.2: Promote and share the outcomes of long-term monitoring projects in order to increase understanding of
ecosystem change and inform management.
Achieved see DPIRD annual State of the Fisheries Report, most recently published in 2019.
More
Birdlife Midwest-Geraldton published shorebird monitoring data to identify important
to do
shorebird areas in the Geraldton region. Birdlife Australia published Guidelines for
monitoring breeding Red-capped Plovers.
NARvis Action 2.3: Support the creation, maintenance and strategic management of marine reserves in order to decrease fishing
pressures.
Achieved Island and offshore marine life are protected inside extensive marine protected
More
areas including the Turquoise Coast Islands Nature Reserves and Houtman
to do
Abrolhos Island Nature Reserve; which together protect marine and coastal habitat
on and around 140-246 islands off the coast of the NAR. Another protected area in
the north of the region is the Kalbarri Blue Holes Fish Habitat Protection Area.
NARvis Action 2.4: Maintain and implement aquatic biosecurity programs and utilise technology, management, prevention and
compliance strategies for aquatic pests and diseases.
Achieved Aquatic biosecurity one of the greatest potential threats to the region’s oceans and
More
biodiversity (DPRID 2016). Within the NAR there are at least 7 introduced marine
to do
invertebrates of concern, including the south-eastern Australian Fan Scallop
Scaeochlamys livida which has replaced the native south-western Australian Fan
Scallop Mimachlamys asperrimus. Prevention and early detection of introduced
marine species is a priority (DPRID 2020) covered under the Aquatic Biosecurity
Charter. The region has largely been successful in early detection and prevention –
e.g. the early detection of thaid snails (Thais haemastoma floridana and Thais
rustica) in the port of Geraldton prevented the establishment of these potential pests
in the NAR (DPRID 2016). Anti-fouling rules are enforced and the community can
contribute information through FishWatch.
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NARvis Goal 3: Reduction of marine debris.
Unknown Not possible to assess if marine debris as been reduced as there is no baseline for
No
comparison. However, there have been many activities to reduce marine debris in
baseline
the region. Public access is controlled and managed to reduce the impact of public
access on coastal environments, e.g. through dumping litter (WA Coastal Strategy).
Beach clean up activities have been run by Keep Australia Beautiful and their Clean
Marine campaign, and also through the Tangaroa Blue Australian Marine Debris
Initiative. On the Tangaroa site, you can find Marine Debris Project and Beach
Clean-up Reports dating back to 2010 and the WA Marine Debris Report Card 2019.
There were at least twenty beach clean-ups in 2018 and eight beach clean-ups in
2019 within the NAR, and NACC NRM ran a beach clean-up day at Coronation
beach in 2020. The Australian Marine Debris Database provides a comprehensive
overview of the amounts and types of marine debris that are impacting beaches
around the country.
NARvis Action 3.1: Identify and monitor sources of marine debris by 2020.
Achieved

More
to do

The Tangaroa Marine Debris Project and Beach Clean-up Reports dating back to
More
2010 identify sources of marine debris within the NAR.
to do
NARvis Action 3.2: Carry out activities to raise community and industry awareness and promote behaviour change in regards to
the sources of marine debris.
Achieved There were at least twenty beach clean-ups in 2018 and eight beach clean-ups in
More
2019 within the NAR, and NACC NRM ran a beach clean-up day at Coronation
to do
beach in 2020. See also Marine Debris Project and Beach Clean-up Reports dating
back to 2010 on the Tangaroa site.
NARvis Action 3.3: Partner with all relevant stakeholders (on all scales, from regional to global) to develop strategies to reduce
source material and debris.
Achieved Keep Australia Beautiful and the Tangaroa Blue Australian Marine Debris Initiative
More
have successfully partnered with stakeholders across all scales. NACC NRM
to do
partnered with the Midwest Port Authority to deliver a beach clean-up day at
Coronation beach in 2020 and with Geraldton Coastcare groups and the City of
Greater Geraldton to deliver beach clean ups day in 2014, 2016, and 2017. Also see
the Guilderton Community Association Clean Beaches program.
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NARvis Action 3.4: Support and implement beach clean-up and data collection events.
Achieved

The Tangaroa Marine Debris Project and Beach Clean-up Reports dating back to
2010 identify beach clean-up and data collection events within the NAR.
NARvis Action 3.5: Support and undertake research on the impacts of marine debris.
Achieved

More
to do

The Australian Marine Debris Database provides a comprehensive overview of the
More
amounts and types of marine debris that are impacting beaches around the country.
to do
2005 Plan Goal 1: By 2015, there will be an increase in the amount of coordinated, strategic and ESD-based projects and
programs impacting on coastal and marine assets.
Achieved All the major fisheries in the NAR are WA Marine Stewardship Council sustainability
More
certified or in the process of becoming certified. The West Coast Rock Lobster
to do
fishery certified for a record-breaking fourth time in 2017. The fisheries are managed
adaptively under an ecological sustainable development model, quota systems are
in place for both commercial and recreational fishing and are enforced, and the
fisheries as assessed and re-certified every five years. See DPIRD State of the
Fisheries Report 2019 and the Western Rock Lobster fishery economic contribution
report.
2005 Plan Action 1.1: Before 2008, have implemented two collaborative research projects to fill identified gaps in information
required for assessing change in resource condition.
Achieved Hard to find records going back that far but lots of ongoing collaborative work.
More
DPIRD’s Science and Resource Assessment Division has four expertise-based
to do
branches – Invertebrate Fisheries, Finfish Fisheries, Biodiversity and Biosecurity,
and Stock Assessment and Data Analysis. Projects are generally undertaken by
teams, often in collaboration with external partners e.g. CSIRO and DPIRD research
into marine heatwaves that affected the Houtman Abrolhos Islands 2011; the
Western Rock Lobster fishery economic contribution report 2017;
Assessment of the natural and human use impacts on the marine environment of
the Abrolhos Islands 2002 – DPIRD, Fisheries Research and Development
Corporation, Fish for the Future
Assessing and managing interactions of protected and listed marine species with
commercial fisheries – DPIRD Fish for the Future 2007
Fisheries Research Update West Coast Demersal Scalefish 2019 – DPIRD
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Mitigation measures to reduce whale entanglement 2020 – DPIRD, Fisheries
Research and Development Corporation
Evaluation of passive acoustic telemetry for monitoring sharks 2016 – DPIRD,
CSIRO
Catch composition of temperate demersal gillnet and longline fisheries 2003 –
DPIRD, Fish for the Future.
Identification of WA grey nurse shark aggregation areas 2006 – DPIRD, DBCA, Fish
for the Future
Prevention and management of introduced marine pests 2010 - DPIRD, National
Heritage Trust
Mapping shallow water habitats – Abrolhos Wallabi Group 2012 – DPIRD, DBCA
Likelihood of non-indigenous marine species introduction 2008 – DPIRD, National
Heritage Trust, Fish for the Future
Identify habitat for juvenile dhufish 2012 – DPIRD, State NRM WA
Finfish catch assessment Abrolhos 2008 – DPIRD Fish for the Future
Rapid appraisal methodology for new fisheries 2018 – DPIRD, Fisheries Research
and Development Corporation
Cost-effective techniques to monitor demersal finfish 2013 – DPIRD, WA Marine
Science Institution
Ecological impact of Western Rock Lobster fishery 2014 - DPIRD, WA Marine
Science Institution, Fisheries Research and Development Corporation
Community-based monitoring program for Introduced marine pest species 2010 –
DPIRD, National Heritage Trust
Also see Western Australian Marine Science Institution, DBCA Marine Conservation
Research, and the UWA and CSIRO Indian Ocean Marine Research Centre.
2005 Plan Action 1.2: By 2009, visitation and human impacts at 5 priority coastal and marine locations are monitored and
mapped, using consistent methodology.
Partially
Visitation and human impacts are well understood in both the Turquoise Coast
Achieved Islands Nature Reserves and Houtman Abrolhos Island Nature Reserve; and
management plans and access restrictions are in place. It is unclear whether
consistent methodology was used.
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2005 Plan Action 1.3: By 2008, develop and implement sustainable tourism plans covering 25% of the coastal and marine areas
of the NAR.
Achieved Visitation and tourism management plans, including access restrictions and fishing
Don
quotas, are in place for the Turquoise Coast Islands Nature Reserves and Houtman
e
Abrolhos Island Nature Reserve; see also the Management Plan for sustainable
tourism at the Houtman Abrolhos Islands.
2005 Plan Action 1.4: By 2007, convene three forums to clarify and coordinate responsibilities for managing the region’s coastal
and marine natural resources.
Unknown No records from that long ago. However, several coastal forums have been
convened in more recent year e.g. Shire hosted community information sessions on
coastal planning in 2014; Coastal Carnival in Green Head in 2018; Cambridge
Coastcare Coastal Forum in 2017; Community Engagement Trailer launch event.
2005 Plan Action 1.5: By 2005, create three forums / organisations for coastal communities and managers to build partnerships,
increase knowledge and strengthen their political voice.
Achieved Not known if this was achieved by 2005, but there are currently at least 17
Don
organisations focused on coastal and marine management partnerships outside of
e
government agencies, including the Batavia Coastcare Network, Friends of Lancelin
Coast, Green Head Coastcare, Ledge Point Coastcare, Perth Friends of the
Abrolhos, and the Houtman Abrolhos Islands Conservation Network. There are also
several NGOs that do collaborative work in the region related to coastal and marine
management, including Birdlife Australia, Conservation Council WA, Moore
Catchment Council, and NACC NRM.
2005 Plan Action 1.6: By 2007, have implemented three targeted education programs on priority coastal and marine assets and
issues.
Achieved Not known if this was achieved by 2007, but there have been many targeted
More
education programs on coastal and marine assets in the NAR over the year. Recent
to do
examples include NACC NRM’s Community Engagement Trailer launch event and
the beach clean-up day at Coronation beach; Birdlife Midwest-Geraldton’s shorebird
and seabird school holiday activities at the Museum of Geraldton, display at the
Geraldton library and Saturday morning summer school holiday beach walks; the
Batavia Coast Maritime Institute’s Integrating Training and Biodiversity Conservation
Project restoring habitats on the Houtman Abrolhos Islands.
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2005 Plan Action 1.7: Obtain 25% more funding for management and research that directly contributes to biodiversity
conservation and sustainable use of coastal and marine resources in the NAR by 2010.
Unknown More funding was certainly obtained (for example, see Coastwest Grants totalling
No
$769,917 in the region between 2012 and 2019; and Coastal Community Grants
baseline
Program grants totalling $562,705 in the region between 2010 and 2016).
Substantial expenditure on research and management also by DBCA Marine
Conservation Research and DPIRD, as well as other organisations Conservation
Council WA, Perth Friends of the Abrolhos, and the Houtman Abrolhos Islands
Conservation Network. Not known whether this amount is 25% more than funding
for management and research achieved previously.
2005 Plan Goal 2: The condition and function of our coastal geomorphic systems will be maintained and improved by 2015.
Partially
Coastal dunes and coastal vegetation are extensively protected in a network of
No
achieved
nature reserves including the Turquoise Coast Islands Nature Reserves, Houtman
baseline
Abrolhos Island Nature Reserve; , Kalbarri National Park, Nambung National Park,
and Beekeepers Nature Reserve. Lots of coastal management and rehabilitation
work has been implemented around the region. For examples, see funded projects
lists from the Coastwest Grants and Coastal Community Grants Program. However,
many important estuarine environments (Greenough, Hutt, Irwin) are outside of the
protected area network and vulnerable to degradation as they are popular
recreational spots for 4WD, fishing, camping and water sports. Many ongoing
pressures in the coastal zone relate to land use and development, including a mix of
residential, recreational, industrial and commercial uses (DPLH 2020). There are
twelve coastal erosion hotspots (high value coastal areas with high vulnerability to
hazards) in the NAR (DoT 2019). The City of Greater Geraldton has conducted
several Coastal Erosion and Inundation Studies.
2005 Plan Action 2.1: By 2008, the natural resource impacts of 20% of coastal and marine developments, industries and
infrastructure in the NAR have been assessed and incorporated into environmental management plans.
Achieved State Planning Policy 2.6 (DPHL 2006) provides guidance on managing
Only
development and land-use change in the coastal zone, particularly via establishing
needs to
and enforcing public coastal foreshore reserves. Under this policy, ALL development
be
within the coastal zone should protect, conserve and enhance coastal biodiversity
enforced
and ecosystem integrity as well as cultural significance. The policy requires that all
on an
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coastal development proposals are considered in the context of coastal hazard risk
ongoing
management and adaption planning (CHRMAP), and that sites identified as
basis
vulnerable to coastal erosion and / or inundation should be avoided.
2005 Plan Action 2.2: By 2009, implement a capacity building program to increase by 50% community participation in coastal
planning.
Achieved Not known if this was achieved by 2009, but there are currently at least 17
No
More
organisations focused on community participation in coastal planning outside of
baseline
to do
government agenciesv the main relevant government agencies (DBCA, DPIRD),
including the Batavia Coastcare Network, Friends of Lancelin Coast, Green Head
Coastcare, Ledge Point Coastcare, Perth Friends of the Abrolhos, and the Houtman
Abrolhos Islands Conservation Network. There are also several NGOs that do
collaborative work in the region related to coastal and marine management,
including Birdlife Australia, Conservation Council WA, Moore Catchment Council,
and NACC NRM.
2005 Plan Action 2.3: By 2009, measure, monitor and reduce by 10% the area impacted by off-road vehicles and 4WDs.
Unknown

No baseline, so not known if a 10% reduction was achieved. There are still many
No
More
areas negatively impacted by ORVs and 4WD vehicles. At least two projects
baseline
to do
attempting to address this issue have been implemented in the region: Off-Road
Vehicle Management in the NAR funded by Coastwest and implemented by NACC
NRM, DBCA and the Recreational Trail Bike Riders Association in 2013 and
CCWA’s Tending the Tracks Alliance.
2005 Plan Action 2.4: By 2009, establish a cross-tenure program to rationalize, rehabilitate and manage coastal tracks in priority
areas of the NAR.
Achieved Not by 2009, but now achieved Tending the Tracks Alliance
More
to do
2005 Plan Action 2.5: By 2009, NACC to promote development and implementation of 8 local coastal management plans.
Achieved

Achieved: Gingin, Dandaragan, Coorow, Carnamah, Irwin, Greater Geraldton,
Don
Northampton – Horrocks Beach, WA Coastal Strategy
e
2005 Plan Goal 3: By 2015, the area of good condition coastal vegetation / habitat will be increased by 5% to ensure no loss of
taxa.
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Unknown

Coastal dunes and coastal vegetation are extensively protected in a network of
No
More
nature reserves including the Turquoise Coast Islands Nature Reserves, Houtman
baseline
to do
Abrolhos Island Nature Reserve; , Kalbarri National Park, Nambung National Park,
and Beekeepers Nature Reserve. Lots of coastal management and rehabilitation
work has been implemented around the region. For examples, see funded projects
lists from the Coastwest Grants and Coastal Community Grants Program. It is not
known if these projects contributed to a 5% increase in coastal habitat as hectares
restored was not always reported, and there is no baseline for comparison.
However, many important estuarine environments (Greenough, Hutt, Irwin) and
coastal habitats are outside of the protected area network and vulnerable to
degradation as they are popular recreational spots for 4WD, fishing, camping and
water sports. Many ongoing pressures in the coastal zone relate to land use and
development, including a mix of residential, recreational, industrial and commercial
uses (DPLH 2020).
2005 Plan Action 3.1: By 2008, identify priority coastal areas for addition to the conservation reserve system to meet
comprehensive, adequate and representative (CAR) criteria.
Achieved There are twelve coastal erosion hotspots (high value coastal areas with high
More
vulnerability to hazards) in the NAR (DoT 2019). The National Reserve System is
to do
underpinned by a scientific framework with a clear objective to develop a
'comprehensive, adequate and representative' system of protected areas. DBCA
acquired the high priority Houtman Abrolhos Islands Nature Reserve (30,000ha) in
2019.
2005 Plan Action 3.2: By 2007, implement two education programs and five local projects to reduce and repair human impacts on
coastal vegetation.
Achieved Not known if this was achieved by 2007, but there have been many targeted
More
education programs on coastal and marine assets in the NAR over the year. Recent
to do
examples include NACC NRM’s Community Engagement Trailer launch event and
the beach clean-up day at Coronation beach; Birdlife Midwest-Geraldton’s shorebird
and seabird school holiday activities at the Museum of Geraldton, display at the
Geraldton library and Saturday morning summer school holiday beach walks; the
Batavia Coast Maritime Institute’s Integrating Training and Biodiversity Conservation
Project restoring habitats on the Houtman Abrolhos Islands. For examples of local
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projects to reduce and repair human impacts on coastal vegetation see Coastwest
Grants (14 of 16 funded projects in the region between 2012 and 2019); and Coastal
Community Grants Program grants (at least 27 of 55 funded projects in the region
between 2010 and 2016).
2005 Plan Action 3.3: By 2008, initiate a coordinated, prioritised, cross-tenure program to manage weeds in the coastal zone.
Not
achieved

There are many organisations across tenures managing weeds in the coastal zone
More
of the NAR. There does not appear to be a coordinated, prioritised program across
to do
multiple organisations. However, there is a coordinated and prioritised weed
management program within DBCA. DBCA prioritised weeds and locations for weed
management internally at both the Geraldton and Jurien Bay office. Report is not
published online. DPIRD also works with landholders, grower groups, community
groups and regional biosecurity groups to regulate weeds under the Biosecurity and
Agriculture Management Act 2007. DPLH invests in some weed management on
Crown Land and at registered heritage sites, as do the coastal Shires in the region.
The Batavia Coast Maritime Institute’s Integrating Training and Biodiversity
Conservation Project focused on restoring habitats on the Houtman Abrolhos
Islands, working closely with DBCA and DPIRD. Aboriginal custodians and ranger
programs like Western Mulga and KMAC undertake quite a bit of weed
management, as do community groups in the area. There are currently at least 17
community groups and organisations who do some weed control in coastal
vegetation, including the Batavia Coastcare Network, Friends of Lancelin Coast,
Green Head Coastcare, Ledge Point Coastcare, Perth Friends of the Abrolhos, and
the Houtman Abrolhos Islands Conservation Network.
2005 Plan Goal 4: The condition, function and species diversity of our estuaries and coastal wetlands will be maintained and
improved by 2015.
Achieved All the major fisheries in the NAR are WA Marine Stewardship Council sustainability
More
certified or in the process of becoming certified. The West Coast Rock Lobster
to do
fishery certified for a record-breaking fourth time in 2017. The fisheries are managed
adaptively under an ecological sustainable development model, quota systems are
in place for both commercial and recreational fishing and are enforced, and the
fisheries as assessed and re-certified every five years. See DPIRD State of the
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Fisheries Report 2019 and the Western Rock Lobster fishery economic contribution
report. Estuaries are vulnerable to disturbance from by recreation users. There are
still many threats to estuarine environments. Water quality in the marine and coastal
waters of the NAR is generally good, although estuaries can suffer eutrophication
and sedimentation. Water quality problems in estuarine environments are
compounded by poor drainage and can result in algal blooms, lower oxygen levels
in the water and adverse impacts on fish and other species (WA Coastal Strategy).
2005 Plan Action 4.1: By 2007, map the extent and condition of all the estuarine and coastal wetland habitats in the NAR.
Partially
achieved

Extent mapped here, Murchison Estuary Condition Assessment, Hutt Lagoon
More
Resource Condition Report 2009; Chapman River Foreshore Assessment 2001;
to do
Greenough Estuary Condition Assessment; Irwin Estuary Management Plan 2014;
Estuary Workshop Reports from across the region. Not done for Moore River
2005 Plan Action 4.2: By 2008, implement monitoring and management actions to ensure water quality in priority estuaries meets
relevant standards.
Partially
NACC launched a Healthy Estuaries website with monitoring info, data, and maps in
More
achieved
2018, but the site is no longer working. By 2017, the Healthy Estuaries project had
to do
engaged 25 volunteers contributing more than 200 hours in the Moore and Hill River
estuaries and conducted nine estuary monitoring events. Water quality monitoring
project at Moore River Estuary with DWER and Friends of the Moore River Estuary.
Water quality monitoring at Hill River Estuary with DWER and NACC NRM. As
estuaries within the NAR are popular recreation sites and important fish and bird
habitat, it is essential that water quality does not drop below relevant Water Quality
Guidelines (DAWE 2020).
2005 Plan Action 4.3: By 2009, establish agreements for cooperative management of three priority estuaries or wetlands.
Not
achieved

Not able to find evidence of any such cooperative management agreements. There
More
are a couple of examples of recent collaborative project e.g. Water quality
to do
monitoring project at Moore River Estuary with DWER and Friends of the Moore
River Estuary. Water quality monitoring at Hill River Estuary with DWER and NACC
NRM.
2005 Plan Action 4.4: By 2009, identify and reduce by 10% the area of estuarine and coastal wetland degraded by recreational
and development impacts.
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Unknown

No baseline against which to assess 10% reduction. Certainly have been several
No
More
projects implemented that attempted to address this issue e.g. Off-Road Vehicle
baseline
to do
Management in the NAR funded by Coastwest and implemented by NACC NRM,
DBCA and the Recreational Trail Bike Riders Association in 2013 and CCWA’s
Tending the Tracks Alliance. Other projects include fencing to control beach access
at Pages Beach and realignment of fencing at Sunset Beach by the City of Greater
Geraldton, managing vehicle and pedestrian traffic on Point Moore Dunes,
restricting vehicle access to Drummonds Cove dunes by Shire of Chapman Valley.
2005 Plan Action 4.5: By 2008, ensure no permanent loss of invertebrate and fish meta-populations in coastal wetlands and
estuaries.
Achieved As far as I can see from the few records, no permanent losses of invertebrate or fish
More
meta-populations have been reported in the coastal wetlands and estuaries of the
to do
NAR since 2005.
2005 Plan Action 4.6: Reduce by 10% the volume of unfiltered stormwater discharge into estuarine systems by 2008.
Unknown

No publicly available data on stormwater flow volumes into estuaries in the NAR.

No
baseline
2005 Plan Goal 5: By 2009, the visual amenity of our coastal environments will be valued and maintained.
Achieved The visual amenity of the coastline in the NAR is highly valued by residents of the
region. There are currently at least 17 organisations dedicated to maintaining
coastal habitats in addition to the main relevant government agencies (DBCA,
DPIRD), including the Batavia Coastcare Network, Friends of Lancelin Coast, Green
Head Coastcare, Ledge Point Coastcare, Perth Friends of the Abrolhos, Chapman
River Friends, and the Houtman Abrolhos Islands Conservation Network. There are
also several NGOs that do collaborative work in the region related to coastal and
marine management, including Birdlife Australia, Conservation Council WA, Moore
Catchment Council, and NACC NRM.
2005 Plan Action 5.1: By 2008, the impact on visual amenity of all coastal development proposals will be assessed within a
regionally-consistent framework.
Achieved State Planning Policy 2.6 (DPHL 2006) provides guidance on managing
development and land-use change in the coastal zone, particularly via establishing
and enforcing public coastal foreshore reserves. Under this policy, ALL development
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within the coastal zone should protect, conserve and enhance coastal biodiversity
and ecosystem integrity as well as cultural significance and visual amenity. Interest
in impacts of coastal development on visual amenity of the coastline in the NAR is
also evident in the Estuary Workshop Reports from across the region.
2005 Plan Action 5.2: By 2008, develop / implement a method for incorporating visual amenity impacts into assessment of
developments in marine areas by 2009.
Unknown No records of visual amenity impacts being included in assessment of developments
in marine areas.

No
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2005 Plan Goal 6: The condition and function of marine sea-bottom systems to be maintained and improved by 2015.
Achieved All coastal and marine areas less than 200m deep in the NAR have been closed to
More
trawling since the 1970s, protecting marine benthic habitats including reefs and
to do
seagrasses (DPIRD 2020). DPIRD is monitoring sea-floor habitat on an ongoing
basis to detect the impacts of climate change (pers. comms. Rhys Allen DPIRD).
Also see DPIRD Seagrass Factsheet.
2005 Plan Action 6.1: By 2008, the extent and condition of marine habitats in 50% of the NAR will be mapped at a scale that is
appropriate for impact assessment and management
Partially
Seagrass meadows mapped for the Wallabi Group, Houtman Abrolhos Islands and
More
Achieved juvenile dhufish habitat mapped as well. Benthic Marine Habitat extensively mapped
to do
in 1998 as part of a Houtman Abrolhos Management Plan.
2005 Plan Action 6.2: By 2009, regionally-consistent monitoring and management protocols are in place to ensure that the net
extent and condition of benthic habitat is maintained
Achieved DPIRD undertake regular and methodologically consistent monitoring or benthic
More
habitat (pers. comms. Rhys Allen DPIRD) and manage the marine environment
to do
adaptively under an ecological sustainable development model, see DPIRD State of
the Fisheries Report 2019.
2005 Plan Goal 7: By 2015, priority marine areas will be managed to ensure biodiversity is conserved.
Achieved All the major fisheries in the NAR are WA Marine Stewardship Council sustainability
More
certified or in the process of becoming certified. The West Coast Rock Lobster
to do
fishery certified for a record-breaking fourth time in 2017. The fisheries are managed
adaptively under an ecological sustainable development model, quota systems are
in place for both commercial and recreational fishing and are enforced, and the
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fisheries as assessed and re-certified every five years. See DPIRD State of the
Fisheries Report 2019 and the Western Rock Lobster fishery economic contribution
report. A primary goal of the ESD approach is to ensure that biodiversity is
conserved alongside sustainable fisheries.
Also see:
Assessing and managing interactions of protected and listed marine species with
commercial fisheries – DPIRD Fish for the Future 2007
Evaluation of passive acoustic telemetry for monitoring sharks 2016 – DPIRD,
CSIRO
Identification of WA grey nurse shark aggregation areas 2006 – DPIRD, DBCA, Fish
for the Future
Prevention and management of introduced marine pests 2010 - DPIRD, National
Heritage Trust
Fish Protection Measure 2010
DPIRD also takes the issue of bycatch, accidental capture of non-targeted species,
very seriously and has a number of mitigation measures in place, see:
Mitigation measures to reduce whale entanglement 2020 – DPIRD, Fisheries
Research and Development Corporation
Bycatch Factsheet 2011
Risk Assessment for Bycatch in multiple fisheries 2010
Sea lion exclusion device
Whale entanglement mitigation information
DPIRD has established and manages Fish Habitat Protection Areas at the Abrolhos
Islands and Kalbarri Blue Holes for the conservation and protection of fish, fish
breeding areas, fish fossils or the aquatic eco-system.
DBCA undertake marine conservation research and management, particularly in
protected areas such as Turquoise Coast Islands Nature Reserves and Houtman
Abrolhos Island Nature Reserve.
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There are restrictions on which marine species can be fished commercially and
recreationally, with quota systems in effect and enforced.
2005 Plan Action 7.1: By 2009, benchmark studies have been completed for 20% of marine habitat types in the NAR to enable
measurement and monitoring of future changes or impacts.
Achieved Seagrass meadows mapped for the Wallabi Group, Houtman Abrolhos Islands and
More
juvenile dhufish habitat mapped as well. Benthic Marine Habitat extensively mapped
to do
in 1998 as part of a Houtman Abrolhos Management Plan. DPIRD undertake regular
and methodologically consistent monitoring or benthic habitat (pers. comms. Rhys
Allen DPIRD) and manage the marine environment adaptively under an ecological
sustainable development model, see DPIRD State of the Fisheries Report 2019.
2005 Plan Action 7.2: By 2008, support community and government-driven actions to create one new marine protected area.
Achieved

The Fish Habitat Protection Area at the Abrolhos Islands was established in 1999
Don
and the terrestrial island habitats were declared a national park in 2019. The FPHA
e
at Kalbarri Blue Holes was declared in 2007. Jurien Bay Marine Park, consisting of
six zone types: 'no-take' sanctuary zones, a special purpose (puerulus monitoring)
zone, special purpose (scientific reference) zones, special purpose (shore-based
activities) zones, aquaculture zones and a general use zone, was declared in 2003.
2005 Plan Action 7.3: By 2007, initiate an education program and guidelines for responsible authorities to ensure removal of
beachwrack from beaches is minimized.
Achieved NACC and Edith Cowan University Beachwrack Quantification Study; Cervantes
More
primary school Beachwrack walk; Beachwrack seasonality study by WA Museum;
to do
Beachwrack poster (office wall).
2005 Plan Action 7.4: By 2008, run one education program to prevent introduction and promote management of marine pest
species
Achieved DPIRD created two factsheets on management of marine pest species, one in 2009
More
and one in 2016.
to do
2005 Plan Action 7.5: Undertake projects to ensure the effects of TBT are identified and monitored by 2009.
Achieved

TBT guidelines developed in 2000; unclear if identifying and monitoring the effects
of TBT is part of ongoing monitoring work in DBCA, DPIRD or DWER. Bans and
pending bans on harmful organotins such as tributyltin in antifouling paints on ships
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and resultant development of a suite of non-toxic anti-fouling coating paints is
rapidly making this a non-issue, see DPIRD Biosecurity Report 2009.
2005 Plan Goal 8: By 2015, marine fauna in the NAR will be managed to ensure no loss of meta-populations.
Achieved All the major fisheries are WA Marine Stewardship Council sustainability certified or
in the process of becoming certified. The West Coast Rock Lobster fishery certified
for a record-breaking fourth time in 2017. The fisheries are managed adaptively
under an ecological sustainable development model, quota systems are in place for
both commercial and recreational fishing and are enforced, and the fisheries as
assessed and re-certified every five years. See DPIRD State of the Fisheries Report
2019 and the Western Rock Lobster fishery economic contribution report. A primary
goal of the ESD approach is to ensure that biodiversity is conserved alongside
sustainable fisheries.
Also see:
Assessing and managing interactions of protected and listed marine species with
commercial fisheries – DPIRD Fish for the Future 2007
Evaluation of passive acoustic telemetry for monitoring sharks 2016 – DPIRD,
CSIRO
Identification of WA grey nurse shark aggregation areas 2006 – DPIRD, DBCA, Fish
for the Future
Prevention and management of introduced marine pests 2010 - DPIRD, National
Heritage Trust
Fish Protection Measure 2010
DPIRD also takes the issue of bycatch, accidental capture of non-targeted species,
very seriously and has a number of mitigation measures in place, see:
Mitigation measures to reduce whale entanglement 2020 – DPIRD, Fisheries
Research and Development Corporation
Bycatch Factsheet 2011
Risk Assessment for Bycatch in multiple fisheries 2010
Sea lion exclusion device
Whale entanglement mitigation information
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DPIRD has established and manages Fish Habitat Protection Areas at the Abrolhos
Islands and Kalbarri Blue Holes for the conservation and protection of fish, fish
breeding areas, fish fossils or the aquatic eco-system.
DBCA undertake marine conservation research and management, particularly in
protected areas such as Turquoise Coast Islands Nature Reserves and Houtman
Abrolhos Island Nature Reserve.
There are restrictions on which marine species can be fished commercially and
recreationally, with quota systems in effect and enforced.
2005 Plan Action 8.1: By 2007, monitor and evaluate the impacts of humans on seabirds, turtles, sealions and cetaceans in four
priority locations.
Unknown Probably achieved, reports not available online
More
to do
2005 Plan Action 8.2: By 2009, implement three projects to reduce the impacts of humans on seabirds, turtles, sealions and
cetaceans.
Achieved Sea lion exclusion device
Don
Whale entanglement mitigation information
e
Bycatch Factsheet 2011
2005 Plan Goal 9: By 2010, fish resources will be managed for ecological sustainability.
Achieved All the major fisheries are WA Marine Stewardship Council sustainability certified or
in the process of becoming certified. The West Coast Rock Lobster fishery certified
for a record-breaking fourth time in 2017. The fisheries are managed adaptively
under an ecological sustainable development model, quota systems are in place for
both commercial and recreational fishing and are enforced, and the fisheries as
assessed and re-certified every five years. See DPIRD State of the Fisheries Report
2019 and the Western Rock Lobster fishery economic contribution report.
2005 Plan Action 9.1: Determine the impacts of fishing (recreational and commercial) on 10 priority non-target species and
communities by 2009.
Achieved Assessing and managing interactions of protected and listed marine species with
commercial fisheries – DPIRD Fish for the Future 2007 – covers sharks, whales,
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dolphins and sealions; National Action Plan to minimise incidental catch of seabirds
2018 – first published in 2006 and covers all species of birds that occur naturally in
Australian marine areas, including migratory and threatened seabird species listed
under the EPBC Act.
2005 Plan Action 9.2: Identify two opportunities to develop ecologically sustainable aquaculture in the NAR by 2008.
Achieved

The Abrolhos supports aquaculture operations for a number of different species.
Some of the aquaculture licences granted by DPIRD include pearl oysters; coral and
live rock; finfish. Licenced aquaculture enterprises are managed adaptively under an
ecological sustainable development model, see DPIRD Sustainable Fisheries
Management.

2005 Plan Action 9.3: By 2009, support four projects that contribute to regional implementation of community supported
integrated fisheries management.
Achieved The community can contribute information on aquatic biosecurity through
FishWatch. Recreational fishing is popular and community members contribute to
integrated fisheries management by fishing according to the rules and keeping their
boats and equipment clean and ensuring that all anti-fouling protections are up to
date. A recreational fishing guide (DPIRD 2019), supported by the recfishwest app,
outlines fishing licence requirements, bag, size and other possession limits and
closed season and protected areas. The department has also produced a species
identification guide for recreational fishers (DPIRD 2020). The Integrated Fisheries
Management Government Policy (DPIRD 2009) determines how fish resources are
sustainably shared between commercial, recreational and customary fishers and
aquaculture.
2005 Plan Action 9.4: Assess and monitor the impacts of recreational fishing in three priority locations by 2008.
Achieved

A number of ongoing research programs monitor the health of coral communities at
the Abrolhos Islands and the status of various fisheries (DPIRD 2019). DPIRD
undertakes annual ‘health checks’ on the status of all the fish resources in the
region and regularly survey recreational catches. Formal fish habitat protection
areas have been established at the Houtman Abrolhos Islands and at Blue Holes
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near Kalbarri and a Marine Park declared in Jurien Bay. Impacts of recreational
fishing are closely monitored on an at-least annual basis in all three of these
locations.
2005 Plan Action 9.5: By 2010, implement two projects to ensure that recreational fishing is ecologically sustainable.
Achieved Formal fish habitat protection areas have been established at the Houtman Abrolhos
Don
Islands and at Blue Holes near Kalbarri and a Marine Park declared in Jurien Bay.
e
Impacts of recreational fishing are closely monitored on an at-least annual basis in
all three of these locations. A recreational fishing guide (DPIRD 2019), supported by
the recfishwest app, outlines fishing licence requirements, bag, size and other
possession limits and closed season and protected areas.
2005 Plan Action 9.6: Promote uptake of best practice fishing methods that minimise impacts on non-target marine species and
communities to 50% of professional fishers by 2009.
Achieved All the major fisheries are WA Marine Stewardship Council sustainability certified or
Don
in the process of becoming certified. 95% of fish stock across WA, including in the
e
NAR, are not at risk from over-fishing and more than 90 per cent of our coastline is
unaffected by fishing methods that interact with habitat, such as trawling (DPIRD
2016). Bycatch mitigation measures are implemented as industry standard, see:
Mitigation measures to reduce whale entanglement 2020 – DPIRD, Fisheries
Research and Development Corporation
Bycatch Factsheet 2011
Risk Assessment for Bycatch in multiple fisheries 2010
Sea lion exclusion device
Whale entanglement mitigation information
National Action Plan to minimise incidental catch of seabirds 2018 – first published
in 2006
2005 Plan Action 9.7: By 2008, support management to maintain sustainable catch levels as set through integrated, sustainable
fisheries management and conserve breeding stocks of targeted species.
Achieved All the major fisheries are WA Marine Stewardship Council sustainability certified or
More
in the process of becoming certified. The West Coast Rock Lobster fishery certified
to do
for a record-breaking fourth time in 2017. The fisheries are managed adaptively
under an ecological sustainable development model, quota systems are in place for
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both commercial and recreational fishing and are enforced, and the fisheries as
assessed and re-certified every five years. See DPIRD State of the Fisheries Report
2019 and the Western Rock Lobster fishery economic contribution report. A primary
goal of the ESD approach is to ensure that biodiversity is conserved alongside
sustainable fisheries.
Also see:
Assessing and managing interactions of protected and listed marine species with
commercial fisheries – DPIRD Fish for the Future 2007
Evaluation of passive acoustic telemetry for monitoring sharks 2016 – DPIRD,
CSIRO
Identification of WA grey nurse shark aggregation areas 2006 – DPIRD, DBCA, Fish
for the Future
Prevention and management of introduced marine pests 2010 - DPIRD, National
Heritage Trust
Fish Protection Measure 2010
DPIRD also takes the issue of bycatch, accidental capture of non-targeted species,
very seriously and has a number of mitigation measures in place, see:
Mitigation measures to reduce whale entanglement 2020 – DPIRD, Fisheries
Research and Development Corporation
Bycatch Factsheet 2011
Risk Assessment for Bycatch in multiple fisheries 2010
Sea lion exclusion device
Whale entanglement mitigation information
DPIRD has established and manages Fish Habitat Protection Areas at the Abrolhos
Islands and Kalbarri Blue Holes for the conservation and protection of fish, fish
breeding areas, fish fossils or the aquatic eco-system.
DBCA undertake marine conservation research and management, particularly in
protected areas such as Turquoise Coast Islands Nature Reserves and Houtman
Abrolhos Island Nature Reserve.
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There are restrictions on which marine species can be fished commercially and
recreationally, with quota systems in effect and enforced.
2005 Plan Goal 10: By 2010, no human induced change in the condition and function of our marine waters.
Not
Climate change has had a concerning impact on sea levels and sea surface
Achieved temperatures and a marine heatwave affected the Houtman Abrolhos Islands 2011,
causing extensive coral bleaching. Climate change is regarded as one of the most
serious long-term threats to marine environments in the NAR, with widespread
changes already occurring (Marine Waters 2019). Climate change is already
causing oceans to warm and acidify, leading to coral bleaching and reduced growth
rates (Coral Reef Watch 2020), and affecting shell forming organisms.
2005 Plan Action 10.1: By 2008, support planning and zoning of a yet to be determined marine area aimed at preserving
condition and function of oceanic systems.
Achieved DPIRD has established and manages Fish Habitat Protection Areas at the Abrolhos
Islands and Kalbarri Blue Holes for the conservation and protection of fish, fish
breeding areas, fish fossils or the aquatic eco-system.

More
to do

Don
e

DBCA undertake marine conservation research and management, particularly in
protected areas such as Turquoise Coast Islands Nature Reserves and Houtman
Abrolhos Island Nature Reserve.
2005 Plan Action 10.2: By 2008, promote projects and policies that monitor, reduce and manage the impacts of enhanced
greenhouse effect on marine systems.
Achieved Climate change is regarded as one of the most serious long-term threats to marine
More
environments in the NAR, with widespread changes already occurring (Marine
to do
Waters 2019). DPIRD initiated the research paper series ‘Management implications
of climate change effect of fisheries’ Part 1 2015 and Part 2 2015 and identified in
2010 fisheries dependent indicators of climate change, which are monitored on an
annual basis. Also see CSIRO and DPIRD research into marine heatwaves that
affected the Houtman Abrolhos Islands 2011.
2005 Plan Action 10.3: By 2009, implement projects and policies that monitor and manage litter and pollutants from point and
diffuse sources.
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Achieved

Community-led beach clean-up days, plastic bag bans and recycling programs have
More
gone a long way towards reducing marine debris. There are also very strict rules
to do
about what may be carried on board recreational and commercial fishing vessels
(e.g. no plastic plates) and what can be thrown overboard – pers. comms Rhys
Allen. Biofouling is taken extremely seriously in the region, as one of the greatest
potential threats to the region’s oceans and biodiversity (DPRID 2016) and all boat
users are required to keep their boats and equipment clean and ensure that all antifouling protections are up to date. Geraldton Waste Management and Recycling
Plan.
2005 Plan Goal 11: Preserve current integrity of the Houtman Abrolhos natural systems by 2010.
Achieved The Fish Habitat Protection Area at the Abrolhos Islands was established in 1999
More
and the terrestrial island habitats were declared a national park in 2019. Conditions
to do
on and around the islands, including fish stocks, have improved since 2005.
Management activities such as the Batavia Coast Maritime Institute’s Integrating
Training and Biodiversity Conservation Project have restored habitats on the
Houtman Abrolhos Islands, reducing weeds and increasing terrestrial biodiversity.
2005 Plan Action 11.1: By 2008, undertake baseline research o fauna and habitats to establish current state of natural systems at
the Abrolhos.
Achieved Achieved as part of a Houtman Abrolhos Management Plan 2012, which is about to
More
be updated by DBCA.
to do
2005 Plan Action 11.2: Finalise one land and one marine management plan for the Houtman Abrolhos Islands, with
implementation to commence by 2008.
Achieved Houtman Abrolhos Management Plan 2012, which is about to be updated by DBCA.
More
to do
2005 Plan Action 11.3: Deliver an education and awareness program to all stakeholders to minimize human impacts on the
Abrolhos by 2008.
Achieved Batavia Coast Maritime Institute’s Integrating Training and Biodiversity Conservation
More
Project; Houtman Abrolhos Conservation Network also here; Abrolhos NRM Forum;
to do
Birdlife Midwest-Geraldton’s shorebird and seabird school holiday activities at the
Museum of Geraldton, display at the Geraldton library featuring the Abrolhos Islands
2005 Plan Action 11.4: By 2007, develop and implement a waste management strategy.
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Achieved

Midwest Aquaculture Development Zone Waste Management Plan 2015; also
Houtman Abrolhos Management Plan 2012

Don
e

2005 Plan Action 11.5: By 2008, implement actions to protect and restore priority terrestrial ecosystems of the Abrolhos.
Achieved Notably the Batavia Coast Maritime Institute’s Integrating Training and Biodiversity
More
Conservation Project have restored habitats on the Houtman Abrolhos Islands,
to do
reducing weeds and increasing terrestrial biodiversity. The terrestrial island habitats
were declared a national park in 2019 and DBCA has a number of ongoing flora and
fauna management activities in the islands (pers. comms. Anthony Desmond).
2005 Plan Action 11.6: By 2007, cooperatively implement actions to reduce the anthropogenic impacts of the Abrolhos natural
systems.
Achieved Houtman Abrolhos Management Plan 2012, which is about to be updated by DBCA.
More
Notably the Batavia Coast Maritime Institute’s Integrating Training and Biodiversity
to do
Conservation Project have restored habitats on the Houtman Abrolhos Islands,
reducing weeds and increasing terrestrial biodiversity. The terrestrial island habitats
were declared a national park in 2019 and DBCA has a number of ongoing flora and
fauna management activities in the islands (pers. comms. Anthony Desmond).
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
The community has a sufficient level of knowledge, ability and willingness to contribute to effective NRM.
NARvis Goal 1: Increased community participation and capacity in the conservation of the region’s natural resources.
Achieved There are currently at least 19 organisations focused on community participation
and natural resource management outside of the main relevant government
agencies (DBCA, DPIRD), including the Batavia Coastcare Network, Friends of
Lancelin Coast, Green Head Coastcare, Ledge Point Coastcare, Perth Friends of
the Abrolhos, Chapman River Friends and the Houtman Abrolhos Islands
Conservation Network. There are also several NGOs that work with local
communities in the region related to natural resource management, including Birdlife
Australia, Conservation Council WA, Moore Catchment Council, NACC NRM,
regional biosecurity groups, and producer groups like the Mingenew Irwin Group,
Northern Agri Group, Liebe Group, and West Midlands Group.
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More
to do

NARvis Action 1.1: Actively engage with a range of stakeholders including schools, tertiary institutions (both educators and
students), LGAs, community groups and individuals and raise awareness of the region’s natural values and the threats and
opportunities for management.
Achieved There are currently at least 19 organisations focused on community participation
More
and natural resource management outside of the main relevant government
to do
agencies (DBCA, DPIRD), including the Batavia Coastcare Network, Friends of
Lancelin Coast, Green Head Coastcare, Ledge Point Coastcare, Perth Friends of
the Abrolhos, Chapman River Friends and the Houtman Abrolhos Islands
Conservation Network. There are also several NGOs that work with local
communities in the region related to natural resource management, including Birdlife
Australia, Conservation Council WA, Moore Catchment Council, NACC NRM,
regional biosecurity groups, and producer groups like the Mingenew Irwin Group,
Northern Agri Group, Liebe Group, and West Midlands Group. There have been
many targeted education programs on natural resource management in the NAR
over the years. Recent examples include NACC NRM’s Community Engagement
Trailer launch event and the beach clean-up day at Coronation beach; Birdlife
Midwest-Geraldton’s shorebird and seabird school holiday activities at the Museum
of Geraldton, display at the Geraldton library and Saturday morning summer school
holiday beach walks; the Batavia Coast Maritime Institute’s Integrating Training and
Biodiversity Conservation Project restoring habitats on the Houtman Abrolhos
Islands. Chapman River Friends hosted clean-up days, weed removal activities,
boxthorn eradication and guided bushwalks every weekend from July to September
2020, after COVD restrictions eased. NACC holds many community engagement
events with different stakeholders every year, in partnership with LGAs, community
groups and local NGOs, see their events page.
NARvis Action 1.2: Instigate hands-on learning by doing / outdoor activities to promote a direct connection with natural assets.
Achieved Many examples from the large number of community groups active in the region,
More
e.g. Birdlife Midwest-Geraldton’s shorebird and seabird school holiday activities at
to do
the Museum of Geraldton and on the local beaches around Geraldton;
Chapman River Friends winter weekend clean-up days, weed removal activities,
boxthorn eradication and guided bushwalks;
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Moore Catchment Council dune restoration, heavenly hectares, and Carnaby’s
conservation projects;
the Batavia Coast Maritime Institute’s Integrating Training and Biodiversity
Conservation Project restoring habitats on the Houtman Abrolhos Islands;
NACC NRM’s recent beach clean-up day at Coronation beach, and other events;
Batavia Coastcare Network’s beach clean up events on Sunset Beach;
West Midlands Group’s agricultural focused workshops.
NARvis Action 1.3: Develop citizen science partnerships, for example, in setting up monitoring programs.
Achieved e.g. Birdlife Midwest-Geraldton’s shorebird and seabird monitoring; Birdlife
More
Australia’s Great Cocky Count; Conservation Council WA’s citizen science program
to do
including the Fairy Tern Network, Bushbirds as Ecological Indicators, Tending the
Tracks Alliance, seabird and waterbird monitoring, the Geraldton regional herbarium
group and the Jurien Bay regional herbarium group; Malleefowl Recovery Group.
NARvis Action 1.4: Develop and implement education packages.
Achieved e.g. Sharing Yamatji Knowledge education resource for schools; Sharing Noongar
More
Knowledge education resource for schools; Little Footprints Big Future exhibition;
to d
Coastal Plants App; Birdlife Australia’s resources on shorebirds and beach nesting
birds; beach clean-up days at Coronation beach in 2020 and with Geraldton
Coastcare groups and the City of Greater Geraldton to deliver beach clean ups day
in 2014, 2016, and 2017; Birdlife Midwest-Geraldton’s shorebird and seabird school
holiday activities at the Museum of Geraldton and on the local beaches around
Geraldton.
NARvis Action 1.5: Develop and implement a regional NRM communication and collaboration strategy to explore new avenues,
promote partnerships and increase awareness of what is happening across the region.
Not
No publicly available NAR communications strategy available online. Progress has
More
achieved
been made, however, in promoting partnerships and increasing awareness of what
to do
is happening in the region through NACC Notes and on the social media accounts
and websites of the many NRM organisations active in the region.
NARvis Action 1.6: Promote and encourage the use of existing sources of information.
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Achieved

Resources are promoted through NACC Notes and on the social media accounts
More
and websites of the many NRM organisations active in the region.
to do
NARvis Action 1.7: Undertake research and development and support innovations in activities that result in sustainable
industries, organisations, individuals and associated standards.
Achieved e.g. West Midlands Group’s Northern Valleys Project; Mingenew Irwin Group’s Dung
More
Beetle Project; Liebe Group’s soil amelioration projects; NACC NRM’s Growing
to do
Great Ground.
NARvis Action 1.8: Implement a scholarship program to support regional students studying NRM.
Achieved NACC NRM and DBCA delivered at least 10 scholarships between 2015 and 2017
Don
through the Batavia Coast Maritime Institute (BCMI) campus in Geraldton.
e
NARvis Action 1.9: Organise collaborative regional NRM capacity building events.
Achieved e.g. West Midlands Group’s Sheep Day; Shire hosted community information
More
sessions on coastal planning in 2014; Coastal Carnival in Green Head in 2018;
to do
Cambridge Coastcare Coastal Forum in 2017; Deadly Science Getaway; WA
Threatened Species Forum; capacity building for Aboriginal Rangers; GRID training;
Malleefowl Monitoring training; Northern Biosecurity Group Feralscan training;
Grant writing training 2016 and 2020.
NARvis Action 1.10: Support community to attend regional capacity building workshops.
Achieved NACC NRM provided catering for many events and held many online and around
More
the region for maximum accessibility. NACC NRM covered the costs for KMAC
to do
rangers to attend the opening of the Boola Bardip museum
NARvis Goal 2: Increased Aboriginal participation in NRM and working on country.
Achieved Works at many sites undertaken through MARP and MARP-adjacent activities, and
More
the Capacity-building for Indigenous Prison Inmates project; Aboriginal people,
to do
including women and youth, employed throughout the region in ranger programmes
implemented by DBCA, DWER, KMAC, Western Mulga, BBBAC, DPLH, and YMAC.
NARvis Action 2.1: Support and encourage the development of opportunities and programs for Aboriginal people to participate in
NRM / work on country.
Achieved Works at many sites undertaken through MARP and MARP-adjacent activities, and
More
the Capacity-building for Indigenous Prison Inmates project; Aboriginal people,
to do
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including women and youth, employed throughout the region in ranger programmes
implemented by DBCA, DWER, KMAC, Western Mulga, BBBAC, DPLH, and YMAC
NARvis Action 2.2: Develop and implement an Aboriginal ranger program.
Achieved Works at many sites undertaken through MARP and MARP-adjacent activities;
Aboriginal people, including women and youth, employed throughout the region in
ranger programmes implemented by DBCA, DWER, KMAC, Western Mulga,
BBBAC, DPLH, Bundiyarra Environmental Health Program, and YMAC
NARvis Action 2.3: Implement NRM Capacity Building programs for Aboriginal prison inmates.
Achieved See the Capacity-building for Indigenous Prison Inmates project
NARvis Action 2.4: Where possible utilise Aboriginal contractors and businesses in NRM-related works.
Achieved KMAC, Western Mulga, BBBAC; also caterers and artists, Welcome to Country
speakers and cultural interpretation / training.
NARvis Action 2.5: Partner in learning on / reconnection to country projects.
Achieved Bush food workshop; Moore Catchment Council Bush medicine workshop; Heritage
training; Corridors for Climate Change project; Kwelena Mambakort Aboriginal
Corporation Annual Cultural Day; Aboriginal Women’s Retreat; Return to Country
camp-out event; Bush Heritage open days.
NARvis Action 2.6: Utilising Aboriginal properties and facilities.
Achieved e.g. Aboriginal Women’s Retreat; Return to Country camp-out event
NARvis Action 2.7: Promotion / support of Aboriginal employment in NRM.
Achieved Aboriginal Liaison role created at NACC NRM; Aboriginal Engagement Manager role
created at Bush Heritage; employment though rangers programs around the region
implemented by DBCA, DWER, KMAC, Western Mulga, BBBAC, DPLH, and YMAC.
NARvis Action 2.8: Develop and implement education and social support programs.
Achieved NACC Reconciliation Action Plan ‘Reflect’; also many other resources available
such as Ask First: a guide to respecting Indigenous heritage places and values;
Sharing Yamatji Knowledge education resource for schools; Sharing Noongar
Knowledge education resource for schools; NACC Notes articles, #SolidScience.
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NARvis Action 2.9: Partnerships with industry.
Achieved See the Capacity-building for Indigenous Prison Inmates project; Shipboard Safety
training for rangers at KMAC
NARvis Goal 3: Promote and facilitate sustainable urban design.
Unknown

More
to do
More
to do

NARvis Action 3.1: Implement practices that utilise best-practice urban water management techniques.
Achieved Adapting water supply to climate change in the Midwest; Water Sensitive Urban
More
Design principles applied in Geraldton
to do
NARvis Action 3.2: Implement practices that minimise non-renewable energy use.
Achieved Shift to renewables in WA main grid power supply; NACC NRM invested in a hybrid
More
vehicle.
to do
NARvis Action 3.3: Implement practices that promote native gardens.
Achieved Native Garden workshops in 2016 and in 2017 in Seabird and Geraldton and
Don
Mingenew ; produced Coastal Garden Guide and Inland Garden Guide in 2015,
e
Bundiyarra bush food garden; Friends of Geraldton Gardens pollinators workshop.
NARvis Action 3.4: Implement practices that encourage walking and cycling.
Achieved Geraldton Sunset Beach Precinct; Geraldton Multi User Facility and Youth Precinct;
More
A re-elected WA Labour Government will spend $4.3 million to upgrade the
to do
Geraldton Cycling Network with 8.35 kms of shared paths.
NARvis Action 3.5: Implement practices that support public transport and reduce landfill.
Achieved Containers for change; electric bus Geraldton; REDcycle, Compost for farmers;
More
Compost for householders.
to do
NARvis Action 3.6: 10% decrease in per capita scheme water usage.
Unknoow Cannot locate publicly available data
More
n
to do
NARvis Action 3.7: 50% municipal waste recovery rate (waste to landfill) by 2020, in accordance with Western Australian Waste
Strategy.
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Not
Achieved

Geraldton Waste Management and Recycling Plan goal is to increase municipal
More
waste recovery to 65% by 2030. Currently (2020) 35% waste recovery of waste
to do
collected.
NARvis Action 3.8: Liaise and partner with LGAs to support and develop policies around sustainable initiatives and assist with
capacity and uptake.
Achieved Containers for change; electric bus Geraldton; REDcycle, Compost for farmers;
More
Compost for householders; Geraldton Sunset Beach Precinct; Geraldton Multi User
to do
Facility and Youth Precinct; coastal plans developed with LGAs Gingin,
Dandaragan, Coorow, Carnamah, Irwin, Greater Geraldton, Northampton –
Horrocks Beach.
NARvis Action 3.9: Raise household and industry awareness about the adverse impacts of unsustainable practices.
Unknown
No
More
baseline
to do
NARvis Action 3.10: Develop and undertake education and training activities about sustainable behaviour changes.
Achieved e.g. Containers for change; electric bus Geraldton; REDcycle, Compost for farmers;
More
Compost for householders
to do
NARvis Action 3.11: Develop a leadership and mentoring program and promote ‘local champions’ to encourage uptake of
sustainable practices.
Partially
Soil Health Champion Award, Chapman River Clean-up day champions;
More
Achieved #PeopleOfNRM, Australia Day Community Citizen of the Year award.
to do
NARvis Action 3.12: Implement new and existing initiatives that promote sustainable practices.
Achieved e.g. Containers for change; electric bus Geraldton; REDcycle, Compost for farmers;
More
Compost for householders
to do
NARvis Action 3.13: Work collaboratively to undertake regular events that promote sustainable practices.
Achieved e.g. Chapman River Clean-up day; beach clean-up days at Coronation beach in
More
2020 and with Geraldton Coastcare groups and the City of Greater Geraldton to
to do
deliver beach clean ups day in 2014, 2016, and 2017
2005 Plan Goal 1: Informed and experienced groups across the NAR with the capacity to understand issues and drive landscape
change to a benchmark yet to be determined.
Achieved There are currently at least 19 organisations focused on community participation
More
and natural resource management outside of the main relevant government
to do
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agencies (DBCA, DPIRD), including the Batavia Coastcare Network, Friends of
Lancelin Coast, Green Head Coastcare, Ledge Point Coastcare, Perth Friends of
the Abrolhos, Chapman River Friends and the Houtman Abrolhos Islands
Conservation Network. There are also several NGOs that work with local
communities in the region related to natural resource management, including Birdlife
Australia, Conservation Council WA, Moore Catchment Council, NACC NRM,
regional biosecurity groups, and producer groups like the Mingenew Irwin Group,
Northern Agri Group, Liebe Group, and West Midlands Group.
2005 Plan Action 1.1: Develop a ‘Toolbox’ for stakeholders to better manage biodiversity by 2005.
Achieved GRID mapping system; Photomon; Recycling Info; Sharing Aboriginal Knowledge
resources; Inland to Ocean schools package, Coastcare Resources; DPIRD
factsheets and tools, Climate Kelpie, various manuals and guides.
2005 Plan Action 1.2: Develop an education and awareness program on biodiversity by 2006.
Achieved E.g. Inland to Ocean schools package
2005 Plan Action 1.3: Maintain current biodiversity network with annual monitoring until 2009.
Unknown Was the biodiversity network a formal entity with a monitoring program? Cannot find
any reports about its activities.
2005 Plan Action 1.4: Develop an education program on the impacts of cats on native animals by 2006.
Achieved Not known if this was achieved by 2006, but lots of resources available now e.g.
Feral Cat Round Table in 2016; Feral Cat Symposium in 2017; Info on managing
feral cats, and about the impacts of cats on biodiversity, available from WABSI,
ESA, DAWE, DBCA, DPIRD, and the WA Feral Cat Working Group. There is a
threat abatement plan and a national taskforce.
2005 Plan Action 1.5: Develop an education and awareness package with extension on the impacts of feral animals on
biodiversity 2006.
Achieved Not known if this was achieved by 2006, but lots of resources available now through
the regional biosecurity groups. NACC NRM and other local groups periodically run
extension events focused on feral animal management including Feral Feast, Feral
Fix, and Red Card for Rabbits and Foxes.
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2005 Plan Goal 2: NRM funding into the region to be the equivalent of 1% of GDP.
Unknown Have not found publicly available Gross Regional Product data for all Shires in the
NAR. Economic profiles including GRP are available for Gingin and Dandaragan
here, and date back for each census year to 2006. In 2006, the GRP of Gingin was
$289 million and the GRP of Dandaragan was $301 million. That’s an average of
~$75,000 per capita. Very rough estimate based on the population of the NAR puts
the GRP for the region at about $4.8 billion dollars in 2006. NRM funding would
have had to be $48 million in 2006 to meet this target. In 2019, GRP would have
been closer to $6.4 billion and regional NRM funding would have had to be ~$64
million. Difficult to determine what NRM expenditure was in 2006 or 2019 – NACC
had an income of $3.8million in 2019/20. It had been larger in some previous years.
State budgets for DBCA, DPIRD fisheries and agriculture and DWER would have
been substantially higher than that – likely running into the tens or hundreds of
millions, an unknown proportion of which would have gone to NRM related activities
in the region. Then there are also several NGOs that work on natural resource
management in the region, each with their own budgets, including BBBAC, Birdlife
Australia, Bush Heritage Australia, Conservation Council WA, Moore Catchment
Council, NACC NRM, regional biosecurity groups, and producer groups like the
Mingenew Irwin Group, Northern Agri Group, Liebe Group, and West Midlands
Group. Some of these organisations are based entirely within the region, but others
are regional or national organisations from which only a portion of the budget would
go towards NRM in the NAR. Also local NRM businesses such as Western Mulga
and Bundiyarra. DPLH would also make a contribution to NRM, as would the
Shires, for the Crown Land, heritage sites, and reserves that they manage.
2005 Plan Action 2.1: Determine the yearly investment in known NRM processes by auditing NHT projects in the region.
Not
Yearly investment in NRM not formally assessed
Achieved
2005 Plan Action 2.2: Establish the GDP of the region in each sector.
Not
Have not found publicly available Gross Regional Product data for all Shires in the
Achieved NAR. Economic profiles including GRP are available for Gingin and Dandaragan
here, and date back for each census year to 2006. In 2006, the GRP of Gingin was
$289 million and the GRP of Dandaragan was $301 million. That’s an average of
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~$75,000 per capita. Very rough estimate based on the population of the NAR puts
the GRP for the region at about $4.8 billion dollars in 2006. In 2019, using the same
rough calculations, GRP would have been closer to $6.4.
2005 Plan Action 2.3: Monitor and evaluate investment in all programs and projects.
Not
Investment in NRM not formally assessed or systematically tracked in the region
More
Achieved
to do
2005 Plan Action 2.4: Develop business prospectus to secure non-government funding for implementation of NACC strategy.
Not
Currently under development
More
Achieved
to do
2005 Plan Action 2.5: Application processes for investors accessible, simple, transparent and provides feedback so that
applicants learn to use the system.
Achieved Application templates are generally straightforward, and support is available from
Don
NACC NRM to assist with completing more complex applications
e
2005 Plan Action 2.6: Technical support staff on-ground and available to support land-owners to develop plans and investment
proposals.
Achieved RALF, Coastal Program staff, and Biodiversity team available to assist community
Don
with project proposals
e
2005 Plan Action 2.7: Develop the capacity of NACC to strategically approach and partner with government and non-government
investors.
Achieved NACC has strong internal capacity to partner with govt. and non-govt. investors as
Don
evidenced in recent projects such as the Midwest Aboriginal Ranger Project,
e
Carnaby’s Cockatoo conservation project.
2005 Plan Action 2.8: NACC has developed a website based system for recording all investment in NRM projects and programs.
Achieved Developed the Share Your Project platform. Currently not working but will be
More
regenerated in 2021.
to do
2005 Plan Action 2.9: Targeted communications campaign by NACC to promote positive NRM practices, including to urban
communities.
Achieved NACC Notes, various manuals and guides and events, various social media
More
accounts.
to do
2005 Plan Action 2.10: Use investment planning process to ensure 50% of all investment received by NACC goes into on-ground
works.
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Achieved

NACC remains committed to ensuring that at least 50% of all investment received
Don
goes to on ground works in the region
e
2005 Plan Action 2.11: Develop clear and accessible system for local projects and ideas to be funded through regional system.
Achieved e.g. 55 projects under the Coastal Community Grants Program
Don
e
2005 Plan Action 2.12: Enable long term projects to be funded.
Partially
Long term projects are funded through the relevant government agencies DPIRD,
Don
Achieved DBCA and DWER. Ongoing funding has been secured for some projects e.g.
e
Birdlife Australia’s Great Cocky Count; Conservation Council WA’s citizen science
program; Midwest Aboriginal Ranger Program. Most funding within the region’s
NGOs and community groups continues to be project-based and relatively short
term.
2005 Plan Goal 3: Clear governance and decision-making framework and support for regional delivery of NRM is in place.
Achieved See Regional Land Partnerships Program, WA NRM Framework, NRM WA, and
Don
NRM Regions Australia.
e
2005 Plan Action 3.1: Ongoing review of organizational structures and relationships leading to improvement of NACC’s
effectiveness.
Achieved NACC underwent a large restructure in 2017 and 2018 and continues to focus on
Don
organisations efficiency and effectiveness, see Annual Reports.
e
2005 Plan Action 3.2: Quality engagement of community continued through investment planning and implementation stages
through ‘bottom-up’ and targeted approaches.
Achieved e.g. 55 projects under the Coastal Community Grants Program, various manuals
More
and guides and events.
to do
2005 Plan Action 3.3: Establish NACC and sub-regional local bodies as the NRM coordinating framework for NAR with statutory
authority.
Achieved NACC is the coordinating body for NRM in the NAR, with statutory authority, see
Don
Regional Land Partnerships Program, WA NRM Framework, NRM WA, and NRM
e
Regions Australia.
2005 Plan Action 3.4: Ongoing resourcing of NACC core functions including committee support.
Achieved NACC core function are resourced, see Annual Reports.
Don
e
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2005 Plan Action 3.5: Multi-skilling of NACC employees, locally based technical coordination and advisory personnel on long
term contracts. This includes for local NRM officers to support community involvement in investment plan implementation and
technical support to local NRMO network to develop and implement effective NRM.
Achieved NACC staff are encouraged to develop new skills and take on new roles in order to
Don
ensure their ongoing employment in the region, where this is possible, see Annual
e
Reports.
2005 Plan Action 3.6: Build capacity of NACC committee to respond to local issues in acceptable, relevant and exploratory ways.
Achieved See Annual Reports, also NARvis.
Don
e
2005 Plan Action 3.7: Corporate knowledge of NACC is retained and enhanced through continuity of delivery and continual
relationship building with region and investors.
Achieved See Annual Reports.
Don
e
2005 Plan Action 3.8: Extension of resource management advice to enable behavioural change on the ground.
Achieved NACC Notes, various manuals and guides and events, various social media
More
accounts.
to do
2005 Plan Goal 4: Strong and positive partnerships in place and regional strategy aligns an enables local area plans.
Achieved See NARvis. Also see the large number of collaborative projects implemented in the
More
region over the years (Annual Reports) such as the Midwest Aboriginal Ranger
to do
Project, Carnaby’s Cockatoo conservation project.
2005 Plan Action 4.1: Develop a map of all key players and through forums / meetings define roles and responsibilities and
investment partners for strategy implementation (include social interest groups and partnerships with players outside of the
region).
Not
No
Achieved
more
to do
2005 Plan Action 4.2: By Dec 2004, NACC to develop a clear role definition for each area of strategy implementation e.g. partner,
organizing on-ground works, facilitator, catalyser, broker.
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Not
Achieved

No
more
to do

2005 Plan Action 4.3: Develop MOU between NACC and key partners e.g. Local government.
Not
Achieved

No
more
to do

2005 Plan Action 4.4: Audit and map geographic coverage of community groups to provide a planning resource for project
planners to quickly identify local partners and groups that should be involved.
Not
No map, but there are currently at least 19 organisations focused on community
No
achieved
participation and natural resource management outside of the main relevant
more
government agencies (DBCA, DPIRD), including the Batavia Coastcare Network,
to do
Friends of Lancelin Coast, Green Head Coastcare, Ledge Point Coastcare, Perth
Friends of the Abrolhos, Chapman River Friends and the Houtman Abrolhos Islands
Conservation Network. Then there also several NGOs that work on natural resource
management in the region, each with their own budgets, including BBBAC, Birdlife
Australia, Bush Heritage Australia, Conservation Council WA, Moore Catchment
Council, NACC NRM, regional biosecurity groups, and producer groups like the
Mingenew Irwin Group, Northern Agri Group, Liebe Group, and West Midlands
Group. They have not been mapped though.
2005 Plan Action 4.5: NRMOs have developed local area plans which align regional strategy with local area plans, bringing into
partnership community groups and local government in both rural and urban communities in the NAR.
Unknown Cannot find any local area plans on the publicly available records online
No
more
to do
2005 Plan Action 4.6: NRM plans align with local area land use plans (link with NRM infrastructure map).
Unknown Cannot find any local area plans on the publicly available records online
No
more
to do
2005 Plan Action 4.7: Ensure there is a regionally-consistent approach to zoning land use for recreation, development,
agriculture and conservation.
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Unknown

No
more
to do
2005 Plan Action 4.8: Facilitate recreational, townscape, water management and landscape plans in place for each community in
the NAR.
Unknown
No
more
to do
2005 Plan Action 4.9: Ongoing collaboration between NACC and partners in an open and transparent manner.
Achieved See Annual Reports.
Don
e
2005 Plan Action 4.10: NACC to inform relationships with key lobby organisations which influence policy development.
Achieved Relationships formed with, for example, Conservation Council WA, and submission
More
made on several policies affecting the region, including the WA Climate Change
to do
Policy.
2005 Plan Action 4.11: Audit of all legislation which impacts on strategy implementation to identify any changes required (e.g.
Kyoto Protocol – now Paris Agreement), firebreaks.
Achieved Updates to some relevant legislation have been made e.g. WA Climate Change
No
Policy; DBCA Fire Management Strategy. No formal audit of ALL legislation.
more
to do
2005 Plan Action 4.12: Developed better awareness of needs and issues of partners by mapping key relationships and identifying
where improvement is needed.
Achieved Several surveys of the NRM community over the years, e.g. the community NRM
More
survey in 2017 and most recently the NARvis update and communications survey in
to do
2020.
2005 Plan Action 4.13: NRMOs to rejuvenate local groups or support new groups to form where there is a defined role for the
group.
Achieved There are currently at least 19 active organisations focused on community
More
participation and natural resource management in the region, outside of the main
to do
relevant government agencies (DBCA, DPIRD), including the Batavia Coastcare
Network, Friends of Lancelin Coast, Green Head Coastcare, Ledge Point
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Coastcare, Perth Friends of the Abrolhos, Chapman River Friends and the Houtman
Abrolhos Islands Conservation Network.
2005 Plan Action 4.14: NACC to increase investment in communication and awareness raising of their role and potential
opportunities to work with them.
Achieved NACC Notes, various manuals and guides and events, various social media
More
accounts; 0.8 FTE communications officer on staff
to do
2005 Plan Action 4.15: Developed working relationships with Aboriginal reference groups and local Aboriginal organisation.
Achieved Established and maintain partnerships with DBCA, DWER, KMAC, Western Mulga,
More
DPLH, and some Southern Yamatji. Relationships with YMAC and SWALSC and
to do
Bundiyarra are less well developed. Some potential partnerships have not been
explored in detail yet (MAOA; MEEDAC) and some are relatively new (BBBAC).
NACC Reconciliation Action Plan ‘Reflect’ lists all partners engaged to date.
2005 Plan Goal 5: Integrated incentive schemes established and enabling positive resource management through flow of private
investment.
Achieved Current examples include Biodiversity Community Grants, Coastal Community
Don
Grants, Malleefowl Recovery Project, Growing Great Ground, Carnaby’s Cockatoo
e
conservation project.
2005 Plan Action 5.1: Investigated and developed range of potential incentive schemes for funding positive change in NRM.
Achieved Current examples include Biodiversity Community Grants, Coastal Community
Don
Grants, Malleefowl Recovery Project, Growing Great Ground, Carnaby’s Cockatoo
e
conservation project.
2005 Plan Action 5.2: Have established system which enables regional trading of costs and benefits in NRM, enabling cost in one
area to be offset by investment in another area.
Not
Perverse incentives, ideally to be avoided
No
Achieved
more
to do
2005 Plan Action 5.3: Annual review of outcomes against indicators set, leading to growth in knowledge and understanding and
redirection of efforts to areas of strategic intent.
Achieved See Annual Reports
More
to do
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2005 Plan Action 5.4: Established how incentive schemes can work within the local government planning systems and have
encouraged 50% of all shires to adopt measures.
Unknown No current or recent projects of this type. Unclear if there were projects like this
No
implemented in the period 2005 to ~2012.
more
to do
2005 Plan Action 5.5: Incentive schemes which require change to national legislation have been investigated and case presented
to Australian government (with other regions) to implement incentive systems (e.g. Kyoto protocol – now Paris Agreement).
Not
Carbon Neutral’s Yarra Yarra Biodiversity Corridor project
More
Achieved https://carbonneutral.com.au/yarra-yarra-biodiversity-corridor/ might be one example
to do
2005 Plan Action 5.6: Developed NRM entrepreneurship program which focuses on innovation, thinking out of the box. Included
extension of thinking in to communities through a learning network structure like community builders.
Not
No current or recent projects of this type. Unclear if there were projects like this
More
Achieved implemented in the period 2005 to ~2012. Some support for local NRM businesses
to do
such as Western Mulga. Growing number of broad sustainability entrepreneurs e.g.
Containers for change; REDcycle
2005 Plan Action 5.7: Viable rural population maintained or increased by facilitating incentives / subsidies to encourage local
business / industry development.
Not
Rural population in the region is declining in most LGAs
More
Achieved
to do
2005 Plan Action 5.8: Provision of training fund to enable volunteer development in rural areas.
Achieved e.g. Biodiversity Community Grants, Coastal Community Grants
More
to do
2005 Plan Goal 6: Key facilities and infrastructure of region which is at risk by a natural threat to be managed to maintain current
conditions. Infrastructure development to take account of NRM priorities, threats and opportunities for management.
Achieved For examples, see CHRMAP Gingin 2019 see also Coastal Inundation Plan Gingin,
More
Lancelin Coastal Erosion Hazard Map, Ledge Point Coastal Erosion Hazard Map,
to do
Seabird Coastal Erosion Hazard Map;
CHRMAP Dandaragan 2018 see also Cervantes Coastal Hazard Map, Jurien Bay
Coastal Hazard Map;
Leeman to Green Head Coastal Strategy 2018;
No major coastal settlements in Carnamah or Chapman Valley
CHRMAP Irwin 2016;
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CHRMAP Geraldton 2019 see also Coastal Adaptation Report 2019, Point Moore
Inundation Study 2014, Town Beach to Drummond Cove Inundation Study 2016,
Cape Burney to Greys Beach Inundation Study 2017.
CHRMAP Northampton Horrocks Beach 2020
2005 Plan Action 6.1: Conduct mapping activity which overlaps resource condition risks with infrastructure and highlights areas
for management and areas where industry opportunities will drive infrastructure into zones.
Achieved For examples, see CHRMAP Gingin 2019 see also Coastal Inundation Plan Gingin,
More
Lancelin Coastal Erosion Hazard Map, Ledge Point Coastal Erosion Hazard Map,
to do
Seabird Coastal Erosion Hazard Map;
CHRMAP Dandaragan 2018 see also Cervantes Coastal Hazard Map, Jurien Bay
Coastal Hazard Map;
Leeman to Green Head Coastal Strategy 2018;
No major coastal settlements in Carnamah or Chapman Valley
CHRMAP Irwin 2016;
CHRMAP Geraldton 2019 see also Coastal Adaptation Report 2019, Point Moore
Inundation Study 2014, Town Beach to Drummond Cove Inundation Study 2016,
Cape Burney to Greys Beach Inundation Study 2017.
CHRMAP Northampton Horrocks Beach 2020
2005 Plan Action 6.2: Audit state of household water supplied in region to determine areas which need targeted management.
Unknown No publicly available information for the whole region.
No
more
to do
2005 Plan Action 6.3: Identify road drainage hotspots and prioritise areas for management action.
Not
No publicly available road drainage hotspot resource or document prioritising areas
No
Achieved for management actions. The NT government produced a useful Road Drainagemore
Land for Wildlife factsheet, but Main Roads WA has no information on Drainage
to do
beyond a technical document on The Rational Method. No info on roads or
drainage at the Shire level.
2005 Plan Action 6.4: Evaluation of achievement of MATs carried out as part of programs or projects.
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Unknown

Unclear what a MAT is

No
more
to do

2005 Plan Action 6.5: Conduct planning activities as result of mapping process in partnership with key agencies and local
government.
Achieved See DPLH guidelines on Planning and Development Regulations, Planning Process
Flowcharts, and Framework for Local Development Plans; also see WA Planning
Commission’s Introduction to the WA Planning System.
2005 Plan Action 6.6: Design protection of built infrastructure to town sites from altered hydrological regimes (32 priority
communities in NAR).
Unknown Unclear which report identified the 32 priority communities. No systematic work on
altered hydrological regimes and their effect on town sites for the region as a whole.
2005 Plan Action 6.7: Develop integrated road and NRM management plans for each locality (e.g. road reserves linked to
biodiversity conservation areas).
Not
No publicly available local scale integrated road and NRM management plans.
Achieved However there are documents linking road reserves to conservation for example
Main Roads WA Values in our Road Reserves, Environmental Management
System, Clearing and Revegetation information, Revegetation and Landscaping
information; DBCA factsheet on Roadside Conservation and the role of the
Roadside Conservation Committee.
2005 Plan Action 6.8: DOSHWA to oversee accreditation / licencing of earthwork contractors.
Not
DOSHWA no longer exists. Earthworks contractors must comply with the OHS Act
Achieved of 2004 and the OHS Regulations of 2017

No
more
to do

No
more
to do

More
to do

No
more
to do
2005 Plan Action 6.9: Develop network of interpretive centres to grow knowledge about how to work with our natural resources
better.
Achieved e.g. Kalbarri Skywalk, Geraldton Museum, Turquoise Coast Visitor Centre,
No
Greenough Wildlife Park, Rainbow Jungle Kalbarri.
more
to do
2005 Plan Action 6.10: NACC has developed excellent partnerships with local government and main roads to implement
prioritised actions in facility and infrastructure maintenance.
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Partially
Achieved

NACC has developed excellent partnerships with local government in many Shires
and has less to do with Main Roads WA. Unclear whether these relationships have
led to implementing prioritised actions in facility and infrastructure maintenance
2005 Plan Action 6.11: Implement townsite salinity management plans for 2-3 priority areas.
Not
Priority towns not identified. DWER has resources on managing salinity here, and
Achieved CSIRO produced a methodology for assessing water management options for WA
rural towns with salinity issues in 2005. DPIRD also produced a report on the
economic impacts of salinity on townsite infrastructure in 2001, using Morawa as a
case study.
2005 Plan Action 6.12: Implement road management priority projects.
Achieved Large number of roadside conservation project implemented by DBCA.
2005 Plan Goal 7: All land use planning and development based on land capability and suitability by 2015.
Achieved Should be, see DPLH guidelines on Planning and Development Regulations,
Planning Process Flowcharts, and Framework for Local Development Plans; also
see WA Planning Commission’s Introduction to the WA Planning System
2005 Plan Action 7.1: Determine research priorities for land asset planning and management by 2006.
Unknown Unable to locate report on research priorities for land asset planning and
management in the region.

No
more
to do
No
more
to do

More
to do
No
more
to do

No
more
to do
2005 Plan Action 7.2: Develop and recommend changes to environmental protection policies, planning policies and the regional
planning scheme by 2009.
Unknown Submission made on several policies affecting the region, including the WA Climate
More
Change Policy.
to do
2005 Plan Action 7.3: Develop and promote NRM clauses for inclusion environmental protection policies, planning policies and
the regional planning scheme that address NAR regional priorities.
Unknown Submission made on several policies affecting the region, including the WA Climate
More
Change Policy.
to do
2005 Plan Goal 8: All industry to be economically, socially and environmentally sustainable through facilitation of industry
change.
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Partially
Achieved for Fisheries, more to do for environment in both mining and agriculture
More
Achieved
to do
2005 Plan Action 8.1: Facilitate research to support the growth of knowledge on alternative land, water and power uses (including
tree crops).
Achieved e.g. Testing Carbon Farming Opportunities for Salinity Management 2015
More
to do
2005 Plan Action 8.2: Market and promote resource management opportunities.
Achieved Through NACC Notes and on the social media accounts and websites of the many
More
NRM organisations and relevant government agencies active in the region
to do
2005 Plan Action 8.3: Have in place mechanisms which enable landholders to derive income by protecting remnant vegetation.
Achieved e.g. Current Growing Great Ground project at NACC NRM; Carbon Neutral’s Yarra
More
Yarra Biodiversity Corridor project https://carbonneutral.com.au/yarra-yarrato do
biodiversity-corridor/; Birdlife Australia’s Birds on Farms project; NACC NRM’s
Malleefowl Recovery Project and Carnaby’s Cockatoo projects; Land for Wildlife.
2005 Plan Action 8.4: Research the development of an indicator which reports on sustainability of all industry practice in NAR
(e.g. raw materials exported as % regional GDP with goal being to reduce this over time).
Not
No
Achieved
more
to do
2005 Plan Action 8.5: Evaluate sustainability of each industry based on indicators developed through self managed system.
Partially
Achieved for Fisheries, more to do for environment in both mining and agriculture
More
achieved
to do
2005 Plan Action 8.6: System developed to enable offset practices to be traded.
Not
Perverse incentives, ideally to be avoided
No
Achieved
more
to do
2005 Plan Action 8.7: Facilitate industry and private incentive schemes to reward positive behaviour change in NRM (taxation
system, rates system, trading system).
Partially
e.g. solar panel rebate system, Containers for change.
More
achieved
to do
2005 Plan Action 8.8: Incentive schemes to be developed to enable retention of skilled professional labour market in region.
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Partially
e.g. Salary sacrifice options for NGO staff
achieved
2005 Plan Action 8.9: Extend knowledge developed on alternative land, water and power uses.
Achieved Through NACC Notes and on the social media accounts and websites of the many
NRM organisations and relevant government agencies active in the region
2005 Plan Action 8.10: Provide facilitation and support for industry to adopt good practice changes.
Unknown
2005 Plan Action 8.11: Facilitate support for development of new industry opportunities which generate greater regional
sustainability.
Partially
e.g. Solar power plants in the region
achieved
2005 Plan Action 8.12: Facilitate industries to adopt offset practices through a trading system.
Not
Perverse incentives, ideally to be avoided
Achieved
2005 Plan Action 8.13: Develop sustainable farm forestry initiative within the NAR.
Not
Lots of resources available e.g. Farm Forestry Assist WA, Forest Products
Achieved Commission Farm Forestry guide, DPIRD’s 2016 Carbon Farming Factsheet, The
Greens Policy on Farm Forestry.
INVASIVE SPECIES
Invasive species – (animal and plant pests, diseases) are effectively managed both at a local and regional scale.
NARvis Goal 1: Reduce the impact of priority invasive species on native biodiversity.
Achieved Priority invasive species (plants and animals) identified through the regional
biosecurity groups, DPIRD and DBCA. 55 projects under the Coastal Community
Grants Program; 12 projects funded under Coastwest Grants; Tending the Tracks
Alliance; African Boxthorn Control Project and Pyp grass Control Project and
Abrolhos Island Restoration Project run by NACC NRM https://www.nacc.com.au/
and DBCA and TAFE – all implemented to control weeds. The volume of weeds is
reduced on the Abrolhos Islands (pers. comms Rhys Allen DPIRD). Lots of feral
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More
to do
More
to do
More
to do

More
to do
No
more
to do
More
to do

More
to do

animal control as well e.g. 1080 Baiting Program, Wild Dog and Red Fox Program,
Feral Pig shooting days, Rabbit Control. Incidences of reported stock losses to wild
dogs were lower in Jan 2020 compared to the same period in 2018 and 2019.
NARvis Action 1.1: Identify and communicate the impact of priority invasive species.
Achieved Priority invasive species (plants and animals) identified through the regional
More
biosecurity groups, DPIRD and DBCA. Attempts to communicate impact include the
to do
Feral Cat Round Table in 2016; Feral Cat Symposium in 2017; Info on managing
feral cats, and about the impacts of cats on biodiversity, available from WABSI,
ESA, DAWE, DBCA, DPIRD, and the WA Feral Cat Working Group. There is a
threat abatement plan and a national taskforce. Other recent extension events
focused on feral animal management included Feral Feast, Feral Fix, and Red Card
for Rabbits and Foxes.
NARvis Action 1.2: Work collaboratively to plan, implement and communicate priority actions for invasive species research,
management and control.
Achieved In recent years through the regional biosecurity groups.
More
to do
NARvis Action 1.3: Implement effective control measures at a local scale where priority biodiversity assets are being threatened.
Achieved In recent years through the regional biosecurity groups. Feral animal control
More
measures include 1080 Baiting Program, Wild Dog and Red Fox Program, Feral Pig
to do
shooting days, Rabbit Control. Weed control projects include 55 projects under the
Coastal Community Grants Program; 12 projects funded under Coastwest Grants;
Tending the Tracks Alliance; African Boxthorn Control Project and Pyp grass Control
Project and Abrolhos Island Restoration Project run by NACC NRM
https://www.nacc.com.au/ and DBCA and TAFE
NARvis Goal 2: 75 % of land managers engaging in coordinated management of invasive species (animal and plant pests,
diseases).
Unknown Many land managers engage in coordinated management of invasive species
No
More
through the regional biosecurity groups. Feral animal control measures implemented baseline
to do
by land managers include 1080 Baiting Program, Wild Dog and Red Fox Program,
Feral Pig shooting days, Rabbit Control. Weed control projects include 55 projects
under the Coastal Community Grants Program; 12 projects funded under Coastwest
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Grants; Tending the Tracks Alliance; African Boxthorn Control Project and Pyp
grass Control Project and Abrolhos Island Restoration Project run by NACC NRM
https://www.nacc.com.au/ and DBCA and TAFE.
NARvis Action 2.1: Identify and communicate management options for priority invasive species.
Achieved See resources provided by the regional biosecurity groups, DPIRD and DBCA. Also
More
see dedicated invasive species resource sites such as PestSmart, Australian Weed
to do
Strategy and Pest Animal Strategy; DAWE 2020; DPIRD 2020 Large Feral
Herbivore Strategy; FeralScan; Weeds Australia.
NARvis Action 2.2: Support the creation and implementation of recognised biosecurity groups (RBGs) across the NAR.
Achieved Regional biosecurity groups established in the NAR covering all of the Shires in
Don
region with the exception of Gingin and Victoria Plains.
e
NARvis Action 2.3: Support and educate land managers to ensure biodiversity co-benefits when managing invasive species for
agricultural purposes.
Achieved See recent extension events focused on feral animal management included Feral
More
Feast, Feral Fix, and Red Card for Rabbits and Foxes; DBCA Pest Animal Control.
to do
NARvis Action 2.4: Support the creation and implementation of relevant invasive species management schemes.
Achieved Feral animal control measures implemented by land managers include 1080 Baiting
More
Program, Wild Dog and Red Fox Program, Feral Pig shooting days, Rabbit Control.
to do
Weed control projects include 55 projects under the Coastal Community Grants
Program; 12 projects funded under Coastwest Grants; Tending the Tracks Alliance;
African Boxthorn Control Project and Pyp grass Control Project and Abrolhos Island
Restoration Project run by NACC NRM https://www.nacc.com.au/ and DBCA and
TAFE.
2005 Plan Goal 1: A yet to be determined reduction in the economic and environmental impacts of all priority animal and plant
pests and diseases across the region by 2020.
Partially
Priority invasive species (plants and animals) identified through the regional
No
More
achieved
biosecurity groups, DPIRD and DBCA. 55 projects under the Coastal Community
baseline
to do
Grants Program; 12 projects funded under Coastwest Grants; Tending the Tracks
Alliance; African Boxthorn Control Project and Pyp grass Control Project and
Abrolhos Island Restoration Project run by NACC NRM https://www.nacc.com.au/
and DBCA and TAFE – all implemented to control weeds. The volume of weeds is
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reduced on the Abrolhos Islands (pers. comms Rhys Allen DPIRD). Lots of feral
animal control as well e.g. 1080 Baiting Program, Wild Dog and Red Fox Program,
Feral Pig shooting days, Rabbit Control. Incidences of reported stock losses to wild
dogs were lower in Jan 2020 compared to the same period in 2018 and 2019.
2005 Plan Action 1.1: Facilitate a research project to support the growth of alternative options for the management of pests and
weeds to be completed by 2009.
Achieved e.g. DPIRD Fisheries Identifying Pests and Diseases, DPIRD Agriculture’s Pest and
More
Diseases Information Service, Impacts of Introduced Fish Species project.
to do
2005 Plan Action 1.2: Coordinate an integrated weed and pest animal control and awareness program across the region by 2009.
Achieved Regional biosecurity groups established in the NAR covering all of the Shires in
More
region with the exception of Gingin and Victoria Plains.
to do
2005 Plan Action 1.3: Audit of all regulations which impact on biosecurity measures to ensure greater compliance by 2009.
Unknown Unable to locate report suggesting that all regulations which impact on biosecurity
More
measures were audited
to do
2005 Plan Action 1.4: Biosecurity services are publicly funded by 2009.
Achieved DPIRD Agriculture’s Pest and Diseases Information Service, Funding for feral
More
animal control and Regional biosecurity groups through the Declared Pest Rate
to do
system; DPIRD Fisheries Aquatic Biosecurity program.
2005 Plan Action 1.5: Financial incentives in place for materials / apparatus used in feral animal and weed control by 2009.
Partially
For examples see Feral Fix and Red Card for Rabbits and Foxes.
More
Achieved
to do
2005 Plan Goal 2: A yet to be determined reduction in the density and distribution of significant environmental weed species
affecting high value biodiversity assets by 2020.
Partially
Priority invasive weeds identified through the regional biosecurity groups, DPIRD
More
achieved
and DBCA. 55 projects under the Coastal Community Grants Program; 12 projects
to do
funded under Coastwest Grants; Tending the Tracks Alliance; African Boxthorn
Control Project and Pyp grass Control Project and Abrolhos Island Restoration
Project run by NACC NRM https://www.nacc.com.au/ and DBCA and TAFE – all
implemented to control weeds. The volume of weeds is reduced on the Abrolhos
Islands (pers. comms. Rhys Allen DPIRD).
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2005 Plan Action 2.1: Establish baseline for density and distribution of environmental weeds affecting high value biodiversity
assets in the region by 2006.
Partially
DBCA prioritised weeds and locations for weed management internally at both the
More
Achieved Geraldton and Jurien Bay office. Report is not published online. DPIRD produced a
to do
resource for assessing weed population density. The CRC on Weed Management
Systems produced a report on the Distribution, Density, and Economic Impact of
Weeds in the Australian Winter Cropping System, which includes the NAR, in 2000.
2005 Plan Action 2.2: Identify indicators and methodologies for measuring density and distribution of environmental weeds
affecting high value biodiversity assets in the region by 2006.
Achieved DPIRD produced a resource for assessing weed population density; ; Weeds
More
Australia Weed Identification; WA Govt My WeedWatcher for reporting and
to do
identifying weeds.
2005 Plan Action 2.3: All projects with a biodiversity focus to incorporate effective weed control as part of on-ground works by
2006.
Achieved E.g. 55 projects under the Coastal Community Grants Program; 12 projects funded
More
under Coastwest Grants; Tending the Tracks Alliance; African Boxthorn Control
to do
Project and Pyp grass Control Project and Abrolhos Island Restoration Project run
by NACC NRM https://www.nacc.com.au/ and DBCA and TAFE – all implemented to
control weeds.
2005 Plan Action 2.4: A structure established with representation of relevant stakeholders that effectively coordinates control of
weeds over the whole region by 2007.
Achieved Regional biosecurity groups established in the NAR covering all of the Shires in the
More
region with the exception of Gingin and Victoria Plains.
to do
2005 Plan Action 2.5: Guidelines on best practice environmental weed management developed by 2006.
Achieved See DBCA resources on How to Control Weeds, the Australian Environmental
More
Weed Strategy, DPIRD’s resources on Integrated Weed Management and
to do
controlling specific weeds, Weeds Australia for information on weed strategies and
working groups
2005 Plan Goal 3: A yet to be determined reduction in the biodiversity impacts of significant invasive animals (native and exotic)
by 2020.
Achieved Priority invasive animals identified through the regional biosecurity groups and
DPIRD. Lots of feral animal control projects e.g. 1080 Baiting Program, Wild Dog
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and Red Fox Program, Feral Pig shooting days, Rabbit Control. Incidences of
reported stock losses to wild dogs were lower in Jan 2020 compared to the same
period in 2018 and 2019.
2005 Plan Action 3.1: Establish baseline on the impact of significant invasive animals affecting high value biodiversity assets in
the region by 2008.
Partially
Some information on impacts of feral animals on biodiversity e.g. info about the
More
Achieved impacts of cats on biodiversity, available from WABSI, ESA, DAWE, DBCA, DPIRD,
to do
and the WA Feral Cat Working Group. Incidences of reported stock losses to wild
dogs available from Central Wheatbelt Biosecurity Association. Less data available
on impact of rabbits, foxes and pigs; Invasive Species in Australia factsheet.
2005 Plan Action 3.2: Identify indicators and methodologies for measuring the impact of significant invasive animals affecting
high value biodiversity assets in the region by 2008.
Achieved Environmental Science note on Invasive Species and how they affect the
More
environment; Incidences of reported stock losses to wild dogs; WABSI impacts of
to do
feral cats; PestSmart Pest Animal monitoring techniques and FeralScan pest animal
monitoring and mapping.
2005 Plan Action 3.3: Information collated on research and development in biological control for feral animals and exotic weeds
and practical management options implemented by 2009.
Achieved PestSmart pest management guides for wild dogs, foxes, pigs, and rabbits; DPIRD
More
info on Biological Control; DPIRD Agriculture’s Pest and Diseases Information
to do
Service; Rabbit Biocontrol.
2005 Plan Action 3.4: Effective control of pest native animals through programs by 2006.
Achieved Lots of feral animal control projects e.g. 1080 Baiting Program, Wild Dog and Red
More
Fox Program, Feral Pig shooting days, Rabbit Control. Incidences of reported stock
to do
losses to wild dogs were lower in Jan 2020 compared to the same period in 2018
and 2019.
2005 Plan Action 3.5: Coordinated approach with government and community to control vermin and pests using incentives within
the region by 2007.
Achieved Regional biosecurity groups established in the NAR covering all of the Shires in
More
region with the exception of Gingin and Victoria Plains. Lots of feral animal control
to do
projects implemented e.g. 1080 Baiting Program, Wild Dog and Red Fox Program,
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Feral Pig shooting days, Rabbit Control. Incidences of reported stock losses to wild
dogs were lower in Jan 2020 compared to the same period in 2018 and 2019.
2005 Plan Action 3.6: 15% of private land managers controlling feral animals affecting biodiversity in the region by 2010.
Unknown No systematic reporting on proportion of land managers controlling feral animals
More
affecting biodiversity. Regional biosecurity groups do not report numbers of
to do
members and other feral animal projects have not reported number of farmers
engaged either. Feral animals are actively controlled on many nature reserves
including those managed by Bush Heritage and DBCA.
2005 Plan Action 3.7: State government to expand and support the APB program, i.e. increased control of declared pests by
2006.
Achieved Unsure if this was achieved by 2006. Regional biosecurity groups have now been
More
established in the NAR covering all of the Shires in region with the exception of
to do
Gingin and Victoria Plains. Lots of feral animal control projects implemented e.g.
1080 Baiting Program, Wild Dog and Red Fox Program, Feral Pig shooting days,
Rabbit Control. Incidences of reported stock losses to wild dogs were lower in Jan
2020 compared to the same period in 2018 and 2019.
WATER
Water resources are valued and support water dependent communities and ecosystems.
NARvis Goal 1: Water resources are managed sustainably.
Achieved Water allocation plans are reviewed and updated regularly by DWER and focus on
equitable and sustainable allocations of surface and ground water between social,
environmental and economic requirements. The plans outline how much water can
be taken from groundwater and surface water resources, while safeguarding the
sustainability of the resource and protecting the water-dependent environment. The
process follows the Water Allocation Planning guideline and the Environmental
Water Provisions Policy, and takes climate change into account.
NARvis Action 1.1: Develop and implement appropriately resourced, science-based water allocation plans with community
consultation.
Achieved Water allocation plans are reviewed and updated regularly by DWER and focus on
equitable and sustainable allocations of surface and ground water between social,
environmental and economic requirements. The plans outline how much water can
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More
to do

Don
e

be taken from groundwater and surface water resources, while safeguarding the
sustainability of the resource and protecting the water-dependent environment.
Stakeholder engagement is an important part of the process of developing water
allocation plans. Within the NAR, the Water Allocation Plans that have been
developed are: the Arrowsmith Groundwater Allocation Plan 2010, the Jurien
Groundwater Allocation Plan 2010, the Gingin Groundwater Allocation Plan 2015,
and the Gingin Surface Water Allocation Plan 2011. Also see the Mid West Regional
Water Supply Strategy launched in 2015 provides an overview of how available
water resources will be matched with agriculture, mining, urban expansion and
industry needs in the northern part of the region.
NARvis Action 1.2: Ensure allocation plans take into account observed and projected impacts of a changing climate.
Achieved It is standard practice within DWER to assess how water resources are being and
will be impacted by climate change. The data from climate models are used to
identify risks associated with different climate futures to water resources, and to
inform water planning, flood advice and management of water-dependent
ecosystems
NARvis Action 1.3: Investigate and implement sustainable alternate sources of water.
Achieved DWER has a program focused on Finding Water, that mostly conducts groundwater
investigations. DWER is also interested in Innovative Water Solutions, Rainwater
Harvesting, Stormwater Harvesting, Wastewater Recycling, and Greywater
Recycling.
NARvis Action 1.4: Develop and maintain partnerships between government, non-government, industry and community.
Achieved E.g. the Waterwise Council Program, the Waterwise Golf Course Program, the
Waterwise Community Toolkit.
NARvis Action 1.5: Identify and document the condition of priority water assets in the region.
Achieved See groundwater trends in agricultural areas of Western Australia (DPIRD 2019).
The Water Allocation Plans that have been developed (Arrowsmith Groundwater
Allocation Plan 2010, the Jurien Groundwater Allocation Plan 2010, the Gingin
Groundwater Allocation Plan 2015, and the Gingin Surface Water Allocation Plan
2011) include an assessment of the condition of the asset. Other assessments
include the Moore River Estuary Assessment; river health assessments at Gingin
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Don
e

More
to do

More
to do
More
to do

and Lennard Brooks, Red Gully Creek and Hill and Moore Rivers; Greenough River
Foreshore Assessment; Chapman River Foreshore Assessment; Condition Survey
of the Murchison River.
NARvis Action 1.6: Assess, report on, and maintain long-term river health.
Partially
Healthy Rivers Program; Murchison Estuary Condition Assessment, Hutt Lagoon
More
Achieved Resource Condition Report 2009; Chapman River Foreshore Assessment 2001;
to do
Greenough Estuary Condition Assessment; No long-term regular, systematic river
monitoring being implemented for all waterways across the region.
NARvis Action 1.7: Promote the importance and value (environmental, social and economic) of local and regional ground and
surface water resources.
Achieved e.g. Healthy Rivers Program; Waterwise Community Toolkit; #SolidScience articles
More
on Water in 2019 and 2020.
to do
NARvis Action 1.8: Ensure data is presented in a format that is easily accessible and understood by the general public.
Partially
Most water data are available via the DWER Maps and Data portal, particularly the
More
Achieved interactive Water Information Reporting Map. The kinds of data that are available
to do
include Borehole information, Water quality measurements, Surface water levels
and flow, Groundwater levels, Rainfall. The tool is accessible, but perhaps not easy
to interpret for the general public.
See also groundwater trends in agricultural areas of Western Australia (DPIRD
2019).
NARvis Action 1.9: Assist the community (in particular landholders) to protect and improve surface and ground water resources in
their area.
Achieved See projects implemented along the Chapman River; Hill River; Irwin River; Moore
More
River.
to do
NARvis Goal 2: Public drinking water sources are protected to ensure future quality and availability.
Achieved One of the primary functions of DWER is protecting and managing drinking water
Don
source areas.
e
NARvis Action 2.1: Protect catchment areas of drinking water reservoirs and bore-fields through Department of Water (DoW)
proclaimed public drinking water source areas (PDWSA).
Achieved One of the primary functions of DWER is protecting and managing drinking water
Don
source areas.
e
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NARvis Action 2.2: Inform and assist stakeholders to access PDWSA information.
Achieved Information on PDWSAs is available from DWER via their website pages on
Don
Proclaiming PDWSAs, Protection of PDWSAs, Drinking water source protection
e
reports, and Land Planning in PDWSAs.
2005 Plan Goal 1: Reduction in peaks of surface water runoff from catchments by 2020.
Achieved Surface water runoff is measured as streamflows. Streamflows have reduced in the
More
region but this has more to do with climate change than land management.
to do
2005 Plan Action 1.1: Develop baselines for extent and severity of erosion and sedimentation and establish clear targets for
reduction in peaks of surface water runoff by 2008.
Partially
The region has a low risk of water erosion; visualised by National Map; no targets
More
Achieved developed
to do
2005 Plan Action 1.2: Identify suitable indicators and methodologies for monitoring and evaluating surface water runoff by 2008.
Achieved Surface water runoff is measured as streamflows. Streamflow data for over 300
Don
streamflow gauging stations is available via the DWER Water Information Reporting
e
portal, which can also be accessed from their Streamflow page.
2005 Plan Action 1.3: Identify the primary sources of sediment input along priority waterscapes by 2007.
Achieved Foreshore assessment reports conducted for Greenough River and Chapman River;
More
lots of general information on erosion and sedimentation in streams available on the
to do
DWER website.
2005 Plan Action 1.4: Facilitate a research project to support the growth of alternative options to utilize surface water runoff and
reduce sediment laden runoff by 2009.
Achieved River restoration projects implemented along the Chapman River; Hill River; Irwin
More
River; Moore River.
to do
2005 Plan Action 1.5: Develop and consolidate flood management strategies for 25% of major flood risk towns by 2007.
Achieved Chapman River Foreshore Assessment; Chapman and Greenough River Flood
Don
Project; Irwin Flood Study; Wheatbelt Flood Management Plan; Moora Flood
e
Management Study
2005 Plan Action 1.6: Develop storm water management plans and implement Water Sensitive Urban Design principles by 2009
to reduce the impact of stormwater discharge on priority waterscapes.
Achieved Managing stormwater for health and safety as well as ecological and built
Don
infrastructure protection is a priority for DWER. DWER’s role in stormwater
e
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management is to provide floodplain mapping for major river systems, prepare
drainage and water management plans and provide Western Australian stormwater
management principles, criteria and guidelines. Stormwater management follows
Water Sensitive Urban Design principles; also see guidelines for Urban Water
Design and the Introduction to Water Sensitive Urban Design.
2005 Plan Action 1.7: 15 farms to have integrated catchment surface water management plans by 2008.
Unknown No publicly available list of on-farm integrated catchment surface water
management plans
2005 Plan Action 1.8: 4 field days conducted in the region by 2008 to extend surface water management solutions.
Achieved Unknown if 4 field days were conducted by 2008 but it seems likely given that there
have been several more recent events e.g. Gingin Water Systems workshop, Gingin
waterways field day, Greenough Sustainable Agriculture field day for smallholders,
Northern Valleys Water Resource Management Forum.
2005 Plan Action 1.9: Two LGAs implementing water sensitive design principles in at least one of their towns by 2009.
Achieved Geraldton – see Geraldton Water Planning and Management; Dongara.
2005 Plan Action 1.10: 15% of landholders in the region to be implementing options for surface water control by 2009.
Unknown Not systematically monitored

No
more
to do
More
to do

Don
e
No
more
to do

2005 Plan Goal 2: Equitable allocation of surface water between social, environmental and economic requirements by 2020.
Achieved Water allocation plans are reviewed and updated regularly by DWER and focus on
Don
equitable and sustainable allocations of surface and ground water between social,
e
environmental and economic requirements. The plans outline how much water can
be taken from groundwater and surface water resources, while safeguarding the
sustainability of the resource and protecting the water-dependent environment. The
process follows the Water Allocation Planning guideline and the Environmental
Water Provisions Policy, and takes climate change into account.
2005 Plan Action 2.1: Review and update sustainable limits for surface water allocation of Gingin Brook by 2006.
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Achieved

The Gingin Surface Water Allocation Plan was released in 2011, and incudes a
Don
supplementary methods report and a hydrogeological record outlining the interaction
e
between groundwater and surface water in the Gingin area. The Gingin Water
Group Inc were actively involved in the process.
2005 Plan Action 2.1: Issue licences according to sustainable limits for surface water allocation in Gingin Brook and enforce
compliance by 2009.
Achieved See DWER factsheet on Managing water in the Gingin area; The Gingin Surface
Don
Water Allocation Plan which outlines the approach to allocating water in the Gingin
e
area. Water licencing proceeds via application to DWER.
2005 Plan Goal 3: Increase the current extent and improve the condition of riparian vegetation along target sections of priority
waterscapes by 2020.
Achieved River restoration projects implemented along the Chapman River; Hill River; Irwin
More
River; Moore River.
to do
2005 Plan Action 3.1: Develop baselines for extent and condition of riparian vegetation and establish clear targets for an increase
in extent and condition of riparian vegetation by 2008.
Partially
Condition assessed for some rivers and estuaries, Murchison Estuary Condition
More
achieved
Assessment, Hutt Lagoon Resource Condition Report 2009; Chapman River
to do
Foreshore Assessment 2001; Greenough Estuary Condition Assessment; Irwin
Estuary Management Plan 2014; Estuary Workshop Reports from across the region.
Not done for Moore River. No targets set for increase in extent and condition of
riparian vegetation. Condition of vegetation is not systematically monitored on an
ongoing basis, however riparian vegetation extent and condition was assessed in
2005 (pers. comms. Mark Canny).
2005 Plan Action 3.2: Identify suitable indicators and methodologies for monitoring and evaluating riparian vegetation by 2008.
Achieved DWER has developed several resources for monitoring and evaluating aquatic and
Don
riparian vegetation, including notes on Protecting Riparian Vegetation, Long-term
e
Management of Riparian Vegetation and Assessing Waterway Health. Also see
Monitoring and evaluation in riparian land management and guidelines on Foreshore
Condition and Assessment.
2005 Plan Action 3.3: Coordinate an integrated aquatic / riparian weed management and awareness program by 2009, including
financial incentives where public benefits will result.
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Achieved

DPIRD Controlling Aquatic Weeds in Farm Dams and factsheets on managing
More
specific Aquatic Weeds; My WeedWatcher; DBCA Guide to managing a restoring
to do
wetlands in WA. DWER notes on Protecting Riparian Vegetation, DWER River
Restoration Manual.
2005 Plan Action 3.4: Coordinate an integrated feral animal management and awareness program (for pigs and goats) by 2009,
including financial incentives where public benefits will result.
Achieved Regional biosecurity groups established in the NAR covering all of the Shires in
More
region with the exception of Gingin and Victoria Plains.
to do
2005 Plan Action 3.5: A policy for sustainable management of livestock in waterways and wetlands developed by 2009.
Achieved DPIRD recommends that livestock are not allowed direct access to waterways or
More
wetlands; Water and Rivers Commission recommends that livestock are not
to do
permitted unrestricted access to riparian areas; DWER notes that threats to
waterways include unrestricted access by livestock. Operational Policy 4.3
(Identifying and establishing waterways foreshore areas) notes among the
conditions required to protect foreshore areas that fencing or other barriers should
restrict livestock access to riparian areas.
2005 Plan Action 3.6: 2 community based river restoration and wetland restoration workshops to be held in each subregion by
2008.
Achieved Unknown if this was achieved by 2008, but will have been achieved by now. Recent
More
examples include activities at the Chapman River; Hill River; Irwin River; Moore
to do
River; NACC NRM Rivers and Wetlands Project; Redgum Farm wetland fencing
project.
2005 Plan Action 3.7: Conduct Foreshore Assessments along three priority rivers to improve knowledge of vegetation condition,
bank stability, stream cover, and habitat diversity by 2008.
Achieved Greenough River Foreshore Assessment; Chapman River Foreshore Assessment;
More
Condition Survey of the Murchison River.
to do
2005 Plan Action 3.8: Implement at least 30% of the Hutt, Hill, Greenough and Chapman River Foreshore Assessment
management recommendations for sections that are graded moderate – very good by 2009.
Unknown Unable to locate reports on management activities along these rivers
More
to do
2005 Plan Action 3.9: Planting of 1 million trees including sedges and shrubs around wetlands and waterways by 2009.
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Unknown

Consistent records of number of trees planted by all active groups have not been
reported for the region.
2005 Plan Action 3.10: Stabilization of at least five sites along priority waterways using techniques outlines in the River
Restoration Manual by 2009.
Unknown Unable to locate reports on management activities along these rivers

More
to do

More
to do
2005 Plan Action 3.11: Fence at least 20% of priority sections along waterscapes to improve and increase riparian vegetation
through erosion control and stock management by 2009.
Unknown Unable to locate reports on management activities along these rivers
More
to do
2005 Plan Goal 4: Maintain current salinity levels in historically fresh and brackish priority waterscapes by 2020.
Achieved There are some locations in the region where salinity in rising and many others
More
where salinity is stable or falling (pers. comms. Mark Canny DWER). Some data
to do
available through the Water Information Reporting Portal.
2005 Plan Action 4.1: Develop baselines for salinity levels in waterscapes by 2006.
Achieved Stream salinity status and trends in south-west Western Australia; Water and Rivers
More
Commission factsheet on Salinity.
to do
2005 Plan Action 4.2: Identify suitable indicators and methodologies for monitoring and evaluating salinity levels by 2008.
Achieved DWER resources on Monitoring and Assessing Water Quality. Healthy Estuaries
More
water quality monitoring project.
to do
2005 Plan Action 4.3: Facilitate a research project to support the growth of alternative options for drainage of excess water that
will not increase salinity levels in waterscapes and agronomic practices to reduce salinity risk by 2009.
Achieved E.g. DPIRD Deep Drainage for Salinity Management
More
to do
2005 Plan Action 4.4: Set up five monitoring sites along priority waterways and wetlands to identify high risk areas for salinity by
2009.
Achieved Stream salinity status and trends in south-west Western Australia; DWER Water
More
Information Reporting Portal
to do
2005 Plan Action 4.5: 5% of farms in priority waterway catchments develop and implement integrated catchment plans by 2008 to
progressively improve the water quality in priority waterscapes such as Gingin Brook and Hill River.
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Unknown

No publicly available list of on-farm integrated catchment surface water
management plans

No
more
to do

2005 Plan Action 4.6: 4 field days conducted in the region by 2008 to extend salinity management solutions.
Achieved Unknown if 4 field days were conducted by 2008 but it seems likely given that there
More
have been several more recent events e.g. Gingin Water Systems workshop, Gingin
to do
waterways field day, Greenough Sustainable Agriculture field day for smallholders,
Northern Valleys Water Resource Management Forum.
2005 Plan Action 4.7: 15% of landholders in the region to be implementing options for salinity control by 2009 that aim to reduce
salinity risk in priority waterscapes.
Unknown Not systematically monitored
No
more
to do
2005 Plan Action 4.8: Fence at least 10% of salt affected waterscapes and revegetate with salt tolerant perennials by 2009.
Unknown Some salt affected areas have been rehabilitated, but not all and the extent has not
More
been systematically tracked.
to do
2005 Plan Goal 5: Level of contamination in priority waterscapes is maintained within National Water Quality Management
(NWQMS) guidelines by 2025.
Achieved There have been no incidences of metal contamination in waterways in the NAR in
More
the last 10 years at least (pers. comms. Mark Canny DWER).
to do
2005 Plan Action 5.1: Develop baselines for levels of total nitrogen (TN), total phosphorous (TP), chemical and heavy metal
contaminants in waterscapes and establish clear targets for levels of contaminants in waterscapes according to NWQMA
guidelines by 2008.
Not
Some limited information on water quality available through the Water Information
More
achieved
Reporting Portal.
to do
2005 Plan Action 5.2: Identify suitable indicators and methodologies for monitoring and evaluating levels of nutrients, chemicals
and heavy metals by 2008.
Achieved DWER resources on Monitoring and Assessing Water Quality.
More
to do
2005 Plan Action 5.3: Continued development of best management practices for nutrient and chemical control in high risk
agriculture / horticulture land uses by 2008.
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Achieved

DWER resources on Managing Water Quality

More
to do

2005 Plan Action 5.4: Facilitate three research projects that measure and monitor nutrient and chemical load and movement
within catchments by 2006.
Achieved Healthy Estuaries water quality monitoring project. Stream salinity status and trends
More
in south-west Western Australia.
to do
2005 Plan Action 5.5: Develop management plans for existing contaminated sites by 2007.
Not
Not
No
Achieved
required
more
to do
2005 Plan Action 5.6: Extend knowledge of management solutions for control of nutrient and chemical contamination and support
local and catchment scale activities across the region by 2009.
Not
Not
No
Achieved
required
more
to do
2005 Plan Action 5.7: An awareness program established to educate community on the causes and implications of nutrient,
chemical and heavy metal contamination by 2007.
Not
Not
No
Achieved
required
more
to do
2005 Plan Action 5.8: 15% of landholders to be implementing management options by 2009 to reduce TP, TN and chemical
contaminants in waterscapes.
Not
Not
No
Achieved
required
more
to do
2005 Plan Action 5.9: Coordinate in stream monitoring and management (if appropriate) of all algal blooms in the Greenough,
Chapman and Moore Rivers and Gingin Brook by 2007.
Not
Not
No
Achieved
required
more
to do
2005 Plan Goal 6: No waterscapes or groundwater resources contaminated by Acid Sulphate Soils or acid groundwater by 2010.
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Achieved

This is a small-scale localised issue affecting mineral sands mines (pers. comms.
Mark Canny). The affected mines are required to monitor and report on groundwater
contaminant levels at their sites, and undertake mitigation actions (e.g. hiatus on
pumping water) if high levels of contaminants are detected.
2005 Plan Action 6.1: Facilitate a research project to determine extent and magnitude of risk for contamination from Acid
Sulphate Soils and acid groundwater across the NAR by 2009.
Not
Not
Achieved
required

No
more
to do
2005 Plan Action 6.2: An awareness program established to educate community and landholders on the potential risks of Acid
Sulphate Soils and acid groundwater by 2009.
Achieved DWER information on Acid Sulphate Soils.
No
more
to do
2005 Plan Goal 7: Maintain or improve the ecological function of priority waterscapes by 2020.
Achieved The ecological function of priority waterscapes in the region is stable (pers. comms.
More
Mark Canny DWER). However it is important to note that the only variables that are
to do
monitored are groundwater levels and streamflow. Water Information Reporting
Portal.
2005 Plan Action 7.1: Develop baselines for condition of priority waterscapes by 2006.
Achieved Assessments include the Moore River Estuary Assessment; river health
More
assessments at Gingin and Lennard Brooks, Red Gully Creek and Hill and Moore
to do
Rivers; Greenough River Foreshore Assessment; Chapman River Foreshore
Assessment; Condition Survey of the Murchison River
2005 Plan Action 7.2: Identify suitable indicators for monitoring and evaluating waterscape condition by 2008.
Achieved DWER has developed several resources for monitoring and evaluating aquatic and
More
riparian vegetation, including notes on Protecting Riparian Vegetation, Long-term
to do
Management of Riparian Vegetation and Assessing Waterway Health. Also see
Monitoring and evaluation in riparian land management and guidelines on Foreshore
Condition and Assessment. Also see DWER resources on Monitoring and
Assessing Water Quality
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2005 Plan Action 7.3: Conduct an assessment to improve knowledge of values and threats of waterscapes by 2006.
Unknown No baseline assessment of knowledge against which to assess whether knowledge
No
More
has improved. No ongoing assessment of knowledge to track change over time.
baseline
to do
Resources are available on values of waterscapes and threats to waterscapes.
2005 Plan Action 7.4: Map and monitor the extent, condition and natural variability of inland wetlands in the NAR and identify
priority wetlands for protection and restoration by 2008.
Partially
Extent of inland wetlands mapped but condition not assessed. Some inland
More
Achieved wetlands protected through the DBCA network of regional parks.
to do
2005 Plan Action 7.5: Develop management plans for the restoration and conservation of five priority waterscapes by 2009.
Not
Stand-alone management plans for water ways are not available in the region
More
Achieved
to do
2005 Plan Action 7.6: Five river and wetland restoration demonstration sites to be developed across the region by 2009, to build
technical capacity and awareness in the community.
Achieved See activities at the Chapman River; Hill River; Irwin River; Moore River; NACC
More
NRM Rivers and Wetlands Project; Redgum Farm wetland fencing project.
to do
2005 Plan Action 7.7: Extension and financial incentives developed to support on farm management and protection of high
conservation value wetlands by 2009.
Achieved e.g. NACC NRM Rivers and Wetlands Project; Redgum Farm wetland fencing
More
project.
to do
2005 Plan Goal 8: Vegetation buffers to protect waterscapes from future urban and industrial developments enforced by 2015.
Not
Most foreshore areas in the NAR are privately owned. Most retain a 30-100m buffer
More
Achieved which serves to stabilise river banks (pers. comms. Mark Canny DWER). DPIRD,
to do
Water and Rivers Commission and DWER, via Operational Policy 4.3, all make
management recommendations to private landowners with foreshore habitat on their
properties.
2005 Plan Action 8.1: All developments to follow the guidelines for foreshore and water course buffer zone establishment with
monitoring for compliance by 2005, to protect from urban encroachment.
Achieved Operational Policy 4.3
Don
e
2005 Plan Action 8.2: Riparian vegetation to be protected from clearing through implementation of the Environmental Protection
Act 1986 by 2009.
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Achieved

Don
e
2005 Plan Goal 9: No solid waste contamination of high recreation value waterscapes or waterscapes adjacent to urban land by
2015.
Achieved Not a major issue in the region. Not actively managed outside of maintenance of the
More
stormwater system. Not systematically monitored. A number of community groups
to do
manage solid waste in waterscapes around the region through community Clean Up
Days. Geraldton Rangers enforce the Litter Act and fine people for illegal dumping.
Also see Geraldton Waste Management and Recycling Plan.
2005 Plan Action 9.1: Litter plans for high recreation value waterscapes and waterscapes adjacent to urban land developed and
implemented by 2007.
Partially
Unable to find any litter plans for waterways in the public record, although see
More
Achieved Geraldton Waste Management and Recycling Plan.
to do
2005 Plan Goal 10: All recreation in priority waterscapes managed by 2020.
Not
More
Achieved
to do
2005 Plan Action 10.1: Recreation management plans for priority recreation areas to be developed and implemented by 2007.
Not
More
Achieved
to do
2005 Plan Goal 11: Sustainable use of groundwater resources and equitable allocation of resources between economic,
environmental and social requirements by 2020.
Achieved Water allocation plans are reviewed and updated regularly by DWER and focus on
Don
equitable and sustainable allocations of surface and ground water between social,
e
environmental and economic requirements. The plans outline how much water can
be taken from groundwater and surface water resources, while safeguarding the
sustainability of the resource and protecting the water-dependent environment.
Stakeholder engagement is an important part of the process of developing water
allocation plans. Within the NAR, the Water Allocation Plans that have been
developed are: the Arrowsmith Groundwater Allocation Plan 2010, the Jurien
Groundwater Allocation Plan 2010, the Gingin Groundwater Allocation Plan 2015,
and the Gingin Surface Water Allocation Plan 2011. Also see the Mid West Regional
Water Supply Strategy launched in 2015 provides an overview of how available
109

water resources will be matched with agriculture, mining, urban expansion and
industry needs in the northern part of the region.
2005 Plan Action 11.1: Conduct groundwater investigations to enhance understanding of the hydrodynamics and sustainability of
regional groundwater aquifers by 2007.
Achieved See the Arrowsmith Groundwater Allocation Plan 2010, the Jurien Groundwater
More
Allocation Plan 2010, the Gingin Groundwater Allocation Plan 2015, and the Gingin
to do
Surface Water Allocation Plan 2011. Also see the DWER Water Information
Reporting Portal.
2005 Plan Action 11.2: Improve regional aquifer monitoring programs to achieve greater knowledge of water availability and
salinity trends by 2005.
Achieved See the DWER Water Information Reporting Portal.
More
to do
2005 Plan Action 11.3: Prepare regional and local groundwater management plans for the region by 2007.
Achieved See the Arrowsmith Groundwater Allocation Plan 2010, the Jurien Groundwater
Don
Allocation Plan 2010, the Gingin Groundwater Allocation Plan 2015
e
2005 Plan Action 11.4: Develop environmental water requirements for three priority groundwater dependent waterscapes by
2009.
Achieved See the Arrowsmith Groundwater Allocation Plan 2010, the Jurien Groundwater
Don
Allocation Plan 2010, the Gingin Groundwater Allocation Plan 2015
e
2005 Plan Action 11.5: Groundwater licences to have conditions with monitoring for compliance to ensure the sustainable use of
resources by 2008.
Achieved See the Arrowsmith Groundwater Allocation Plan 2010, the Jurien Groundwater
Don
Allocation Plan 2010, the Gingin Groundwater Allocation Plan 2015
e
2005 Plan Action 11.6: Increase the technical capacity of community to understand groundwater systems and sustainable
management through education and awareness by 2007.
Unknown No baseline assessment of knowledge against which to assess whether knowledge
No
More
has improved. No ongoing assessment of knowledge to track change over time.
baseline
to do
2005 Plan Action 11.7: Establish local water resource management committees for all regional groundwater areas by 2007.
Partially
The Gingin Water Group Inc was established covering the Gingin and Dandaragan
More
Achieved area
to do
2005 Plan Goal 12: Progressive increase in water use efficiency practices by users of allocated water by 2020.
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Achieved

Water use efficiency is improved (pers. comms. Mark Canny DWER), including more
More
efficient water use for irrigation in agriculture, community water use efficiency at
to do
home, and water use efficiency programs. Also see new DWER 2019 Water
conservation / efficiency plan.
2005 Plan Action 12.1: Develop and implement a regional monitoring program for water use by 2006.
Not
Water use is not consistently monitored across the region.
More
Achieved
to do
2005 Plan Action 12.2: Increase community awareness of best practice water use efficiency through education and awareness
programs by 2007.
Unknown DWER tips and communication materials on community water use efficiency at
No
More
home and Water Corp Waterwise Advice.
baseline
to do
2005 Plan Goal 13: All rural and farming communities have reliable water supplies by 2015.
Achieved All major towns are provided scheme water by WaterCorp. While there may be a
Don
small number of farms that need to cart water in, most farms in the NAR rely on a
e
combination of rainwater and groundwater and are self-sufficient in water.
2005 Plan Action 13.1: 70% of farmers have self sufficient stock water supplies available through farm water grants by 2009.
Achieved Most farms in the NAR rely on a combination of rainwater and groundwater and are
Don
self-sufficient in water. Support programs to ensure farm water supplies have
e
included the National On-Farm Emergency Water Infrastructure Rebate Scheme,
the Farm Water Rebate Scheme, and the Farm Water Supply Planning Scheme.
2005 Plan Goal 14: Maintain current water quality in groundwater supply areas within the National Water Quality Management
Strategy guidelines by 2015.
Achieved Groundwater quality in the region is mostly stable (some areas with increasing
More
salinity) - DWER Water Information Reporting Portal.
to do
2005 Plan Action 14.1: Establish baselines for water quality levels and determine NWQMA guidelines according to water quality
parameters by 2008.
Achieved Stream salinity status and trends in south-west Western Australia
More
to do
2005 Plan Action 14.2: Identify suitable indicators and methodologies for monitoring and evaluating water quality by 2008.
Achieved DWER resources on Monitoring and Assessing Water Quality.
More
to do
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2005 Plan Action 14.3: Develop and implement a monitoring program to investigate future risks to groundwater aquifers by 2009.
Achieved DWER Water Information Reporting Portal.
More
to do
2005 Plan Action 14.4: Conduct ongoing monitoring of groundwater resources to track changes in groundwater contaminants by
2009.
Achieved DWER Water Information Reporting Portal.
More
to do
2005 Plan Action 14.5: Increase community awareness of the relationship between land use, good environmental practice and
water resource quality maintenance through education and awareness programs by 2008.
Unknown Chapman River; Hill River; Irwin River; Moore River; NACC NRM Rivers and
No
More
Wetlands Project
baseline
to do
2005 Plan Action 14.6: Implement Water Source Protection Plans for public drinking water supply areas by 2007.
Achieved Information on PDWSAs is available from DWER via their website pages on
More
Proclaiming PDWSAs, Protection of PDWSAs, Drinking water source protection
to do
reports, and Land Planning in PDWSAs.

Add suggested activities on climate resilience and Aboriginal custodianship to each of the thematic targets
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